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THE DEFINITION OF PRICE 

I. Scope and plan of study. 

The need of a clearer, more consistent, and more generally a 

cepted terminology in economics is felt by all economists today 

The selection of “price” as the first subject for terminological 

discussion may, however, call for justification.! It has been ob 

jected that price is a less difficult term, less in need of re-defini 

tion, than are various other concepts such as value, cost, etc. But 

the easiest topic in terminology is none too simple. Our defini 

tions, which should constitute a system, seem at times to be but 

a snarl to be untangled, if at all, only by carefully pulling a strand 

at a time, beginning with the threads least immeshed. Price in all 

its variations of definition has to do with practical transactions in 

the market; it seems to be a more tangible fact, a more superficial 

phenomenon than such things as value and cost; it should present, 

therefore, fewer difficulties in definition. Yet it presents difficulties 

enough to call for all our patience and thought. 

With the purpose of determining not only what definitions of 
price have been used, but also what, if any, trend of thought in th 

subject could be discovered, the writer consulted many texts and 

found some 117 definitions.2 These were classified according to 

the following plan. 
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1912 | The Definition of Price 785 

In the following tables the authors’ names, grouped by the six 

types, are arranged chronologically, the letters indicating the 

language in which the author wrote; Americans (A) are, how 

ever. distinguished from English (E) ; the one Australian is classed 

ith English (EE); Austrians with Germans (G); French Swiss 

with French (EF); and Italians are indicated by LI. It is a lingual 

rather than a political classification, exc pt that English is sub 

divided between English (including Scotch, Irish, and Australian) 

ind American. 

II. Objective-exchange-value non-monetary definitions; type Al. 

In presenting a list of representative definitions let us begin with 

it of Adam Smith, returning later to the type which was used 

by his predecessors and by some of his contemporaries. Smith 

(Wealth of Nations, 1776) gives no formal definition of price but 

implies one in these statements : 

I shall endeavor to show what is the real measure of this 

exchangeable value, or wherein consists the real price of all commodi 

ties (Routledge ed., p. 22). 

The real price of everything, what everything really costs to the 
man who wants to acquire it, is the toil and trouble of acquiring it 

p. 22). 

Labor was the first price—the original purchase money ete. (p. 23). 

The exchangeable value of every commodity is more frequently 
estimated by the quantity of money than of labor, or of any 

other commodity (p. 24). 

Every commodity, besides, is more frequently exchanged for, and 
therefore compared with, other commodities, than with labor. It is 

more natural therefore to estimate its changeable value by the quan 

tity of some other commodity than by that of the labor which it can 

purchase (p. 23). 

Price here means the cost of a thing cither in exchange or in 

direct production, and may be “measured” in other commodities 

or in toil, trouble, labor, or money. 

Smith’s definition is of the non-monetary objective type, of 

which the following twenty-seven examples have been found, 
twelve English, five American, four French, and six German. 

1809 G McCulloch ........ . 1825 E 

1812 F MecVickar ........... 1825 A 

1815 G DeQuincy ........... 1844 
1820 Roscher ............ 1854 G 

1821 E Umpfenbach ......... 1867 G 
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1912] The Definition of Price 187 

Francis A. Walker offers a good example of this type (Political 

Economy, 1884): 

Price is purchasing power expressed in terms of some one article; 
power-in-exchange-for-that-article, be the same wheat, or beef, or 
wool. or gold, or silver. In common speech the word price brings up 

the idea of money-value, the purchasing power of an article expressed 

in terms of money. Yet it is equally correct to say that the price is 

75 bushels of wheat, as to say it is $100 (p. 82). 

A non-monetary (but near monetary) definition is given by 

Houdard (Premiers Principes de 'V Economique, Paris, 1889) : 

Price is “the expression of the exchange value of a thing in units of 
exchange value” (p. 97). “The term price has received the meaning 

of the commodity given as equivalent to another. . . In most 
cases. . . price signifies the quantity of money necessary to 
wequire a good” (p. 98). 

The seven last writers in the foregoing list, from Devas (1892) 

on (three English, two American, one French and one German), 

all show evidence of the influence of the newer “marginal utility” 

doctrine, combined with otherwise conservative views on economic 

theory. Pesch, the one German writer (1905), is a Jesuit priest, 
whose ideas evidently are taken directly from Devas, professor 

in the University of Dublin, and not from German sources. 

III. Objective-exchange-value monetary definitions; type A2. 

The curious wording, “exchangeable value expresses the power 
of purchasing” which occurs in Torrens’ definition, above, im- 

plies some confusion between ideas of value as a quality of things 
and as the concrete object in which it is expressed. Already this 

confusion had appeared in the identifying of purchasing power 
and price in Ricardo’s Political Economy in 1817, four years be 

fore Torrens’ book. Ricardo at the same time gave the first ex 
ample to be found in our list of the monetary variety of the price 
concept. He gave in that connection no formal definition of price 

nor did he explicitly distinguish it from value.° He quotes Adam 
Smith approvingly, however, as to labor being the “real price” 

and “the first price.” He speaks of “the natural price of wages 
36 

estimated in food and necessaries,”° These expressions by them- 

selves imply the non-monetary concept of price, but he heads 
section 7, of chapter 1: “Different effects from the alteration in 

the value of money, the medium in which price is always ex 

*McCulloch’s ed., London, 1871, pp. 22-25. 

*Economic Classics ed., ch. 5, p. 84. 

) 
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1912] The De finition of Price 789 

Exchange value requires to be distinguished from Price. The words 

Value and Price were used as synonyms by the early political econo- 
ists, and are not always discriminated even by Ricardo. But the 

most accurate modern writers, to avoid the wasteful expenditure of 

two good scientific terms on a single idea, have employed price to ex- 

press the value of a thing in relation to money; the quantity of money 

for which it will exchange. By the price of a thing, therefore, we 
shall henceforth understand its value in money; by the value, or ex- 

change value of a thing, its general power of purchasing; the command 

which its possession gives over purchasable commodities in general. 
Political Economy, Book 8, ch. 1, sec. 2, p. 538.) 

Mill has no glimpse here of the pre-Ricardian ground of dis 
tinction between “exchangeable value” as a quality, or power, in 

commodities, and price as the expression of that power in terms 

10 Thinking, therefore, that the two words were 

used as synonyms “even” by Ricardo, he fixes upon the monetary 

of commodities. 

expression of price as a possible distinguishing character. Yet 

he does not define price as the money (or amount of money) given 

in exchange, but as the “value” (purchasing power) expressed 

in terms of money. (This distinction may not be immediately ob 

vious but it involves a real problem in terminology.) Mill leaves 
no special name either for the amount of money itself, or for the 

quantity of commodities in general, given in exchange for a thing 

The definition of P. Leroy-Beaulieu stresses the estimation of 

value rather than its expression (Precis d’Econ. Pol., 1st ed., 

1887): ‘When value is estimated in money it takes the name 

price” (p. 208). 

The mathematician S. Newcomb emphasizes price as a measure 
of value, in preference to the terms expression or estimation, in a 

definition of a monetary type (Principles, 1885) : 

Price is considered as the measure of value. The price of a com 
modity is the number of units of money which the commodity can be 

exchanged for in the public market. . . . Price is the measure 
of value just as length is the measure of a line (p. 63). 

In the French dictionary of Coquelin et Guillaumin (Dict. de 

l’Econ. Pol., 1854) all reference to value is omitted and a mere 

amount-of-money definition is given. Price is “the quantity of 

money for which one may buy or sell a commodity” (p. 435). 
Similar definitions are given by J. L. Laughlin (Political Econ- 

omy, 1888): “Price is the amount of money for which an arti 
cle may be exchanged” ; by Macvane (1890) : “The price of a thing 

* An explanation of this oversight is given below (pp. 801-802) 

| 
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1912 | The Definition of Price 791 

The valuation of an object is nothing more or less than the affirma- 

tion that it is in a certain degree of comparative estimation with some 
other specified object; and any other object possessed of value may 

serve as the point of comparison (p. 235). 

The only fair criterion of the value of an object is the quantity 

of other commodities at large that can be readily obtained for it in 

exchange whenever the owner wishes to part with it; and this, in all 

commercial dealings, and in all money valuations, is called the cur- 
rent price (p. 236). 

The price of an article is the quantity of money it may be worth; 
current price, the quantity it may be sure of obtaining at the par 
ticular place . . . money-price is selected for the purpose of 

illustration in preference to price in commodities at large, merely for 
greater simplicity; but the real and ultimate object of exchange is, not 
money, but commodities (p. 250).** 

K. Menger (in Grundsdtze, 1871): “Prices, or in other words, 

the quantities of goods appearing in exchange” (p. 172). 

A. Wagner (in Grundlegung, 1st ed., 1876, ref. to 3d ed., 

1892): 
The price of a good is the quantity of other goods for which it 

actually is exchanged . . . a good can have as many prices as 
there are goods for which it is exchanged . . . the money price 
is only one price-form, the most usual. ... The concept of price 
is to be formed so generally that every equivalent in exchange whether 
money or something else can be brought under it (p. 339). 

A. T. Hadley (in Economics, 1896) : 

A price, in the broadest sense of the word, is the quantity of one 
thing which is exchanged for another (p. 70). A price in the com- 
mercial sense of the word, may be defined as the quantity of money 
for which the right to an article or a service is exchanged (p. 72 

F. C. Hicks (in Lectures on the Theory of Economics, 1901): 

Value when measured is expressed in terms of the measure or unit 
of comparison, and this expression is price. Price, then, may be de 

fined as value expressed in terms of a measure (p. 29). The price for 
the horse is 50 sheep. This is the value of the horse expressed in 
terms of the measure sheep (p. 33). 

S. N. Patten (The Theory of Prosperity, 1902, p. 17): 

Price is the quantity of one article which must be given in ex 

* These latter statements are taken to justify our classification of Say’s 

definition. However, in his notes to Storch, Cours d’Econ. Pol. (1823) he 

says: “It is preferable usage to call exchangeable value the quantity of all 

other goods that are given in exchange for what one wishes to have; and 

price the quantity of money that is given for the same object” (vol. 1, p. 72). 

This would indicate that (perhaps through Ricardian influence) Say had 

gone over to a monetary exchange value concept of price. 
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' 1912] The Definition of Price 793 

re pe rsonal and social values . . . Social price is called market 

price (p. 36). 

VI. Ratio-of-exrchange monetary definitions; type C2. 

Group C contains six names, and as the first of these in point 

of time is that of Jevons, we shall in discussing Group C reverse 

the order followed heretofore, and begin with the monetary type. 

Three examples of this have been found: 

1895 F 

As students of Jevons will recall, he was not a courageous 

terminologist, and was prone to abandon an ambiguous term in- 

stead of clarifying it. He did this in the case of value and even 

thought of rejecting the term money because it had no universally 

accepted meaning. He declares in favor of substituting for 

“value” the term “ratio of exchange.” He could do this without 

fully realizing the havoc this suggestion (if adopted generally) 
would make, for he was an ultra-Benthamite in his psychology, 

ind had therefore transferred most of the content of the term 

value to the term utility (as noted below, p. 802). Of “value” he 

Says: 

Now if there is any fact certain about value, it is that it means 
not an object at all, but a quality, attribute, or rather a circumstanc: 
of an object. Value implies, in fact, a relation; but, if so, it cannot 
possibly be some other thing. (Theory of Political Economy, 1871, 
pp. 81-82.) 

The same commodities in the same market can have only one ratio 
of exchange, which must therefore prevail between each body and each 
other (idem, p. 113). 

Jevons nowhere, so far as I can find, formally defined price and 

the classification of him here is based on his use of the word in a 

few cases where it seems to mean a ratio of exchange expressed in 

money. His attention seemed directed upon the idea of a ratio 

implicit in the quantity of goods exchanged rather than upon the 
quantity of goods, and he did not speak of price as the other ob 

ject given in exchange. 

The initial influence of Jevons in this group of six definitions 
warrants some further examination of his conception. Save only 

Gunton (where the connection, however, seems probable), the 

other five cases of ratio definitions are traceable, in phrase and 

argument, to Jevons. 
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1912 | The Definition of Price 795 

Value viewed in the latter aspect (objective) is what Jevons calls 

“ratio of exchange” . . . Whenever this “ratio of exchange” is 

expressed in units of money (as is customary in all society, however 
little civilized) it takes the name of price (p. 256). 

‘The only other author in our list who expresses adherence to the 

monetary ratio-concept of price is H. J. Davenport (in his Value 
and Distribution, 1908). He questions whether 

Money may be regarded as a measure of value (p. 181). Market 
price fails in the requirement fundamental to the notion of measure- 

ment, namely that a measure must be quantitative and must measure 

things of quantity. But market value is neither a magnitude nor a 

quantity, but only a ratio (p. 184). 

The author’s thought is here of value in the older objective 

sense, though in general he gives a psychological treatment of 

value. In another passage occurring later, he faces the problem of 

terminology directly. 

In German usage, Preis is the generic term for the good on either 

side of an exchange, in its function of quid pro quo. If the exchange 
relation is one of good against the money good, the money is called the 
Geld-preis. In English usage—as goes without saying—price has 

been limited to mean exchange power expressed in terms of money 
solely.'* Thus while on the whole the German usage may well ap 
pear to be the more philosophical, it must remain true that popularly 
price means the money that a thing will sell for, and that some term 
for this money relation, this expression of exchange power in terms 
of a conventionally specialized money commodity, is imperatively 
called for (pp. 218-219). 

A few things are worthy of comment here: the first is the author’s 

impression as to the uniformity of English usage. According to 

our count, of 61 English and American writers, 26 give non 
monetary and 35, monetary definitions.'® 

The second is the author’s suggestion that what he has seen fit 

to call “the German usage” “may well appear to be the more 

philosophical.” For what can that mean other than the more 

\ similar but modified impression, possibly influenced by Davenport's 

statement, is that of B. M. Anderson (Social Value, 1911, p. 175): “In most 

English treatises on economics . . . price as a rule involves the idea of 

money.” But Anderson himself uses price with the wider, non-monetary 

meaning. 

* Details are as follows: Non-monetary, twelve English and five American 

writers, (total seventeen) in the A group; one English and six American 

(total seven) in the B group; and two American in the C group; Monetary, 

eleven English and fifteen American in the A group, no English and seven 

\merican in the B group, and one English and one American in the C group. 
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1912 | The Definition of Price 797 

value doctrine; this is a branch from one of the seedlings grafted 

upon the old exchange value stock. 

In Irving Fisher appears a writer with thorough mathematical 

training and at the same time with a very favorable attitude 

toward the subjective-value doctrine. In matters of definition, 

however, the mathematical interest leads Fisher to the extremest 

possible limit and plays havoe with the psychological concept of 
value, as appears in the text and later in the glossary of definitions 

(Nature of Capital and Income, 1906) : 

If either of the two quantities of wealth is divided by the other, 

the quotient is called the price of the latter. . . . In modern times 

one of the two articles is usually money, but this condition is not 
essential, and in primitive times was not even common (p. 11). 

Price—a ratio of exchange (p. 335). 

Money price—The quotient found by dividing the money exchanged 
for goods by the quantity of the goods themselves (p. 335). 

The value of goods wealth, prope rty, services) is the product of 

their quantity multiplied by their price (p. 336). 

It will be observed that Fisher defines not value (as did Jevons) 

but price, as a ratio of exchange, and shifts the word value over 

to a significance quite as unlike Jevons’ concept, as it is unlike that 
of the orthodox or that of the Austrian school. Though he does 

not go back quite as far as does Gunton to the old identification of 

value and price, he leaves only a mathematical, non-qualitative 

distinction between them. 

Another of the several remarkable things about these defini 

tions of value and of price is the author’s conscious disregard of 
all economic authority. Fisher does not, and evidently knows 

that he cannot, cite a single precedent in economic literature in 

support of his novel suggestion. But his appeal is to business usage 

is he interprets it to be. His statement is as follows: 

The definition of value which has been given, applying as it does to 
an aggregate of wealth instead of the unit, departs somewhat from 

economic usage; but it follows closely the usage of business men and 

practical statisticians. Economists have not usually thought it neces- 

sary to distinguish between the purchasing power of the unit and the 
aggregate, but have employed the term “value” indiscriminately to 
both. . . . It seems preferable to conform our definitions of value 

and price as closely as possible to business usage, which instinctively 

and consistently applies the term “‘price’’ to the unit and value to 
the aggregate (p. 13). 

Fisher here is comparing his concept of value with that of the 
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the end of the eighteenth century. The Latin pretium bequeathed 

some ambiguity to its derivative price. Pretium seems to have 

meant either a subjective or an objective fact, that is, sometimes 

an estimation or appreciation, and again a thing or sum of things 

given in exchange.’® 

This variety of meanings appears in Italian still in the eigh 

enth century, whether with historical continuity is not clear. 

The word prezzo appears to be used interchangeably with valore, 

n the meaning of estimation, in many places (not always), in th 

writings contained in the Scrittori Classici Italiani. 

In German, only the meaning of the thing given is now ex 

pressed by Preis, and Neumann expressly warns against the am 

biguity come down from the older usage, the “beliebte Identifici 

rung von Preis und Pretium,”*” that is the use of verum rei pretium 

(price) in the sense of vera ret aestimatio (Wert).*° The psycho 

logical implication of pretium still appears in the English words 

ippreciate, depreciate, and their derivatives. The mediaeval 

term justum pretium was used, it would seem, in the sense of a 

correct, or right, sum to be given in exchange, measured by 

some moral standard, more or less vaguely in mind, the true worth, 

perhaps sometimes the true and abiding benefit. Mere pretium, 

owever (not justum), when used in an objective sense, seems to 

have meant whatever was given in exchange for a thing, and it 

was a Just price only when it coincided in amount with that called 

for, or warranted by, a moral estimate. 

It would seem that as the problem of price began in the minds 

of men to be less an ethical and more a commercial one the con 

cept of just price was first displaced by that of (subjective) value, 

as a standard with which actual prices were compared. The 

standard became the intensity of desire of bidders in a market. 

This change appears in all of the European languages. In Ital 

ian the change seems to have been comparatively late, yet in th 

eighteenth century in some Italian writings prezzo (the thing 

given) had come to be contrasted with valore used in the now 

current subjective sense of the estimation or, better, of the quality 

* Dr. H. Sewall, “The Theory of Value before Adam Smith,” in Publications 

of the American Economic Association, 3d series, vol. IT, pp. 542-4. Dr. Sewall 

thinks that the Romans had an idea of price as “value in exchange,” but a 

very vague one, 

*F. J. Neumann, in Schénberg’s Handbuch, 1st ed., 1885, vol. I, p. 174 

*Idem, note, and p. 171. 
I 
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1912 | The Definition of Price S01 

Ricardo as a man of “the City” knew no prices excepting those 

expressed as money, and in the contrast between value as purchas 

na power in general, and money as the particular form, expres 

n or measure, he easily saw a new ground of distinction. Thence 

rose a new variety of price-definition.*! 

The trend of opinion in this direction became at once marked. 

Of our 14 examples dating from 1817 to 1847, 8 are of the mone 

tary variety, and but 6 are non-mon tary : 183 are of th objec 

tive-value group, and but one (a German) is of the subjective 

value group. 

Then in 1848, J. S. Mill, in so many ways the fulfillment of 

Ric irdo, clearly expressed his opinion, as preceding objective 

value theorists had implied theirs, that the only distinction to b 

found between value (as he used it) and price was in the mone 

tary character of the price expression. Between 1848 and 1870 

outside of German lands Mill’s choice swept nearly all before it. 

Everyone of the 12 non-German writers of that period in our 

ist formulates his definition of price in connection with an ob 

jective-value concept (A group), and 11 of these are of the mon 

tary variety (Bowen, the American, being the exception, 1870). 

Of the 7 German writers, 3 (Roscher, Umpfenbach and Man 

voldt) recognize the subjective concept of value but formulat: 

non-monetary price definitions (Al) in connection with the ob 

jective-value concept; 2 (Schulze and Glaser) formulate non 

onetary sub jective-value concepts (Bl); and 2 (Stein ind 

Maurus) formulate monetary subjective-value concepts (B). 
It may seem remarkable that so important a term as value could 

indergo the transfer, or transformation, of meaning above traced 

without leaving a noticeable gap in terminology. The explanation 

s hardly doubtful, and is not without interest. In its verbal us¢ 

the word value underwent hardly any corresponding change, and 

still signified, in popular and scientific speech, to esteem, to attach 

importance, etc. But in its substantive use the word value was 

In the Washington discussion, Professor S. N. Patten pointed out that 

the character of the change from a barter to a money-economy wa » Str 

ng in Ricardo’s time that it would easily suggest new categories and the 

hifting of terms. See “Proceedings,” American Economic Review, vol. Il, 

No. 1, supp., p. 91. It seems most probable that eighteenth century writers 

had used the word price in this way, but Ricardo is the first clear-cut ex 

ample our study has as yet revealed of the formal limitation of price to 

monetary terms. 
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1912} The Definition of Price 803 

and the three later ones all evidence the influence of the subjective 

value discussion. 

Thus in the year 1870 the Mill-Ricardian economics was, outside 

of German lands, thoroughly in possession of the field. In Ger 

iny also it exercised a powerful influence, even in terminology, 

W ch crosses a S prach-grenze with difficult y. For sixty five years, 

1805 to 1870, the objective-value group of price definitions 

da monopoly (so far as we have found) among English, Ameri 

n. French and Italian writers, while claiming also 5 of the 11 

(german writers. 

\. Historical survey; subjective-value definitions. 

With the year 1871, which saw the publication of the notable 

eoretical works of Menger and of Jevons, came a new impulse. 

To Menger’s influence can be directly traced most of the defi 

nitions of group B in our list between 1871 and 1911; to the 

influence of Jevons is probably due the distinctive mark of all the 

lefinitions in group C; and the influence of Jevons combined to 
-trengthen the Austrians’ appeal for a psychological concept of 

lue, however much his terminology differed from theirs. To 

these influences contributed likewise the awakened interest of 

\merican students in German scholarship. Such traces of Ger 
ul economic thought as have reached England in the past forty 

years seem to have filtered through the medium of American writ 

ings, as was genially and wittily expressed by Mr. Henry Higgs, 

. representative of the British Economic Society at the anni 

versary meeting of the American Economic Association in 1909. 

Though the writings of Wieser and Béhm-Bawerk owed their trans 

lation into English to the Scotch economist, Smart, they have 

seemed to make little impression upon British economists, whil 

deeply affecting American thought. 

The non-monetary (B1) type of price definition is most char 

acteristic of the more thoroughgoing subjective-value theorists. 

First in the list is a little group of two Italian names and one 

French, Becearia, Verri, and Condillac, not to be taken merely as 

three independent opinions, but representative of the prevailing 

conceptions before the Smith-Ricardian era. Then in 1803 and 
1804, Say and Lauderdale, akin in their doctrines on a number 

of points, including their sympathy with a subjective treatment of 

value. Then from 1805 to 1870, only three examples of the non- 

monetary subjective-value concept—all German. Then with Men- 
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of a price concept capable of further development. If freed from 

‘ts initial confusion, this idea of Jevons’ would probably lose its 

listinetive significance, and thereby these six definitions of price 

(C group) become classifiable with the other two groups. 

VI. Statistical survey and some critical comments. 

We may be helped to see the general trend by taking the statisti 

cal re sults of our study, without placing too much emphasis on 

in enumeration necessarily incomplete. 

In the period before 1817 the A group shows 40 per cent of all 

definitions; between 1817 and 1847, 93 per cent (all but the one 

German); in 1848-1870, 79 per cent (the fall being due entirely 

the larger proportion of German names in our list in this 
period) ; in 1871-1911, 51 per cent (the fall being due to the re 

naissance of the subjective concept everywhere but in England). 

Conversely, the B definitions constitute before 1817, 60 per cent 

of all, fall to 7 per cent between 1817 and 1847, and increase to 

1) per cent in the period between 1871-1911 (the remaining 9 

per cent being of the C group). 

The correlation between the monetary and the objective value 

oncepts since Ricardo’s time appears in these figures: none of 

the A definitions were monetary before 1817; 1817-1847, 54 per 

cent of them were monetary; 1848-1870, 73 per cent; this falling 

to 66 per cent between 1871-1911 was because of the conflictin 

influe nees of this period as already described. 

The B group was 100 per cent non-monetary until after 1848; 

(between 1848-1870, but one B definition appears, that being 

monetary) ; and between 1871-1911, was 66 per cent non-monetary, 

= 

the fall being mostly due to the acceptance of the subjective-value 

concept by writers who in the main were otherwise Ricardian. 

The C group which dates from 1871 on, is 50 per cent of 

each variety. 

Thus in the past forty years while the A and B definitions 

appear in almost equal numbers, two thirds of the former are 

monetary, and two thirds of the latter are non-monetary. If all 

definitions be considered, there were 100 per cent non-monetary 

before Ricardo; this figure falling between 1817 and 1847 to 43 

per cent, and after Mill and until 1870, to 32 per cent, and recov- 

ering between 1871-1911 to 49 per cent. 

In all this history of price-definition there is evident an astound- 
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more subtle term than price. Yet a large proportion of the 

price definitions are framed in terms of value. Good definition 

should proceed from the known to the unknown, from the simple 

to the complex, but most price-definitions reverse this order.=" 

It is. however, possible even for the writers of the A@2 group 

to frame a definition without explicit reference to value, e. g.: 

Coguelin et Guillaumin, Laughlin, De Foville, and Beauregard 

( set above, pp. 789-790). It might with some show of reason be 

suggested that logically viewed, these writers should be classified 

a new group, for there is an essential distinction between a 

definition of price as the money (or quantity of money) itself, 

In the A2 definitions the (money) price is said to be the value of a com 

lity exchanged for money, by Courcelle-Seneuil, J. S. Mill (E) ; to measure 

the value, Metz-Noblat, Newcomb, Seager, Colson; to be value estimated, 

Marcet, Vethake, Leroy-Beaulieu, Prothero; to express value, Ricardo, Droz, 

Garnier, Boccardo (E), Cherbuliez, Hearn (EF), Batbie, A. Walker, Cossa, 

Cauwes, Carey, Nazzani (EF), Ford, Marshall (EF), Perin, Bullock, Nicholson, 

Carver, Levasseur, J. F. Johnson (FE); to be the notation of value, E. P 

Smith; or value is said to be price when in terms of money, Carey, Bonar, 

laussig (EF). 

But in many of the definitions of the A2 type the value is spoken of as 

quantity of other goods in general given in exchange for the particular 

d, and with this is contrasted price, the quantity of money, as a species of 

value, e.g.: Senior, Vethake (in addition to the other expression above noted 

Mill (EF), Boeccardo (FE), Hearn (E), Nazzani (F.), Maevane, Marshall (1 

J. F. Johnson (E), Taussig (E). 

rhe writers marked (FE) are equivocal in that they say both that value 

yr sometimes it is price) is the quantity of commodities (or of money), and 

that the commodities (or the money) express value. 

\ very similar range of expression occurs with writers of the Al type 

Price is said to measure value, A. Smith (also value to be “estimated by thi 

juantity”), McCulloch, Musgrave, Pesch (EF), Landry; to express, Jakob, 

Roscher, Mangoldt, F. A. Walker, Houdard, Molinari, Devas, Pesch (EF), 

University of Chicago; to denote, Torrens; to be a compared exchangeable 

value, Hufeland; to be value “ratified or made effectual,” DeQuincy; to be 

value in relation to a selected commodity, Cairnes; to be realized exchange 

value, Umpfenbach; or is spoken of as the same as value, “price or ex 

thangeable value,” Ganilh, MeVickar. By others value is spoken of as the 

juantity of goods which exchanges for another good (again it is price which 

is spoken of in this manner, the usage which J. S. Mill sought to avoid; a clear 

e is presented by his father, J. Mill); Cannan (whose statement is: “The 

value of a commodity is always the quantity of some other commodity”), 

Pesch (equivocal though he distinguishes between this sense of price, “in the 

concrete,” and the other “in the abstract”). Gide, whose value-definition is 

subjective, gives a flagrant example of the identifying of price and value 
ee above, p. 792). 
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frame a definition of price as a species of the genus value; for 

price as a concrete object must be contrasted (either expressly or 

pliedly) with a psychological estimate which only more or less 

roughly is reflected in the quantity and kind of that object. 

It should be easy to gain agreement to the proposition that a 

definition of price should not involve a theory of price and of its 

relations to value; it should be, as far as possible, objective, and 

be expressed in terms of concrete experience. This, as our exam 

ples show, can be done without sacrifice of essential views and 

with gain in clearness by writers of all shades of opinion on 

value-doctrine and value-terminology. Let each, whatever be his 

inions as to the component parts of price (Adam Smith’s prob 

) or as to the way in which it and value are connected (the 

\ustrian problem), withhold that opinion from his definition of 

price. Let us frame a definition of price in terms of the thing 

viven in exchange, one of the most familiar, the most concrete, and 

e most simple facts in modern man’s economic experience. 

Something should be said here of still another modification of 

the price concept, by broadening it so as to include two species, per 
sonal prices and social prices. Some variety of this terminology 

has doubtless been employed pretty widely by teachers since the 

\ustrian doctrine came into vogue; but it has rarely found its 

way into print. We have found but two clear-cut examples of it, 
the one by A. S. Johnson (above quoted) : 

There are personal and social prices just as there are personal and 
social values. . . . Social price is called market price. 

The other example is by Kemmerer (Money and Credit Instru 

ments, ete. 1st ed., 1906; 2d ed., 1909, p. 4): 

Every commodity has a subjective price to the individual wanting 

it. In a money economy this price is the individual’s subjective valu 

ition of the commodity in terms of his subjective valuation of the 

money unit. S, for example, offers his horse to B for $200. This 

price is purely subjective and does not of itself lead to an exchange, 
nor make any demand upon the circulating medium. 

A few lines further the author quotes with approval a passage 

from Béhm-Bawerk in which he speaks of “‘subjective valuations” 

as the sole cause to which “the formation of price” is traceable. 

The impression given is that this subjective price vs. market 

price terminology is in accord with the Austrians’ usage but this 
is surely not the case.2° Throughout Béhm-Bawerk’s treatment 

* A casual examination of Wieser’s use of price (Natural Value, pp. 39 

| 
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The use of the term personal prices is one of those little depart- 

ures of thought which shifts the term before one is aware into a 

different conceptual field. In the case before us both value and 

price become ambiguous (7%. e., the old meaning persists side by side 

with the new) and the vocabulary instead of being enriched, is 

npoverished by the change. Price cannot be defined at the same 

both as an actual and an estimated quantity of goods, with 

it changing its content essentially. 

VIII. Definition without reference to money. 

If the proposal set forth above should meet with acceptance 

here would remain but one issue to settle to attain a universal 

concept of price; the issue of the monetary vs. the non-monetary 

+ 

characteristic of the price material. Here may be greater diffi 

culty. Our count of the definitions shows economists almost equally 

livided, after including with the non-monetary group a number 

o admit that at present price most often is expressed in terms of 

oney, and after including with the monetary group a number 
who say that, in a régime or barter, price was formerly expressed 

other goods (seeming to imply that so far as cases of barter 

ccur now price may still be in other than monetary terms). ‘Thess 

border-line opinions go far towards bridging the divison. Most 
non-monetary terminologists see in the contrast between the psy 

chological quality in any good sold, and the concrete good what 
ever it be for which it exchanges, a distinction important to main 
+ tain. Without satisfying this demand, no agreement on a price 

definition can be hoped for with the Austrian, the German, with a 

considerable number of the Italian and of the American writers, and 

r possibly with a few of the English and of the French. 

On the other hand it might seem that it would be hopeless to 

attempt to gain over the monetary terminologists to this view. 

I'he present adherents of the A2 and of the B2 type are alike 

impressed with the fact that in a very large proportion of the 
ises price is, In a monetary régime, expressed in terms of money; 

then why (think they) be concerned to make room within the con 

cept of price for the insignificant number of cases in which some 
other good is given in exchange? One friend has suggested that 

such cases can be well-enough cared for by the term “purchasing 

power over” or by “value in terms of” (which carries us back to 

the difficulty already made clear, that the other good is not the 
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| recent decades have so far entered into the general economic con 

sciousness as to make it impossible longer to identify “the pur 

chasing power” of a commodity with the other commodity (though 

the phrase may still be repeated). ‘Those who prefer to take 

value primarily in its objective sense as power-in-exchange, must 

distinguish between the quality and the object which it purchases. 

And when this distinction is made by an objective-value theorist 

he is no longer any more bound than is a subjective-value theorist 
+ to maintain that the monetary character is essential to the price 

definition. Other choices lie open to him. 

In practice, actual prices by the non-monetary definitions in 

most cases (and increasingly with the extension of the money-econ 

omy) are quoted in terms of money, but that does not necessitate 

framing the definitions in monetary terms, either on practical or on 

theoretical grounds. Every actual expression of prices, to be 

complete, must contain, express or implied, a specification of the 

*price-good.” “General prices” must be in gold or in silver or 

in inconvertible paper, whatever has become the standard money 
of the time and place. 

The definition of price at which we have arrived is: Price is 

the quantity of goods given or received in exchange for another 

good. We can hardly improve upon Menger’s wording: “Prices 

the quantities of goods appearing in exchange”; (though we 

add) when viewed as payment for the goods against which 

hey are exchanged. 

It may seem to the reader that this paper has gone into needless 

detail and to needless length; but the writer must still regret that 

in hastily passing over the evidence available on minor matters, 

he may have left removable causes of misunderstanding. Th« 

history of this subject is so filled with examples of difficulties 

glossed over, that we can hardly err by proving “all things.” 

Our hope may be unrealized. The time may not yet hav 
come when general agreement may be reached on an international 

definition of price and thus a beginning be made toward a system 

of scientific terminology. But this essay may at least serve to 

clear away some misunderstandings, make more evident the nature 

of the problem, and perhaps prepare the way for its solution. 

Frank A. Ferrer. 
Princeton University. 

( 
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ight develop a comme recial policy that would place us strongly 

the lead as compared with other countries competing for the 

South American market. ‘There has been an opinion in govern 

ental as well as business circles that the countries to the south 

is might, by diplomatic methods, be induced to give us prefer 

tial tariff rates and other advantages that we could hardly 

ope to get in Europe. Much nonsense about South American 

Trace has been developed along with, in more recent times, SOME 

wood sense and shrewd analysis of the different elements of th 

port problem. In this connection, special attention has been 

ven to the fact that very few American vessels were engaged in 

le trade. Statesmen who have returned from journeys around 

South America have pointedly commented upon the fact that they 

seldom or never saw the American flag at the masthead of any 

essel unless it were a ship of war or a chance yacht navigated at 

e whim of its owner through South or Central American waters. 

Faken with the partly natural and partly artificial interest in 

transportation as a factor in foreign trade already referred to, 

this close attention to the South American situation has developed 

i special cult having to do with the conditions of transportation 

hetween the United States and South American markets. So far 

is this cult been carried that, in nearly all of the ship-subsidy 

discussions of recent years, the last stronghold occupied by the 

udvocates of such subsidies has been the alleged need of an 

\merican fleet in South American trade—this need being founded 

ipon the asserted fact that our indifferent success in certain South 

American markets was largely, if not wholly, due to unfavorabk 

conditions of transportation from this country to those markets. 

Out of all this doubt emerges the clear question: Precisely 

iow far does American success in trade with South America dé 

pend upon the conditions of transportation to her markets? In 

other words, how favorably or unfavorably is the American ex 

porter placed in his effort to get into those markets upon terms 

of equality with his British, German, and other competitors? This 

question, of course, should be studied exclusively from the trans 

portation point of view, if it be desired to secure a clear-cut reply. 

In the following discussion, it will, therefore, be assumed that 

transportation conditions are the only ones to be considered, 

tariffs, restrictive re gulations of various kinds, and the like » be ing 

omitted. The inquiry will be devoted exclusively to the question 
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\ gre it de il has been published with reference to the tr ide bet 

United States and South America which is so mis iding and 

neous that we venture to put before the public the actual tacts 

which we, as merchants engaged in trade betwi { 

{ the South American countries are intimately acquainted \t 

sent there are five lines going direct to Brazil; the departures are 

ular, and a sufficient number of the vessels are quite as speedy as 

trade will warrant. ‘To the Argentine, seven lines are running 

h six to eight de partures each month, and these furnish more than 

ple accommodations for the requirement of the trade. To both 

ind Argentina the fre olit rates are below those 

and no cargo 1s shippe d from this cour try 

| iropean ports to either Brazil or the Argentine. Northbound 

t States is lower both countries the freight isked to the United 

in to any other country 

Hard & Rand, 107 Wall St. 

Crossmann & Sieleken. 90 Wall St 

G. Amsinck & Co., 7 Hanover St 

Gravenhorst & Co., 90 Wall St. 

Thomsen & Co., 90 Wall St. 

Allerton D. Hitch & Co., 80 South St 

These names speak for themselves. They ari represent 

( of the best iis well the largest concerns 

\merican business. If their information on the subje 

y refer is not aceurate, it would be hard to find pl 

of business who have such information. To this tes 

Wwever, may fairly be added one or two other 

thoritative sources with reference to the same qui 

nt \. Farre ol the United st its Steel Corpor ith mm. 

the Pan-American Commercial Congress at Washingt tore fT 

February, 1911, made the following remark: 

The growth and development of trade and commerce between the 

United States and the countries of Latin America has now been 
S rS Detwe reased to such proportions that there are frequen \ g 

rts of the United States, on the Atlantic and G t } 

the ports of Latin America on both the east and west coast. 

In a similar strain, Mr. J. F. Fowler, of W. R. Grace & Co.. t 

well-known vessel owners, remarked: 

[ have been astonished to hear such frequent assertions 

ck steamship facilities to South America .... Any day of the 

business vear will find thirty to forty steamers announced as load 
rr about to load, for the whole range from the Amazon River down 

the east coast and around to the west coast of South Americ 

Proceedings of the Pan-American Commercial Conference, 1 1 

= 
— 
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June 14: Minas Gereas (M. & P.), Pernambuco, etc. 

June 15: Francis (M. & P.), Para, ete. 

lune 25: Purus (M.), Pernambuco, ete. 

June 30: Foxton Hall, Chile, Peru, ete. 

Barber and Co. of New York City give the following as a re pre 

entative month’s sailing in 1911 to the Argentine alone: 

nage ns Carg 

3 Storstad ...... vee 12594 

Drumeldrie ............. S680 8087 
6 ‘'Tintoretto . LISI 7500 

14 Chinese Prince ......... . ... 4834 5985 

15 Kathleen ...... 7000 

15 Drumeliff ....... 1072 7480 

17 Foxton Hall ....... 1247 2149 

18 Pilar de Larrinaga .. #1386 7630 

21 Herminiugr 3548 5600 

24 Thode Fagelund ............... .. 4352 6535 

... 4363 7023 

II 

Granting that the amour: of tonnage offering from New York 

to South American ports and back again is considered adequate 

by those who are ¢ ngaged in the busine SS, and should the refore be 

satisfactory to others, so far as its mere amount is concerned, a 

second question may be raised. This is: Are the rates between 

New York and other American ports and South America suffi 

ciently low to be reasonable; and are they charged in an equitable 

and legitimate manner? In answering this question it will be 

issumed that a “reasonably low” rate is a rate that corresponds to 

the general or average rate obtaining between South American 

ports and export points which are situated somewhat similarly, as 

to distance, etc., to those of the United States. Attention may 

first be given to the general level of rates and their reasonableness. 

The following statement showing comparative freight rates from 

various European and American points to Pernambuco and Rio de 

Janeiro, Brazil, prepared by Mr. Allerton D. Hitch of New York 

(a large exporter), from data personally compiled by him, ex 

hibits the comparative position of shippers at those ports with 

~ 
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general condition of affairs in trade with South America. The 

simple fact in the case is that, owing to the large demand of the 

I nited States for South American product and the considerable 

quantity of direct tonnage needed to convey such goods from 

South American ports to the United States, it is possible to make 

i very reasonable return rate or export rate on goods going from 

e United States to the South American ports. Not only are the 

existing rates thus low as compared with those charged from 

Luropean export points to South America but the vy are also low 

ibsolutely. The testimony both of those engaged in the carrying 

trade between the United States and South America, and of men 

shipping goods in that trade, is on this point identical, and is to 

the effect that the rates between the United States and South 

\merica have at many times during the past few years been as 

low as they could practically go if the vessels were to continue in 

business. The uniform testimony of exporters and shippers fur 

nished to the congressional committee investigating the charges 

of improper influence in behalf of subsidies in Congress! was to 

the effect that freight rates lower than then existed would drive 

any vessels out of business, that there was an enormous amount 

of tonnage offering to South American ports, that the amount of 

freight available to occupy this tonnage was almost always inacdk 

quate, and that nothing more in the way of reasonable freight rates 

could be desired by shippers if they desired to see the steamship 

business maintained upon a living basis. Since that time there has 

been a large advance in rates but relative conditions have not 
changed. 

The other side of the freight rate question—whether or not 

preferences and rebates are allowed by vessels engaged in th 

South American business in order to deve lop the trade of certain 

concerns—has also received a good deal of attention. It is admit 

ted that there exists between various steamship lines and shippers 

a standard agreement whereby a rebate of 10 per cent on coffe: 

shipments is to be made by such lines to firms or individuals who 

for a complete period of twelve months have continuously shipped 
their consignments by the same line or lines. It is also conceded 

that this contract or rebate system is open on the same terms to 

all shippers who desire to take advantage of it and merely operates 

as a general reduced rate affecting all shippers equally, provided 

*H. R. Report, No. 2297, 61 Cong., 3 Sess., pp. 664, ete. 
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Beyond this gene ral 10 per cent reduction in fre ight rates based 

continuous patronage of a single line, it does not appear that 

ere Is any pre ference or discrimination between shippers. All 

those who have been examined before congressional committees 

within recent years have positively asserted that they had no 

ymplaint of the sort to make, but that, on the contrary, the rates 

were uniform so far as they were aware. The same t stimony has 

been given under oath by representatives of all of the principal 

teamship lines operating between this country and South America, 

ind no evidence of any kind or description has ever been produced 

to establish the contrary. That there are variations in rates from 

time to time, both upward and downward, and that there is occa 

sionally more or less competitive underbidding is generally admit 

ted. But, in none of the investigations held within the past few 

at any particular time more than 5/ and 5 per cent per ton and 10 cents and 

5 per cent per bag, respectively, in excess of the rates of freight at which 

ffee could be shipped in quantity at the time, quoted by outside steamers, 

then the shippers shall produce to the agents of the Lines in Brazil, at the 

time of such outside chartering, evidence as to the latter rate of freight. It 

is understood and agreed that the shippers will not offer, directly or indirectly, 

iny chartered tonnage of theirs to other shippers at a lower rate of freight 

than their own charter rate. 

7. Until further notice any shipments by steamers of the National Brazilian 

Line, under the Brazilian flag, to the United States, and of the Korinklijke 

Hollandsche Lloyd to Amsterdam, at not under the rates of freight and condi 

tions of the Lines will not prejudice the shippers’ claims to rebate. 

8. All disputes arising upon this agreement shall be referred to arbitration 

n London under the terms of the Arbitration Act, 1889. In any such arbitra 

tion all protests, certificates of brokers, surveys and other mercantile docu- 

ments shall be admitted in evidence for what they are worth. 

Dated , 1909. 

CLAIM FOR REBATE. 

Rio pe Janerro, Victoria, 3/st August, 191 

We beg to give below a list of the shipments of coffee we have made bv the 

steamers of your line from Ist September, 1909, until 31st August, 1910, on 

the freight on which we are entitled to a rebate of —— per cent, in accordance 

with the memorandum of agreement signed by us. 

We hereby declare that during the period named above we have not been 

interested, directly or indirectly, either as principals or agents, in other ship 

ments of coffee from Rio de Janeiro or Victoria to the ports of Antwerp, 

Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Copenhagen and the rivers Weser and Elbe or to 

ports in the United States of America, by any steamers other than those of 
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the concerns named, wherein the government charges are found 

covenants for the following purposes : 

1) For fixing the total number of sailings and apportioning them 

mong the said lines; 

b) For the withdrawal of the steamships of the Hamburg Lines 

then engaged in the trathe from Brazilian ports to the port of New 

Orleans and that the defendant proprietors of the Lamport & Holt 

Line should conduct all such trafhc; 

c) For a system of rebates to shippers who confined their ship- 

ments to the lines of the defendants and lines which any of the 

defendants might be in combination; 

d) For tariff of rates for the carriage of freight in the trade and 

commerce aforesaid and be adhered to by each of the lines. 

This pooling agreement was terminated in 1908 but another of 

similar character is alleged to be in existence at the present time. 

Moreover, it is asserted in the pe tition referred to that the steam 

ship lines: 

Established schedules of dates for the sailings of the vessels of said 

lines, whereby dates have been arbitrarily fixed upon which the ves 

sels of each of said lines should be permitted to sail to the United 

States from Brazil and from Brazil to the United States, and after 

such conferences the action there taken has been communicated to 

each, all and every one of the defendants; and said defend 

ints and all of them have thereafter so conducted their respective 

business and affairs as to conform to and carry into operation the 

plans and schemes adopted at such conferences, and said defendant 

proprietors and their representatives have at said conferences used 

livers other means in futherance of said combination and conspiracy. 

It will be observed that the two principal points made in this 

hill of complaint are: (1) An agreement between the lines as to 

the distribution of sailings in regard to time; and (2) the estab 

lishment of a rebate or bonus system in favor of those who send 

all their freight over these lines. The companies have never con 

tended that there was no arrangement among them as to the dis 

tribution of sailings, that being necessary as a matter of trade 

practice in order to secure an even distribution of tonnage and 

freight, and being in no way necessarily an evil to the shipper but 

in many respects a decided benefit. As for the rebate system, no 

secret has ever been made with respect to that, but every shippe r 

has been informed that rebates upon the terms already sketched 

above were open to him. This subject has been dealt with in th 

foregoing discussion. The rebates, as already stated, have involved 

no discrimination between shippers. The government has not yet 
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We write by the direct steamers .... and only write by way of 

Europe to send duplicates; or, in case it so happens that we want to 

et something off just after... . some... . direct steamer has 
sailed. ‘That, however, is very seldom. .... It takes about six or 

ven days longer to get to Rio and Pernambuco where our principal 

isiness 1S 

While it is admitted that in case an intending traveler should 

ke one of the fastest steamers from the United States to Kurope 

tion with a fast steamet ind should successfully make a close conne« 

for a South American point, quicker time could be made than by 

t iking a direct steamer from the United States to the same South 

\merican point, this would be true only under very exceptional 

circumstances, so that as a matter of fact the great majority of 

@ passengers bound for ports in Brazil and the Argentine now 

go direct. While, moreover, it is admitted that the steamships 

plying between New York and South American ports are far from 

being as good as the best of those between the United States and 

lurope, and are probably inferior to the best of thos« plying 

hetween South American and European points, they are pro 

iounced entirely satisfactory by those who have been in the habit 

ff using them and who have also had experience with the othe 

vessels referred to. About 21 days are now required under favo 

ible conditions for the delivery of a letter from Buenos Ayres to 

New York and vice versa, while from 27 to 31 days are necessary 

hn Cas¢ the letter is mailed Via Europe. The best of the ste amers 

running between New York and Brazilian points make from 14 to 

16 knots per hour on the average on the whole an ace qu ite Spe ead 

considering the volume of traffic, and one which satisfies the postal 

requirements of the United States government. Abundance of 

t stimony on all these points is now available, and eve ry statement 

just made can be fully substantiated by the repeated testimony 

of the exporters, importers, and travelers who are engaged in 

business operations involving the United States and practically 

every one of the South American countries. To review it would b 

» tiresome iteration of the same facts in slightly differing language 

fi is a remarkable but unquestionable circumstance that so simple 

and familiar a condition of affairs should require the presentation 

of extensive sworn testimony. ‘That such testimony has been 

offered, that it has been presented by responsible men of unques 

tionable authority and standing in the export trade of the United 

States, and that it is now available to anyone who cares to investi 
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country whose discriminations and preferences should be most 

nxiously regarded by American shippers. There is a_ well- 

eloped policy in favor of low export rates over German rail 

wavs. Exactly how this operates and the extent to which it is 

irried be mplified in the following bi t { ible ( omp led by 

American consulate general at Berlin and published in’ the 

re port of the National Wats rways Commission. 

<PORT RATES PER TON (2,704.6 POUNDS), ON SEVERAL CLASSES OF GOODS ON GERMAN 

RAILWAYS, IN CARLOAD LoTs OF 10 Tons 

bs r Normal 
Fror To Distance Class of goods rate rate 

MES dollars dollar 

( n Hamburg 267.2 Copper goods, lead in block 
tubes 3.14 6.38 

Zine in sheets, ete. 3.17 4s 
Cotton goods 3.64 6.38 

Machinery and machine 
parts ; ironwares 2.52 4.56 

207.2 Iron plates, locomotives, et 1.33 Ba 
rt - 330.6 Machines and ironwares 3.07 6.00 

Bremen 285.2 2.60 
Lubeck 858.5 “ 31 6.47 

Hamburg 830.6 Iron products, such as beams 
et 1.67 4.71 

Bremen 285.2 a 1.45 4.12 
Lubeck 858.5 73 1.79 5.09 

berg Hamburg 304.6 Thuringian wares, toys, etc. 5.83 9.33 
Bremen 362.3 5.45 66 
Lubeck 4105.1 6.02 v.64 

The same subject has been investigated by the British consul 

general at Frankfurt in a report on “Specially reduced rates on 

through tariffs for export.” From that document it is found that: 

Special and very considerable facilities are offered for goods con- 

signed on German railways to German ports for export, which are 

carried on a further reduced scale styled “export tariff,’ which 

represents a very considerable reduction upon Tariffs I, II, and III 

referred to. In some cases similar export tariffs operate when the 

destination is not a German port, as, for instance, when it is intended to 

issist the sale of a German commodity in competition with a foreign 

product, such as the carriage of coal to Switzerland and France. Th« 
greatest benefit, however, is offered by the through tariff to a 

number of foreign markets—carriage by rail plus ocean transporta- 

tion—wz., the German Levant tariff via Hamburg or by the Atlas Line 

via Bremen; the Southern German Levant tariff via Trieste; and the 

German East African tariff via Hamburg. These rates not only 
enable the manufacturer to ship more cheaply than if compelled to 

send by rail to port, and from port by regular or stray opportunity, 
with the uncertain charges for transportation from rail to boat, which 

are included in the through tariffs, but it greatly facilitates his calcu- 

| 
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Germany. With a privately-owned system of railways, it has 

been considered dangerous to give the full latitude in the matter 

of low export rates that has been accorded abroad. As was said 

Ly the Interstate Commerce Commission in its report of February 

5, 1904, in the matter of the publication and filing of tariffs 

on export and import traffic: 

jf it {the railroad] is compelled to publish an inland differential, 

it must accord that rate to any one who offers merchandise for 
transportation... . It may, to be sure, publish a through joint 

‘ate, and may use its own steamers exclusively in carrying under this 

ite but in that event it must publish the joint rate and _ rest 
therefore under the disadvantage of not being able to vary it as 
occasion requires. Upon the other hand... . if the railway line has 
power to prefer its own steamship to other transportation, to carry to 

the seaboard for a much lower charge in one case than in the other, 

this must result in discouraging the development of independent lines 
to the Pacific coast. The ocean carrying trade to and from those 

ports must unavoidably become concentrated in those lines having 

satisfactory rail connections. If now these several lines agree among 
themselves upon rates from inland points to foreign destinations in 

cactly the same way that the transcontinental lines themselves hav: 

today agreed as to rates between inland points, there would result a 
mdition of monopoly producing much higher through rates than as 

though the inland carriers were compelled to afford inland service 
upon the same terms, however the trathc might move by water. 

It is impossible, of course, in any general way to specify exactly 

ww competitive conditions on a given shipment would work out 

unless the nature of such shipment and the place of its origin wer« 

ex uctly known. It May fairly be stated, howeve r, that the ¢ xport 

rates of Germany are undoubtedly so arrange das to give German 

shippers to South American markets some advantage over ex 

porters in this country. The point is not a very important one 

for the reason that the land portion of the transportation rates is, 

n the case of a great many commodities, only a small proportion 

of the transportation cost, while the transportation cost is itself 

enly a percentage of the total value of the goods at the point of 

delivery, usually a small percentage in the case of the more highly 

valued articles, although an important consideration in the case of 
heavy articles such as hardware, iron and steel, and the like. At 

all events, the practice of foreign countries in this regard is 

entirely outside the control of the United States, and the question 

whether in this country we should be disposed to favor exporters 

by putting an indirect tax upon domestic consumers is not likely 
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erious discrimination in steamship rates; or to any discrimination 

itever when distances and other conditions ot con pe titi 

onside red. As has been seen, ocean rates between ie United 

ites and South American ports are relatively low while tonnage 

ibundant, sailings numerous, and the general condition of 

portation fully as good as the volume of traffic warrants. 

loubtedly true that other countries enjoy better communica 

n with South America than do we; and that larger, faster, and 

ore frequent vessels are on the runs between English and German | g 

rts on the one hand and those of South America on the other 

is, however, nothing whatever to show that such conditions 

ic result of efforts to discriminate against the United States, 

that the conditions of communication are the direct and un 

stakable outcome of the conditions and volume of trad existing 

hetween the various countries which partic Ipate in the commerce 

On the ocean, as on land, it is a fact that traffic be gets traffie, and 

tisfactory accommodation begets more and more. satis! ictory 

iccommodation. As the volume of freight becomes larger 

better distributed, it is more and more possible to equalize rates 

| distribute tonnage. The essential question is, therefore, the 

development of the conditions that give rise to tr: ind the 

production of goods at a low cost and in a form that makes them 

demanded by consumers in South America. The improvement of 

the transportation facilities within recent years shows conclusively 

that it is entirely possible to develop communication with South 

\merica by natural means, and without government subventions. 

H. Parker 

Washington, 
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For Fisher there is no logical ground for distinguishing between 

wealth that is capital and wealth that is not capital. Capital is 

ny stock of wealth existing at a given instant of time. It thus 

neludes land as a gift of nature as well as the produced means to 

rther production, to which other writers limit the conception. It 

lso includes durable consumption goods. Finally, it includes the 

rld’s workers themselves since their powers and capacities art 

part of the world’s wealth. No definition of capital less broad 

in this, in Fisher’s opinion, can furnish an adequate basis for the 

scussion of the problem of interest. 

Starting from this all-inclusive conception of capital he finds 

t “the essence of interest is impatience, the desire to obtain 

gratifications earlier than we can get them, the preference for 

present over future goods.” This he considers ‘ta fundamental 

ttribute of human nature,” and “as long as it exists,” he main 

ins, “so long will there be a rate of interest.” The degree of 

preference or the “trate of impatience” varies with different indi 

iduals and under different circumstances. His detailed explana 

tion of the rate of interest consists in enumerating the causes of 

se variations and analyzing the process by which individual 

ference rates combine to determine the current rate in the mani 

ll forms in which this appears and reappears in organized 

lustrial society. 

What are the sources of this “fundamental attribute of human 

ture’? Fisher finds them, on the one hand, m “personal charac 

teristics of individuals” and, on the other, in characteristics of the 

incomes of individuals. The important personal characteristics 

ire: (1) foresight, (2) self-control, (3) habit, (4) expectation of 

fe, (5) love of posterity. Short-sighted, weak-willed persons, who 

re accustomed to spend, have not long to live, and are without 

Leirs, have high impatience rates. On the other hand, far-sighted, 

self-controlled persons, who are accustomed to save, who look 

forward to long lives, and have children for whom to provide, have 

low impatience rates. But these high or low rates will be further 

modified by the expected incomes or “income streams” of persons 

of these diverse types. Their incomes may differ in amount, in 

listribution in time, and in certainty. In general, the larger and 

* Principles, p. 38 et seq.; Capital and Income, ch. 4. 

* Principles, p. 371 Most of the important elements in his explanation are 

contained in chs, 20-24 of his Principles and chs. 6-11 of his Rate of Interest 

a 
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lepends entirely upon the mental reactions of those who are so 
rtunate as to receive them. While minute attention is given to 

influence of the size, distribution in time, and certainty of 

come streams, practically nothing is said of the why of thes¢ 

come streams. The whole productive process, without which 

en would have no income streams to manipulate, is ignored, or, as 

the author would probably say, taken for granted. From Fisher's 

point of view this procedure is perfectly legitimate. He believes 

the determination of interest to be a psychological process and 

like B6bhm-Bawerk he feels under obligation to bring in from the 

business world only the factors that influence preference rates. The 

ll-important difference is that B6éhm-Bawerk, with shrewd insight 

nto the mental processes of business men, recognizes one of thi 

mportant factors to be “the technical superiority of present over 

future goods” and, in order to give this its due weight, feels con 

trained to explain at length the important role which capital 

plays in production. By so doing Bohm-Bawerk renders the differ 

ence between his theory and the so-called productivity theory, when 

correctly stated, a difference mainly of terminology and emphasis. 

By denying the importance of the productivity aspect of capital, 
Fisher, on the other hand, has freed himself from the necessity of 

saving anything about the part capital plays in production. As 

' result we have an explanation of distribution as completely 

divorced from the explanation of production, as though incomes 

“just growed” and that was all there was for the interest theorist 

to say about them. 

It would require much more than a single article to indicate all 

of the points in Fisher’s explanation to which I cannot assent and 

the reasons for my disagreement. Béhm-Bawerk has devoted som: 

fifty pages of the new edition of his Positive Theorie’ to an attempt 

to demonstrate the irrelevance and inconclusiveness of one of 

Fisher’s criticisms of his own explanation—that is, the importanc« 

he ascribes to the technical superiority of present over futur 

goods. To attempt to answer all of Fisher’s criticisms of other 

theeries and at the same time to show the inadequacy and incom 

pleteness of his theory, would necessitate a stout volume. There 

are certain aspects of the matter, however, that I believe can be 

made clear without venturing very far into the technicalities of a 

* Positive Theorie des Kapitales, Dritte Auflage, 1912, Exkurs XII 
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4 I d to prove that this is the case, it seems to me necess iry only 

ty isolate the factors which Fisher makes prominent by assuming 

this technical superiority of present over future goods to be mirac 

tlously absent. Suppose that the roundabout, capital-requiring 

thod ol production were not th more r ductive und that the 

determination of whether present goods should be preferred over 

future goods depended simply on the factors which Fisher enum 

rates. Would there be any conclusive ground under these circum 

stances for maintaining that preference for present gratifications 

a “fundamental attribute of human nature”? With the best of 

ill Tecan see none. It goes without saying that many people, with 

tle foresight or self-control, would still be willing to exchange 

their prospect of future income for present gratifications. But 

even among poor people there are many with foresight enough and 

elf-control enough to hoard from their scant incomes for the rainy 

day—witness the coin hoardings of the French peasantry which not 

only afford no positive return in interest but involve trouble, ex 

pense, and risk! Among people with larger incomes, some saving 

for the future, for old age, for children, for the social esteem, 

power, and influence which possessions give, would be the rule. 
The aspect of the matter which Fisher seems to me strangely to 

overlook is the very limited borrowing power of the class of 

persons whose high impatience rates, according to his analysis, 

result in a substantial positive rate of interest. This comes out 

strikingly in connection with the assumptions which he makes and 

the conclusions which he draws from these assumptions in the 

development of the “First Approximation” in his Rate of Interest 
(ch. 7), which he repeats without material change in his Elemen 

tary Principles. His argument runs as follows :'° 

For the moment let us assume a perfect market, in which the element 

of risk is entirely lacking, both with respect to the cer ainty of the 

expected income-streams belonging to the different individuals, and 

with respect to the certainty of repayment of loans. In other words. 

we assume that all individuals are initially possessed of foreknown 
income-streams, and are free to exchange any parts of them, tha 

inv present or immediate income for anv future or remote ineon 

Prior to such exchange. the income-stream is supposed to be fixed 

size and distribution in time; that is, the capital instruments which ¢ 

individual possesses are each supposed to be capable of only a sing! 

definite series of benefits contributing to his income-stream. 

Principles, pp. 389 and 390. 
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bring his impatience rate down, say, to five per cent? If he is 
. 

disposed to do so, may we not exaggerate still further the situation 

by having our bibulous friend condemned to a single year of life, 

or a single month, or a single week, with the small, certain income 

which limits his borrowing power correspondingly restricted? On 

does Fisher mean to assume that the income of each individual is a 

ny rpetual stream independent of the continuance of his earthly 

fe? If he does mean this I ean find no hint of it in the text.” 

Moreover, it is an assumption so at variance with the facts of 

ndustrial society, where the vast major ry of pe rsons with | i} ig 
mpatience rates are wage-earners with no incomes exc pt those 

hich come through their person il exertions, that it would deprive 

his “first approximation” of most of its value as a link in his 

explanation. 

So far as I can see, with the technical superiority of present ove 

future goods, or the productivity of capital, absent, the question 

is to whe ther intere st would continue or not is an entire ly open One 

The factors on which Fisher relies for the “fundamental attribute 

of human nature” which causes interest, would, IT am quite clear, 

yt prevent many persons, with regard to part of their resources, 

from preferring to have them available in the future rather than 

in the present. On absolutely safe security they would lend, if 

they needed to, without any interest charge, to avoid the expens« 

of hiring safe deposit boxes in which to hoard coin or some other 

durable form of wealth. The number of persons who would lend 

without interest or hoard would be smaller no doubt than th 

number with positive impatience rates. But would the borrowing 

power of the persons with high impatience rates, limited as it 

would be in most cases by small present and prospective incomes 

exceed the lending power of those with negative impatience rates 

? That Fisher ignores the effect which their limited prospective incomes have 

i the borrowing power of persons dependent on their own exertions i } 

u the following sentences which refer to the actual industrial situation (7 

ciples, p. 402). “A vain, the second condition that the degree ot mnpatte 

of all persons become equal to the rate of intercst) may not be fully met; 

1 would-be borrower may not be able (owing to lack of security itisfactor 

to the lender) to secure a large enough loan to reduce his impatience to 

equality with the market rate of interest. Or he may be affected by lav 

restricting loans.” Except for these limitations, the implication clear! 

“the degrees of impatience of all persons [would] become equal to the rate o 

interest.” 
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money material, you affect simult wmeously both sides 

itios of exchange and consequently the ratios should remain sub 

st intially as be fore. It is just such an increase of goods of all 

sorts and descriptions that is denoted by Béhm-Bawerk’s phrase 

he technical superiority of present over future goods” or by the 

ore familiar phrase “the productivity of capital.” Admitting thi 

vsical productivi y of capital (and Fisher does not questior 

(),'* the value-productivity of capital or more accurately an 

he assist rease in the total valu product as a consequence of t] 

ince which capital renders to production seems to me to follow 

i logically necessary consequence. The charge that advocates 

C Productivity theory take this connec ) ior grant i ino 

ere prove it. is true only in the sense that it is such an obvious 

deduction from the accepted principles in regard to the determin 

ition of exchange values and prices that they usually assume ex 

press proof of it to be superfluous. Acceptance of this view does 

t, of course, carry one very far toward an understanding of 

the interest problem, but at least it suggests that the productivity 

theorists are not entirely on the wrong track. 

Passing too readily from physical-productivity to value-produ 

tivity is, however, according to Fisher, not the major fallacy of 

which the produ tivity theorists are guilty. Just what this major 

fallacy is he tries to make clear by the following illustration :'° 

Whe n the rate of interest 1s five pe r cent. n rth ng a firs sight ns 

more obvious than that it is five per cent because capital yields five 

er cent. Since capital IS productive, it seems self-evident that an 

vestment of 100,000 in productive land, machinery, or any other 

] 1 
rm of eapl al will vield a rate of interest proportionate to | pre 

luctivity. This proposition looks attractive. but it is superficial. Why 

s the land worth $100,000? Simply beea *100.000 is the d 

counted value of the ¢ xpect d 45.000 a vear. We have seen in pr 

chapters that the value of capital is derived from the value of it 

income, not the value of the income from that of the eanpital. ¢ ipital 

value is mere ly the prest nt or discounted value of income. But when 

ever we discount income, we have to assume a rate of interest. 

The fallacy of the productivity theorists is thus to try to 

explain the rate of interest by reference to facts which really pre 

suppose the rate of interest to be explaine d. 

“The Rate of Interest, p. 58. “Passing over the second step [that is, 

béhm-Bawerk’s proposition that the longer the average producti 

greater will be the product] to which no objection is offered.” 

. Principles, p. 366, et seq. | 
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plained are those of instruments of production rather than of 

nsumable commodities the marginal utilities of the commodities 

) be produced are, as he maintains, carried back by the discount 

process to the values of the instruments of production which give 

se to them. What he overlooks is that these instruments of 

production are themselves produced and that in the expenses of 

production we have another factor of wide-reaching import Ince 

n the final determination of value relations. By this I do not 

in to repeat the discredited proposition that exchange values 

re determined by the ¢ Xpenses ot production. “It would be nearer 

the truth,” if I may repeat what I have said in another conne 
1 

tO say that price Ss. he money ilent 

e marginal utilities of goods to marginal consumers, determine 

the expenses of production. But this statement also would fail to 

the whole truth. Prices are paid for goods because of limita 

tions on their supplies. These limitations under conditions of free, 

l-sided competition are due in turn to limitations on the supplies 

of the factors of production. . . . Thus if prices determine 

the expenses of production, the causes necessitating expenditures in 

production play a part in determining prices. The chain of causa 

tion is not straight, but returns upon itself in a circle. Each influ 

ence that needs to be considered acts and reacts upon the others.’ 

That is all very well, I can imagine Fisher rejoining. I may 

have been inadvertent in inserting that word “simply” in my 

demonstration, but what has your argument to do with my main 

contention, that is, that you productivity theorists lug in a rate 

of interest from the outside and imagine that by showing how it 

affects the value relations between capital and the products of 

capital you are explaining it? The answer to this question can 

best be given after examining the next step in his criticism. 

In his Rate of Interest, and in abbreviated form in his Principles, 

he indicates his poor opinion of the productivity theory as fol 
lows:!* 

The futility of the ordinary productivity theory may be further 

illustrated by observing the effect of a change of productivity. If an 

orchard could in some way be made to yield double its original crop, 

the productivity of that capital in the physical sense would be doubled, 

but its vield in the sense of the rate of interest would not necessaril 

be affected at all, ce rtainly not doubled. For the orchard whosse vir ld 
{ 

ot apples should increase from $1.000 worth to 2.000 worth would 

* Economics: Briefer Course, pp. 203-204. 

"Rate of Interest, p. 15. 
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“capital,” as a first step toward the solution of the interest prob 

lem! We are seriously asked to believe that by doubling the 

products that may be secured through the use of tools, machines, 

buildings, raw and partly finished materials, ete., we might mor 

than double the value of these instruments! Is it not perfectly 

plain that after as before the change, time being allowed for an 

uljustment to the new conditions, the values of the produced means 

io further production will be brought into conformity to thi 

expense of producing them? Since there is nothing in the assump 
tion that the productivity of all instruments is doubled that 

involves any serious change in the expense of producing the instru 

ments, the productivity theorist certainly would claim that under 

these conditions there must be, if not a doubling, certainly a very 

substantial increase in the rate of interest. Where, he may ask, 

does this large addition to the annual returns from the nation’s 

industries go if not to those who control the capital, which by 
hypothesis gives rise to it? And, since the expense of producing 

needed complex of capital goods is little changed, must not thi 

larger value return inevitably show itself as a higher rate of inter 
st on capital? This is just the sort of illustration that confirms 

the productivity theorist in the faith that is in him, and I cannot 

think that Fisher has strengthened his case by referring to it. 

This is not the place to attempt a complete restatement of the 
productivity explanation of interest. Various versions of it are 

available and a knowledge of the logical steps involved in it on th 

part of readers of this review may be taken for granted. Judging 

from some of Fisher’s criticisms, however, it clearly is the place to 

indicate briefly what this theory does and what it does not involve. 

It starts out with the proposition that entrepreneurs desirous of 
making profits by supplying goods at current prices compet: 

against one another for control of the factors necessary to pro 

duction. This competition tends to keep their own profits down 

to a large or small “wages-of-management” and to force them to 

pass along as the remuneration of the factors which they hire, 

subject to this deduction and to a deduction for the replacement 
fund, the total price which they receive for the things which they 

sell. It is, therefore, contended that it is the part these factors 

play in production as compared and measured by entrepreneurs 
that determines the shares of this total price that are assigned to 

them. The part that capital plays presents two aspects: that of 
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« the current rate of interest exceeds the rate at which men discount 

ture goods, income will be saved and invested and that the tendene 

1 competitive society will be for the supply ot « ipat il goods to be 

ept it just that le vel at which the rate of interest ind thre rate ot 

fiscount are equal, 

The decisive objection to Fisher's theory and theories like it, in 

other words, is not that they are not true, so far as thi vy go, but 

that they are incomplete and inadequate because they fail to con 

sider the other and more important side of the problem, that is th 

influences within the process of production which determine th 

share of the product to be assigned to capital and thus fix the valu 

ratio between this share and the capital to which within a given 

pi riod of time it is credited. 

Fisher offers further refutations of the productivity theory, but 

. detailed review of them would bring out no new consideration of 

importance. ‘They all seem to me to be either erroneous or 

to refer to forms of statement of the theory which are inaccurate. 

‘To the author’s final conclusion that “the idea of raising the rate of 

interest by increasing the productivity of capital is, therefore, lil 

the 1dea ofl raising’ ones self by one’s boot sti ips, a | can onl 

reply that to my mind the idea of raising the rate of interest 

n any other way is like the idea of increasing the volume of a 

stream by changes, not in the capacities of its source or tributaries, 

uit in the ocean into which it flows. 

Although nothing in Fisher’s discussion has shaken my confidencs 

in the essential soundness of the productivity explanation of inter 

est, when presented not as the complete explanation but as the 

necessary supplement of the discount theory, there is one feature 

in his treatment that leaves me uncertain how far he himself is a 

productivity theorist in disguise. I referred earlier to the impor 

tance he ascribes to the distribution of incomes in time as one of 

the factors influencing impatience rates. Consideration of this 

factor might lead the reader to conclude that its net influence on 

the rate of interest would be slight. Some persons look forward to 

diminishing incomes and their rates of time preference will b 

depressed thereby. Others expect their incomes to increase in the 

future and this will enhance their rates of time preference. In 

general, it might be thought that the two tendencies affecting 

different persons in opposite directions would, when these persons 

Principles, p. 369, 

| 
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1912] The Impatience Theory of Interest 851 

m, is an explanation that is one-sided and inadequate. But when 

this is said, much that is favorable remains unsaid. No one can 

follow the development of Fisher’s theory without gaining new 

nsight into the interest problem or without feeling sincere admira 

tion for the author’s originality of expression, fertility of illustra 

on, and boldness in following his reasoning to its logical con 

ision. If his the ory fails to displace the other theories already in 

he field, at least it must serve to stimulate the supporters of thes« 

eories to clearer thought and to a more careful formulation of 

ir ideas. 

Henry R. Seacer. 

Columbia University. 
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On September 1, 1911, out of the total 7,301 national banks 

re were 1,966 with a capital of $25,000, and therefor: pre 

ibly located in towns of less than 3,000 population, 872 with 

ipital between $25,000 and $50,000, and therefore presumably 

towns of less than 6,000 population, and 2,297 with a capital 

hetween $50,000 and $100,000. Exes pt for banks in towns not 

ceeding 6,000 population, the law as amended in 1900 does not 

permit any national bank to be organized with a capital less than 

4100,000. 

{re the national banks which are accessible to farmers in a 

py sition under the law to meet farmers’ needs? The answer to 

this question must be in the affirmative. Aside from the fact that 

national banks are not permitted to make loans on real estate 

ecurity, there is no restriction in the national banking act which 

would interfere with loans to farmers for agricultural purposes. 

Personal security alone is legally acceptable: the range of possible 

collateral security is practically unlimited; and there ts no limit 

tion fixed by law as to the pe riod of loans. National banks theré 

fore have a very free hand in regard to loans to farmers. 

When we inquire concerning agricultural credit in banks under 

state charters we find conditions varying with the different states, 

but, with a few minor qualifications, it may be said that the state 

hanking laws are free from restrictions that would hamper state 

hanks and trust companies in extending credit liberally to respon 

sible farmers. They are in a much better position in one respect 

to deal with farmers than are national banks, that is, in the matter 

of accepting real estate security. No state denies state banks this 

privilege, and such restrictions as exist upon its exercise are 
generally not onerous.” 

If commercial banks are comparatively unhampered by law in 

making short-time loans to farmers, it may be asked: To what 

extent are such loans made? Unfortunately practically no infor 

? Restrictions on the amount of real estate loans exist in Michigan, New 

York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Texas and Wisconsin; restrictions 

is to the ratio of the amount of the loan to the value of the real estate exist 

in Minnesota, Ohio, and Texas. Real estate loans are legally limited to first 

liens in California, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, and (under cer- 

tain qualifications) in New York. Similar restrictions are found in a few 

states to real estate loans of trust companies. Cf. Samuel A. Welden, “Digest 

of State Banking Statutes,” tables A and C (Report of National Monetary 

ommission;: S. Doc. No. 353, 61 Cong., 2 Sess.) 
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but the business did not come. My inference was that they dealt with 

he nearby small banks. 

Of the situation in Lafayette, Indiana, a former vice-president 

of a national bank, writes: 

About 50 per cent of our business was with farmers. Thev borrow 

frequently from commercial banks, funds to be used for crop planting 

rop gathering, purchase of agricultural machinery, improvements on 

the farm. pr rchase ot eattle,. and the carrving of cattle or hogs to 

turitv. Through Indiana these farmers’ loans are very usual in 

the country banks, many preferring state charters so they may make 

these loans not only on personal but also on mortgage security. 

Farmers are seldom able to give any but personal or mortgage secur 

itv. A large percentage of them are sufficiently responsible to be 

entitled to and to receive reasonable credit without security. 

Farmers seem to endorse for each other much more readily than do 

those of other classes. . .. The reason is, I think, clear. Each 

knows pretty much evervthing about his neighbor's financial status, the 

amount and value of his land, his live-stock, and other visible personal 

property, the amount of any mortgage and when due. So much being 

thus in the open there is less of the secretive habit, so that the extent 

of the invisible personal prope rtv and debts is apt to be known. 

A similar report comes from a national bank in Lincoln, Ne 
braska, from which the following extracts are taken: 

The farmers of this state have need of accommodations of this kind 

to carry them through the crop season. As a matter of fact, they use 
short-time credit to fully as great an extent as do the business men in 

the city and smaller towns. In fact, I think it is true that in the smaller 

towns the bankers favor the farmers in preference to the small business 

There is no doubt about the average well-to-do farmer in this state 

being able to furnish satisfactory security aside from mortgaging his 
farm for such temporary loans within any reasonable limitations. In 
some cases the banks take chattel mortgages on cattle or other live 

stock, and in some cases where the farmer has a good equity in his 

farm they will not hesitate to take his personal note. 

While T do not know that there is any particular difference between 
farmers and other classes in this state as to their willingness to go 

security for each other, vet very little of this is done any more. There 

was a time when it was not an uncommon thing, but it has become less 

and less until now there is very little signing done for others. In fact, 

the farmers feel that they are able to take care of themselves and do 

not ask others to sign with them, and are able to handle themselves 

without such an endorsement. This is true of all classes in this state. 

I have never felt that in this locality farmers suffered in any way 

from lack of credit facilities. . 

A former bank examiner in the state of California, himself a 

farmer, writes: 
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sterest in the subject the investigations cannot be undertaken too 

i¢ farmers in any section of the country may not 

rt to the banks for short-time credit it does not follow that 

ey are not receiving such e lit. As a matter of fact they are 

ften receiving it on a consideral d in the most expensive 

e., in the form of book credi rchants. It is a com 

‘actice throughout the country for farmers to run up book 

r the spring and summer to bi = yunts with local merchants durin 

paid in the fall when the crops are sold. When this is done on any 

considerable seale the farmer probably pays more than bank inter 

of prices; and this is particularly true when 

obligates himself to sell his crops to the greditor merchant. In 

the South this practice is carried to the extreme in the familiar 

lien” system which holds many farmers in the cotton belt in 

condition bordering on perpetual servitude. The custom is for 

farmer to buy supplies of the local general store on credit for 

year, agret ing to sell to the merchant his cotton crop in the 

ll, thereby cancelling the debt. A crop lien is generally given, 

1 the merchant often dictates the character and the amount of 

the planting. The prices paid for cotton under this system art 

hable to be exceptionally low, and the prices paid by the farmer 

for his supplies exceptionally high. The system has proven a curse 

many sections of the South. Witnesses before the United States 

Industrial Commission estimated the interest rates imposed by this 

system at from 20 per cent upwards. Mr. George K. Holmes 

of the United States Department of Agriculture testified : 

The rate of interest on the liens on the cotton crop of the S h, it 

s safe to say, probably averages 40 per cent a year. All cotton men 

ll agree that it is at least that. The store svstem of the South is a 

sort of peonage ; that is what it amounts to with the cotton plant r.* 

W 

Since the Industrial Commission’s report was published the 

banking facilities of the South have been greatly increased, and 

the banks are coming into closer touch with farmers, with the result 

that the store-lien system is gradually breaking down. 

Another form of credit to farmers is that obtained from dealers 

in farm implements and machinery which the farmers frequently 

buy on time, paying interest during the credit period. 

One informant. who has been a bank examiner, writes from 

* Report, p. 161. 
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] 

practically Qone , Goo farms must be bought, and for them ever 

increasing prices must be paid.® 

The era of hand cultivation is giving way to that of farm 

ry prope lled by hors¢ power and even by steam, ga oling Ol 

clectricity, with its resulting great increase in the efficiency of 

labor. Eleven years ago the editor of The Dakota Farmer. in 

his testimony before the United States Industrial Commission, put 

the matter tersely, and with little exaggeration, as affecting |} 

own section of the country, at least, when he said: “When I first 

worked out it took five binders to follow a machine. one man to 

rake off, and one to carry the bundles together. Now the hired 

girl frequently drives a machine that does the whole business.” 

Some idea of the extent of this increase may be obtained by refer 

cnce to the following figures compiled from census reports: 

VALUE OF FARM IMPLEMENTS AND MACHINERY IN THE t s 

YEAR VALUE PER CEN'T 

IN CREASI 

1910 S1.2605 69 

1900 750 52 

1890 494 22 

1880 4107 50 

1870? 27 10 

1860 246 

The increase in the value of farm implements and machinery per 

icre of land in farms from 1900 to 1910 was from $0.89 to $1.44. 

or 61.8 per cent. 

An analysis of the figures for farm machinery by geographic 

divisions shows a marked difference in the rates of increase, but 

the tendency in all sections during the last forty years has been 

decidedly upwards, the greatest growth having been witnessed in 

the decade ending 1910. During that decade the lowest rate of 

increase in any section was that of New England, 39 per cent, and 
the highest that of the Mountain States, 163 per cent.’ 

Another development which is making larger demands upon th¢ 
farmer for working capital is the increasing use of artificial fer 

*The average value per acre of farm land in the United State 

$15.57 in 1900 to $32.40 in 1910, a rise of 108 per cent. 

bulletin on Farms and Farm Property, p. 15 

Report, p. 938. 

* Values in gold. 

rose fr 

Thirteenth Census, 

* Exclusive of Alaska and Hawaii 

Cf. Twelfth Census, V, pp. xxix and xxx, and Thirteenth Census, Bu 

on Farm and Farm Property by States, pp. 13 and 15. 

erin 
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Three or four horses are the smallest number that can be used 

eficiently with modern machinery. . . . The small farms have not 

enough horses to make efficient teams and yet they are over-supplied 

with horses compared with their area. On these farms there are only 

15 acres per horse. On the largest farms, one horse farms three times 

this area, with no resulting decrease in crop yields. . . . When 

we consider the cost of kee ping a horse we see what a great advantage 

the larger farms have. 

Forces like these are counteracting what is commonly thought 

of as the normal tendency of agriculture to move toward more 

iutensive cultivation on small farms, with the result that the average 

mount of improved farm land per farm ictually increased instead 

of diminishing in the United States during the last decade.'* This 

loes not mean less intensive cultivation, in fact quite the contrary; 

t means more intensive cultivation, but by the efficient utilization 

of good machinery and of power. It means further, as said above, 

a demand for mortgage credit for the purpose of enlarging farms 

ind that, at rapidly increasing farm prices.'” 

The farming population is becoming more settled now that the 

free lands are practically gone and the frontier has disappeared."' 

The isolation of the farmer is rapidly becoming a thing of the past, 
with the advent of rural free delivery,'* rural telephone,'* the 

automobile, and the parcels post. The farmer no longer buys gold 

bricks nor is duped by fraudulent lightning-rod schemes except in 

the pages of the comic supplements. 

When seeking credit the farmer can offer better security than 

ever before. His markets are larger, better organized, more 

‘It rose from 72.2 acres per farm to 75.2; although in some geographic se 

tions it fell. Thirteenth Census, Bulletin on Farms and Farm Pr yperty, p 19 

Supra, p. $59, note 6. 

Every census since 1870 has shown a larger percentage of the native popu 

lation living in state or territory of birth 

“The rural free delivery routes have increased from 82 in 1897 to 41,656 in 

1911. Rural delivery carriers collected or delivered in 1911 over 300 million 

tons of mail, representing approximately two and three quarters billion piece 

Ke} ort of the Fourth Assistant Postmaster General, 1911, pp 4 and 5 

*Reliable figures are not available as to the actual number of farm tele 

phones in operation in the United States, but they are available for Connecti 

cut and Iowa. “...73 per cent of the farms in Iowa were supplied 

with telephone service, the statistics including a certain amount of duplication 

o1 service, while in Connecticut 58 per cent of the farms were supplied with 

telephones without competition.” Special Report of Bureau of Census, Tele 
( phones, 1907, p. 79. 
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introduced by Senator Gronna of North Dakota, calling for the 

appointment of a federal commission to investigate the codperative 

hanks of Europe, was passed in the United States Senate May i 

1912,°" but failed to pass the House. The national platforms of 

the three leading parties contain planks favoring the improvement 

ef credit facilities for farmers, and the farmers themselves are 

taking an active interest in the subject in their various organiza 

tions. All this to show that the ball is moving, and growing as it 

moves. 

If the time is ripe for a greater use of bank credit in agricul 

ture, how is that credit to be obtained? Broadly speaking four 

nethods may be mentioned, only the last two of which are desers 

ing of much attention at the present time. They are: (1) Estab 

lish government agricultural banks; (2) Adopt the Egyptian 

plan of a government guaranty to an agricultural bank estab 

lished with private capital; (3) Encourage the farmers to organiz 

coéperative credit societies on some such plan as the Raiffeisen or 

Schulze-Delitzsch banks of Germany; (4) Utilize more effectively 

in the interest of the farmer our present banking machinery, and 
improve it where it is defective. 

The suggestion of an agricultural bank owned and operated by 

government, either state or federal, is not worthy of serious con 

sideration in this country at the present time. The history of 

such banks both in Europe and America has generally been a 

disastrous one, although a few have succeeded. Some exist today 

which are performing useful services to farmers, notably in thi 

line of mortgage credit, among which may be mentioned those of 

the Australian States and New Zealand,*' and the recently estab 

lished one in the Philippine Islands. The success of such 

institutions is not such as to justify any attempt to establish them 

in the United States, at least until every reasonable effort has 

been made to solve the problem by means of private and coépera 

tive effort. 

The other plan, commonly known as the Egyptian plan®* from 

” Congressional Record, p. 6319. 

*On this subject see the writer’s article on “Agricultural Credit” in L. H 

Bailey’s ¢ yclopedia of American Agriculture, 1V, p. 270; and his Report to th 

freasurer of the Philippine Islands on The Idris thility of Establi hina 

Government Agricultural Bank in the Philippine Islands, pp. 9-11, 151-154 

=Cf. E. W. Kemmerer, Report to the Secretary of War and to the Phili, 

pine Commission, on The Agricultural Bank of Equpt. (Manila, P. I.: 1906 

\lso published by Bureau of Insular Affairs, Washington, D. C 
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is in Germany, the country of their origin, and it is to Germany 

one naturally turns first for suggestions. ‘There we find four 

types of codperative credit banks, Landschaften, Ritterschaften, 

Schulze-Delitzsch banks and Raiffeisen banks. The first two are 

codperative associations loaning money on land mortgages,?* and 

securing funds largely through the issue of bonds against th 

llective mortgages. Being concerned with long-time mortgage 

credit they do not fall within the province of this paper. Thi 

ther two types of banks deal especially with short-time credit, 

he one chiefly in the towns and cities, and the other with farmers 

the rural communities. It is with the latter that we are most 

concerned. Let us therefore consider briefly the essential features 

of the Raiffeisen system. 

These features are: (1) Organization on the strictly codperative 

principle, none but members having the right to borrow, although 

non-members may make deposits. (2) Limitation of loan opera 

tions to a very small area in which all farmers are acquainted with 

iC hy other. A bank’s fic ld of busine SS, the founder be lieved, should 

cover a parish of less than 400 people nor of more than 1500. 

The banks were to be, therefore, purely neighborhood affairs. 

There is a sympathetic but well-informed neighborhood opinion 

which prevents the squandering of loans. (3) Unlimited liability 

of all members for the debts of the bank, a necessary corollary of 

which is the provision that membership is obtained only by election 

by those already members. (4) The working capital of the bank 

is obtained chiefly from the-following sources: (a) Small savings 

“drawn, either from within the area covered by the bank, in which 

case it comes both from members and non-members, the forme: 

being rewarded where possible at slightly higher rates in order to 

encourage membership; or from without the area, in which case 
ic of necessity comes from non-members.”*”’ (b) Loans from th« 

provincial bank of the district, or more importantly from th: 
central bank of the Empire at which the local bank keeps a 

current account and with which it may rediscount its paper 

Funds are also sometimes obtained from other banks or from 

*The principal provisions of the statutes of the leading mortgage banks of 

the world are given in the appendices of the writer's Report on the Advi 

bility of Establishing a Government Agricultural Bank in the Philippines, Op 

a ig Oe Fay, Cor peration at Home and Abroad, p. 44 (New York: Macmil 

lan, 1908. ) 
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check upon this executive committee there is also elected annually 

, council of supervision consisting of from six to nine members. 

A biennial audit is made of the accounts of each bank by an 

iccountant employed by the district or central union. The books 

of the bank, except the individual deposit ledger, are open to the 

inspection of all members. Officers of the local banks serve without 

compensation, except the treasurer who has no vote in the making 

The typical Raiffeisen bank is described by Fay 7! as 
30 

of loans.* 

‘a small single room, probably at the back of a farm building, 

( pened twice a week and presided over by a single occupant,” the 

treasurer. (6) Advances take two forms: the ordinary loan (of 

vhich the name is sufficic ntly descriptive), and the current account 

which is similar to the Seotch cash credit. The latter constitute 

hout a third®? of the total and show a tendency to increase in 

proportion to the ordinary loans. The period of the ordinary 

loan varies from six months to three years: and in exceptional 

cases it may be even longer.** Loans are repayable in instalments 

covering interest and part of the principal, or in lump sums. 

Banks reserve the right to call a loan on four weeks’ notice. The 

werage credit advanced per member is 500 marks, and the aver 

ige interest rate probably somewhere between four and five per 

cent. Although mortgage and other collateral security is some 

times accepted, the banks’ chief reliance is personal security, and 

the great bulk of the loans are made on two-name paper. 

The Raiffeisen banks are organized into provincial federations 
with provincial banks at their head, and these in turn into 

national federation with a central bank at its head. These pro 
vincial banks and the central bank “equalize the need of credit of 

the individual banks, supplying them with money when required 

and employing their surplus funds.”** A large proportion of the 

German codperative banks and other coéperative agricultural 

societies are federated in a single national organization, the 
National Federation of Darmstadt.** 

““Tn 1909 the expenses of management amounted, on the average, to th 

modest sum of 638 marks per bank.” The International Institute of Agricul 

ture, An Outline etc., p. 11. 

‘Fay, p. 47. 

*In 1909 the figures for Germany were: Loans on current account, M 425,- 

995,403 and Loans for fixed periods, M_ 1,082,446,388. The International 

Institute of Agriculture, An Outline, ete., p. 14. 

Idem. 

* Tbid., p. 17. 
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As previously mentioned,*® the State Department at Washing 

ton, through our American embassies abroad and at the instiga 

tion of President ‘Taft, is making an investigation of coéperativ 

credit in Europe. The results are soon to be published and are 

to be used by the President as a basis of recommendations for some 

action in this country. Until that report is published it would be 

premature to make many suggestions concerning the adaptation 

of the Raiffeisen system, the Schulze-Delitzsch system, or any 

other system of coéperative agricultural credit to the needs of the 

United States. What is needed now—and possibly about all that 

will be needed in the future—is a campaign of education among the 

farmers themselves rather than one of legislation; although the 

development of such societies will doubtless be furthered in many 

tes by legislation, such as was recently enacted in Massachu 

ts (ch. 419, Acts of 1909), freeing them from some of the hamp 

ering provisions of the general banking act of the state.*° Condi 

tions are so widely different in different sections of the country, and 

unong different classes in the same section, that coéperative agri 

ultural credit societies will need to be given a fairly free hand in 

such matters as limited or unlimited liability, the amount of share 

capital, receipt of deposits, ete., so that they may adapt themselves 

to local needs. A reasonable amount of government supervision 

the writer is indebted to Mr. Leonard G. Robinson, the General Manager of 

the Jewish Agricultural and Industrial Aid Society, and the man largely 

responsible for the founding of these pioneer codperative agricultural credit 

cieties upon American soil. One of the best accounts of agricultural credit 

conditions in the United States the writer has seen is an unpublished address 

on “Scientific Farming and Scientific Financing,” by Mr. Robinson, delivered at 

Cornell University last year. Cf. Annual Report of the society for 1911, and 

Articles of Association and By-Laws of the Jewish Farmers’ Covsiperatire 

Credit Unions. 

‘Supra, p. 862. “ With reference to this subject Mr. Robinson writes: “We 

encountered considerable difficulty in our organization of these associations 

because of the lack of legislation on the subject. We were, accordingly, obliged 

fo organize our credit unions as voluntary or unincorporated associations ; 

The only state having any legislation on the subject is Massachusetts. IT con 

sider the Massachusetts coéperative credit union law admirable and have no 

doubt that sooner or later other states will follow in its footsteps. It would 

seem incredible, however, that, although the Massachusetts law has been on 

the statute books since 1909, not a single agricultural credit union has been 

organized.” 

Up to March 14, 1912, 22 coiperative credit unions had been organized in 

Masachusetts under the act of 1909, but none of them were among farmers. 
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f our deposit currency more elastic. The more the farmer resorts 

to bank credit as a means of financing his current business the 

re will he suffer from the seasonal inelasticity of our bank-note 

ud deposit currency. Farming business is preéminently seasonal 

character; the farmers over the greater part of the country need 

ds most at about the same times of the year, i. e., the fall and 

spring. A great increase in the demand for currency and capital, 

say in the fall, under an inelastic currency and credit system like 

uur own, means to the farmer, highest interest rates at just the 
time when he needs most to borrow, greatest scarcity of cash at 

just the time when his need for cash is the most urgent, and prices 

depressed by a tight money market at the time of the year when 

has most to sell.** It is doubtful if any class of people in the 

country would benefit more from a thoroughgoing reform of our lg 

banking system than would the farmers. 

The apportionment of responsibility between farmer and banker 

r their not having gotten together better is an impossible task. 
a] Although some exceptions must be made, particularly in the Mid 

West, as a general proposition neither has appreciated the 

opportunity which the other offered. 

The banker must be brought to realize that one of the best kinds 

of paper in the world is short-time business paper bearing thx 

names of two responsible farmers. He should be an adviser and 

friend to the farmer as much as to the city customer. He should 

ike the farmer feel that a productive loan to him is not of the 

nature of a favor reluctantly granted—as so many farmers com 

plain—but rather a business proposition profitable to both, as 

gladly given as it is received. He should further coéperate with 

the local business men in preparing financial ratings of farmers, to 

fill the gap left by the inability, to be hoped temporary, of mer 

cantile credit agencies to rate farmers as extensively as they do 

other business men of like capital.** 

“Cf. FE. W. Kemmerer, “Seasonal Variations in the Relative Demand for 

Money and Capital in the United States,” pp. 224, 228-231. (Report of Na 

tional Mone tary Commission: S. Doc. No. 588, 61 Cong., 2 Sess.) 

“T am indebted to R. G. Dun and Co., for the following reply to an inquiry 

on this subject. “It is not practicable to ‘rate’ farmers exactly as we do 

traders in merchandise, seeking credit in the wholesale markets. From these 

traders detailed statements of assets and liabilities are obtained and coupled 

with the results of our outside investigations. 

“We could and do, however, make reports on the financial condition and 

= 





REVIEWS AND NEW BOOKS 

General Works, Theory and Its History 

Theorie der wirtschaftlichen Entwicklung. By Josern Scuum 

PETER. (Leipzig: Verlag von Duncker und Humblot. 1912. 

Pp. viii, 548. 12 m.) 

Economic theory passes through a preliminary stage of develop 

ment in which it largely concerns itself with terms and basic con 

cepts and in which its discussions have more to do with the 

dialectical mode of stating truths already known than with positive 

additions to human knowledge. In its next estate it makes real 

5 discoveries. It seeks and finds causes of known conditions and 

gains a power to answer such questions as, What forces tend to 

increase the reward of labor and to raise the level of human life? 

It is theory still, but it studies facts in their causal connection 

and the causes as well as the facts are of vital interest to humanity. 

The recent work of Professor Schumpeter represents this type 

of research. It is larg: ly a study of capital, interest, and profits, 

with an incidental inquiry into the causes of commercial crises. 

All these phenomena it connects with economic evolution, and it 

studies them as they appear in a world of change and progress. It 

thus makes an important addition to the limited amount of scien 

tific literature which deals consciously and systematically with 

what is commonly termed “Economic Dynamics.” 

Professor Schumpeter recognizes the fact that a determination 

of static laws and standards furnishes the essential starting point 

in the search for laws of change and movement. He presents a 

unique conception of the static state, which will certainly interest 

readers and stimulate thought, whether it is accepted as correct or 

not. He reduces the elements which are necessary for production 

into land, including natural agents, and labor. Given the earth and 

man, and he will make the earth useful to him by efforts; and this 

is, of course, production. Empty-handed man working on crude 

nature can produce—in a rather microscopic amount, indeed 

products that directly satisfy wants and constitute the “consumers 

wealth” of current discussion. Producing much of it requires 

tools; and when a full stock of these has been made and industry 

has become highly organized, a condition is created in which a 

worker gets finished goods day by day as his work proceeds. Each 

| 
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Dr. Schumpeter is in advance of many other writers in appre 

ciating two classes of truth, one of which, looking at tools, ete. in 

detail, asserts that each of them involves waiting for its own 

great com p irticular fruits, while the other looks at capital as a 

plex of productive instruments and on labor as an organized 

operation, and asserts that out of it all emerge products fully 

finished as fast as the labor is applied. He is in a position to 

discuss in a broad way the full part played, on the one hand, by 

time as an element in production and, on the other, by capital and 

organization as, in a sense, the antitheses of time and the syn- 

chronizers of labor and consumption. Such actual facts as are 

fut the basis of the brilliant studies of von Bohm Bawerk by no 

means contradict other truths concerning the action of capital and 

organization in maintaining a constant flow of consumers’ wealth 

ind in obviating the necessity for allowing an interval to elapse 

after the collective labor is applied before the fruits of it becom« 

available. That work with capital produces more than it would 

do without it and that it gets an immediate return instead of a 
distant one are facts which do not admit of contradiction, though 

modes of stating them will continue to differ. 

Professor Schumpeter’s work discusses commercial crises and 

treats them very properly as dynamic phenomena—the outcome of 

a certain unbalanced and uneven progress. It draws a distinction 
between the kind of change which presents no serious problems for 

solution and the kind which creates such problems. The mere 

growth of population and enlargement of the fund of capital would 

call for adaptations which would take place automatically and 

steadily, while the codrdinations made by entrepreneurs cannot act 

evenly and extend throughout the whole system at once. To the 

irregularities in the action of such causes crises are chiefly due. In 

that part of the book which deals with this subject, as well as in 

other parts, the reader will find himself in a world of reality 

abounding in critical issues on which the work sheds welcome light. 

Joun Bares Ciark. 

Columbia University. 

Laws of Wages. An Essay in Statistical Economics. By Henry 

Lupwett Moore. (New York: The Macmillan Company. 

1911. Pp. viii, 196.) 

The author of this essay begins with a number of economic 
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tustry by labor unions. This does not prove that SUCCESS is 

ised by union control, for success depends also, as the writer 

points out. on the subject of dispute, and it is possible that the 

established union is less apt to call strikes when the probabilities 

of suecess are low. Strikes for recognition of union and union rules 

ire most likely to be successful. 

A study of wages in relation to the concentration of industry 

(here the figures are drawn from Italian statistics) shows that in 

est iblishments of all SIZES the re is a rapid rise up to the ages of 

twenty five to thirty five years, succeeded by a slow decline, but 

that in the larger establishments the wages are higher at all ages, 

while the descent from the maximum is more rapid as old age 

pproaches. This the writer believes to be explainable by the 

productivity hypothesis. The large establishments, by virtue of 

cir great investment in plant, find it uneconomical to employ any 

the most efficient, to whom high wages must be paid. Also, 

in the large establishments, there are fewer days a year of 

unemployment, the amount of employment from year to year is 

less subject to variations, and the working day is shorter. 

The last chapter brings together, in a brief general discussion, 

the conclusions arrived at. On the whole, the book is a stimulating 

piece of statistical work. It will be fortunate for economic science 

when it can avail itself of a large mass of such statistical conclu- 

sions, both as verification of deductive reasoning and as data for 

further inference. 

Harry G. Brown. 

Yule University. 

History of Economic Thought. A Critical Account of the Origin 

and Development of the Economic Theories of the Leading 

Thinkers in the Leading Nations. By Lewis H. Haney. 

(New York: The Macmillan Company. 1911. Pp. xvii, 567. 

$2.00.) 

Professor Haney has undertaken a task that no American 

economist has heretofore dared to attempt a history of economic 

thought. For the courage which inspired such an effort, for the 

labor which its execution involved, there can only be high praise. 

It is a fine thing to have attacked Parnassus, even though the 

summit be not scaled. 

The nucleus of the book is an unpublished manuscript by Pro 
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5 ipplemented by independent inquiry. More serious as affecting 

cccuracy of interpretation and clearness of criticism is an insuf 

ficient emphasis upon economic environment. The interrelation 

life and thought in the modern era of economic study has been 

so intricate and intimate that any detached examination of texts 

R likely to prove arid in presentation and inadequate in result. 

But although Professor Haney may not have read all the books 

to which he refers and has in but few places added by independent 

research to our pre-existing stock of doctrinal knowledge, he has 

been no mere student of glosses. In the first nine chapters of his 

book dealing with the so-called pre-scientific period, there is less 

intimacy of authorship and the result suffers by comparison with 

some existing narratives. But Adam Smith once reached, Professor 

Haney writes with surer hand and his text is in the main pleasing 

ind helpful. 

The composition shows throughout marks of haste and of 

insufficient stylistic revision, and here and there occurs an outright 

slip. But over and above such incidents there is disclosed ready 

iequaintance with commentaries, unusual facility in doctrinal 

synthesis and obvious effort to leave unmentioned nothing that 
is really essential. 

Jacos H. 

Johns Hopkins University. 

Das Verhdltnis der Mehrwerttheorien von Karl Mara und Thomas 

Hodgskin. By Cart Korpp. Studien zur Sozial- Wirt 

schafts- und Verwaltungsgeschichte, 6. (Vienna: Carl 

Konegen. 1911. Pp. xviii, 289. 7 m.) 

There is evidence of a renewed interest in the English socialists 

of the early nineteenth century, whom, some time ago Professor 

Foxwell introduced to English readers and Professor Anton 

Menger to German. German translations have recently been made 

of the extremely rare works of these writers ; M. Halévy has written 

an interesting and detailed life of Hodgskin, and now we have as a 
dissertation from the University of Vienna, a careful study of the 

relations of Hodgskin and Karl Marx. It is possible that the 

recent growth of socialism in Great Britain is responsible for awak- 

ening interest in this group of thinkers, of whom scholars have 
long been content with only a vague knowledge. It seems more 

likely, however, in the case of Dr. Koepp, and possibly of most 
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skin’s theory was a corner stone, one cannot say that it was the 

corner stone of Marx’s teaching. 

Dr. Koepp employs the method of detail for which German 

scholarship has been famous. One may hope that in his future 

work the material will respond more richly to the method. It is to 

be noted that the employment of German abbreviations where 
Latin are customary and even where abbreviations are not at all 

usual, offers an occasional stumbling-block to the foreign reader. 

EstHer LowENnTHAL. 

Smith College. 

Ausgewdhlte Lesestiicke zum Studium der politischen Oekonomie. 

By Karu Dient and Pavt Momserr. Volumes II and IIL. 

(Karlsruhe: G. Braun. 1911. Pp. vi, 216; viii, 208.) 

The first volume (on Money; cf. AMerican Economic Review, 

December, 1911, p. 802) of Diehl and Mombert’s “Selected Read- 

ings” has now been followed by volume two, on Wages, and volume 

three, on Rent. They are on the same plan as the first, except 

that there is a single comprehensive introduction at the beginning 

of the volume, in place of the short introductions which in volume 

one precede the individual selections. This change is an improve- 

ment, as it places before the reader not only a summary of the 

book but a connected (even if sketchy) outline history of the 

development of economic thought on the particular topic to which 

the volume is devoted. 

The readings on wages seem to fall into two classes; they are 

either pessimistic or optimistic. This apparently artificial mode 
of selection is, however, simply a resultant and a recognition of 

the prominent role which a particular doctrine—the wage-fund 

theory—has played in economic thinking. If the wage-fund theory 

was unable to descry the slightest gleam of hope for the wage- 

earning classes, it is an easy matter to find theories which are 

equally extreme in the opposite direction. And it is often the 

pessimism of the one set of theories which has engendered the 

optimism of the other. Some such consideration has apparently 

dictated the choice of selections in the present volume. 

The book opens with excerpts from James Mill, Senior, and 

Ricardo, who stand for the wage-fund idea, and a passage from 

Lassalle’s Offenes Antwortschreiben, which presents the “iron law” 
in all its rigidity. So far the gloom is broken only by the views 
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Der Wert im Gesetze. By Ernest Fetper. (Innsbruck: Verlag 

der Wagner’schen K. K. Universitiitsbuchhandlung. 1912. 

Pp. vill, 166. 4 m.) 

Although intended chiefly for jurists, this work is of interest to 

economists as showing one phase of the intimate relation that 

obtains between economics and jurisprudence. A large part of 

the book is given to a summary of Austrian laws and judicial deci- 

sions relating to value, especially in regard to property and 

contracts. There is, naturally, a lengthy discussion of compensa- 

tion for damages to property and persons. 

Value, as defined by Dr. Felder, is the importance of anything 

as contributing to the attainment of some end; and the opposite 

of value is that which prevents such attainment. Ends, therefore, 

must be classified and arranged in order of importance that law- 

makers and judges may have a just idea of relative values. For 
all that, it must be admitted that there is no accurate measure 

of value other than value in exchange as expressed in price, the 

money value by which people measure both satisfactions and depri- 

vations. Thus, compensation may be awarded for a breach of 

contract to marry, and even an offense to honor may be estimated 

in terms of money. 

It is greatly to be regretted that the learned author died while 

in the midst of his work and that the third part, which was to have 

dealt with the concept of value in the laws of other countries, was 

left unfinished. 

J. E. LeRossicnou. 

University of Nebraska. 

The Economic Principles of Confucius and his School. By Cuen 

Hvan-Cuanc. Columbia University Studies in History, 
Economics and Public Law, Vols. XLIV, XLV. (New York: 

Longmans, Green and Company. 1911. Pp. xiii, 756. 
$5.00.) 

This formidable work is wider in scope than its title indicates, 
for it constitutes a compendium of Chinese economic thought 

analyzed and grouped according to the structure of modern 
political economy. Moreover, the numerous comments on economic 

conditions and changes reflected in the writings of the philosophers 
throw a great deal of light on Chinese economic history. Off- 

spring of a happy union of Western training and Confucian 
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eines Ihe twirtse haftsle “are. Probl de r Wi ltwirtsel 

lena: Fischer. 1912. Pp. xv, 495. 14.50 m. 

HIeERCKENRATH, OF R. Die Okonomischen Bedin JuNgen des 

Lebens. Vol. I, Bedurfnis, Genuss und Wert. (Berlin: J. 

zer, 1912. Pp. 188. 4.50 m.) 

[he book is largely a catalogue, with cursive comments o 

ts ind 

of a theory of value. The author's psychology is essent 

ce, and his theory of value is largely that of Jevons. fro 

juotes a good many passages. There is little new. and 1 

is interesting, in the book. B. M. AnperRsop 

KLEINWAECHTER, F. Das Wesen der stédtischen Grundrent 

lirschfeld. 1912. Pp. xii, 234. 5.50 m 

Miassix, J. The natural rate of interest. Baltimore: Johns 

University. 1912. Pp. 56. 50ce. ) 

conomie goods, together with a rather brief present 
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One of the reprints ot economic tracts edited by Professor 

MoMMEJA, I, Enquetes economiques, Paris: E. Guilmot If 

\icerray, R. A. Sommari di lezioni di economia politic lor 

Sansoni. Pp. xv, 198. ) 

PriprRaM, K. Die Entstehung der individualistischen So pn 

phie. (Leipzig: Hirschfeld. 1912. Pp. v, 102. 2.80 m. 

(Juaritscu, A, Kompendium der Nationalékonomie. Eighth editior 

Rey sed by C, Gor sch. (Be rlin: W. Webs 1912, Pp. 1902, 

Ryan, J. A. A lis ng wage, ils ethical and economic as ; With 

in introduction by R. T. Ety. New York: Maemillan. 191 
Pp xVi,. 50c. ) 

ScuuLtze-Deuirzscn, H. Schriften und Reden. Volumes I-IV. 

Berlin: J, Guttentag. Pp. xxxiv, 2835. 30 m. 

SENSINI, G. La teoria dt lla “Tre ndita.”’ Rome Ermanno | oescher 

1912. Pp. 469. 101. 
Comparison of the doctrines of Ricardo and Carey. 

Smart, W. The distribution of income. Second edition. Londo 

Macmillan. 1912. Pp. xix, 345. 3s. 6d.) 

TourNYOoL pu Cros, J. Les idées financiéres de Montesquieu. (Paris: 

Giard et Briere. 1912. 1.50 ir.) 

WAGNER, A. Lehr- und Handbuch di r polit sche n im ein 

zelnen selbstdndigen Abteilungen. | Leipzig: C. F. Winter. 1912. 

Pp. viii, 243. 5 m.) 
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Finally, a series of briefer pieces in the appendix is devoted to 

the educational reactions and implications of modern world 

economics. The author served, in 1901, as Studiendirektor der 
Handelshochschule at K6éln; and in 1906 as the first Kaiser- 

Wilhelm Professor at Columbia University, his inaugural address 

there forming the concluding piece in the volume. 

In general the author is interested in practical rather than 

theoretical matters, the private viewpoint tends to predominate, 

and the principal underlying idea, which comes clearly to view in 

the preface, is the promotion of German foreign commerce. The 
hook abounds in clear and vigorous writing, and notwithstanding 

that many of the papers are rather out of date, it contains much 
valuable material. Unfortunately there is no index and no table 

of contents except the chapter titles. 

Epwarp Van Dyke Rostnson. 

Kritische Studien zur Literatur und Quellenkunde der Wirtschafts- 

geschichte. By Kart Braver. (Leipzig: Verlag von Veit 
und Comp. 1912. Pp. 89. 2.40 m.) 

This essay must be judged not as an attempt at a comprehensive 

survey of the sources and literature of economic history, but rather 
as more or less fragmentary contributions to the subject, which 

the author promises to continue in a later publication. It is 
confined chiefly to the field of German economic history, and 

singles out in that, for detailed treatment, certain classes of 

sources, and sources on certain topics (landed property, popula- 

tion, money) to the neglect of others. It will be a useful addition 
to the working library of any student of European economic 

history. But it is directed not so much to the reader as to the 

editor of the sources; and the reader will benefit by it indirectly, 

if its message reaches the ears of those who are higher up in the 

hierarchy of scholarship and who determine the form in which the 
source material appears. The author should receive cordial 

support in his demands that source collections be provided with 
indexes of subjects as well as of persons and places; that statistical 
items be condensed and summarized, and the numbers given in 

Arabic numerals; and that the editors of land records should do 

more than they have done to elucidate the topographical questions 
involved. 

Yale University. Cuive Day. 
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AsprnaLL, A. E. The British West Indies, their history, resources, 

and progress. (London: J. Pitman, 1912. Pp. 448. 7s. 6d.) 

ect, H. T. M. and Woopueap, H. G. W. The China year book. 

London: Routledge. 1912. Pp. xxxvi, 463. 10s.) 

Bourain, G. and H. Le régime de lindustrie en France de 1814 a 
LdO0Us Rece uil de textes publies pour le Societe d'Ilisto re Contem 

poraine. (Paris: Picard. 1912. Pp. xxi, 381. 8 fr.) 

Brunet, M. La bréche maritime allemande dans l’Empire colonial 

anglais. Preface by M. Dusors. (Paris: E. Guilmoto. 1912. Pp. 

169. 3.50 fr.) 

rpeR, C. V. Social conditions in Oxford. (London: Sidgwick & 

Jackson, 1912. Pp. 270. 4s. 6d.) 

G. Canen. Le livre des comptes de la caravane russe a Pékin en 

1727-1728. (Paris: Alean. 1911. Pp. xii, 143.) 

ivus, G. Les produits coloniaur; origine, production, commerce. 

(Paris: Colin. 1912. Pp. xvi, 687, illus. 7 fr.) 

CoppiretTers, D. and van Ackere, J. Le régime minier du Congo belge. 

Brussells: J. Gomaere. 1911. Pp. 288. 7.50 fr.) 

Decker, G. P. The riparian right and power conservation in New 

York. ( Rocheste r, N. Y.: G. P. Decker. 1912. Pp. £2. $1.) 

Domvittre, F. C. W. The United States of Brazil. (New York: Pott. 

1912. Pp. 249. $2.50.) 

Dorscn, A. Die Wirtschaftsentwicklung der Karolingerzeit, vornehm 

ch in Deutschland. (Weimar: H. Bohlaus. 1912. Pp. x, 374. 9 m.) 

Euper, J. FE. The royal fishery companies of the seventeenth century. 

London: Lehose. 1912. rp. 144. 5s.) 

loster, W., editor. The English factories in India, 1637-1641; a 

calendar of documents in the India Office, British Museum, and 

Public Record Office. Volume VI. Published under the patronage 

of the Secretary of State for India in Council. (New York: Oxford 

University Press. 1912. Pp. 16, 339. $4.15.) 

fraccareta, A. Le forme del progresso economico in Capitanata. 

(Naples: Luigi Piero. 1912. Pp. 173.) 

Gruber, C, Wirtschaftsgeographie mit eingehender Beriicksichtiqung 

Deutschlands. (Berlin: Teubner. 1912. 2.40 m.) 

ERIN, Le développe ment economiq ue de la Fran e. % P iris: Rous 

seau. 1912.) 

Hasse, A. R. Index of economic material in documents of the states of 

the United States. Ohio, 1784-1904. Two parts. (Washington: 

Carnegie Institution. 1912. Pp. 1136. $14.) 

Heper, E. A. Japanische Industriearbeit. Probleme der Weltwirt 

schaft, VII. (Jena: Fischer. 1912. Pp. viii, 282. 9 m.) 
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mus in der antiken Welt. Two volumes. Second edition, revised and 

enlarged. (Munich: C. H. Beck. 1912. Pp. xv, 610; xii, 644.) 

Porter, G. H. The progress of the nation in its various social and 

economic relations from the beginning of the 19th century. New 

edition, revised and brought up to date by F. W. Hirst. (London: 

Methuen. 1912. p. 754. 21s.) 

Zopway, J. Guiana: British, French, and Dutch. South American 

series. (New York: Scribner. 1912.) 

Sarmon, S.. An introductory economic history of England. (New 

York: Longmans. 1912. Pp. 138. 1s. 6d.) 

[ouRNYOL bu CLos, J. Les amortissements de la propriété ecclésias 

tique sous Louis XIII (1639-1640). (Paris: Giard et Briére. 1912. 

Pp. 306. ) 

Wuippen, G. C. and Scnorr, W. H. Pennsylvania and its manifold 

activities. (Philadelphia: Twelfth International Congress of Navi- 

gation, Wilfred H. Schoff, Chairman Committee on Publications. 

1912. Pp. 287.) 

Wricut, M. J. The social evolution of woman. (Philadelphia: 

Martin & Allardyce. 1912. -Pp. 48. $1.) 

The new Canada. A survey of the conditions and prob- 

lems of the Dominion by the Canadian correspond nt of “The 

Times.” (London: The Times. 1912. Pp. 118. Is.) 

Catalogue of parliamentary papers, 1901-1910. Being a 

supplement to cataloque of parliamentary papers 1801-1900. (Lon- 

don: King. 1912. Pp. 81. 5s.) 

Report of the joint committee of the legislature on the 

conservation of water. Albany: State Department. 1912. 

Agriculture, Mining, Forestry, and Fisheries 

NEW BOOKS 

DeCupis, C. Le vicende dell’ agricoltura e della pastorizia nell’ aqro 

romano. (Rome: Tip. Naz. Bertero. 1911. Pp. 789. 5 1.) 

Evias pE Mourns, J. La Asociationy Cooperacion Agricolas. Estudio 

social agraria. (Barcelona: Impr. Barcelonesa. Pp. 371. 6 ptas.) 

Frecn, F. Deutschlands Steinkohlenfelder und Steinkohlenvorrate. 
(Stuttgart: E. Schweizerbart. 1912. Pp. x, 165. 16 m.) 

Keatince, G. Rural economy in the Bombay Deccan. (London: 

Longmans. 1912. Pp. xxii, 212. 4s. 6d.) 

Maw, P. T. Complete yield tables for British woodlands and the finance 

of British forestry. (London: Crosty Lockwood. Pp. 120. 7s. 6d.) 

McLeisu, J. Mineral production of Canada. Bulletin 14 8, Canada 

Department of Mines. (Ottawa: 1912. Pp. 328.) ] 
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Cram, A. Primer of industry. (New York: World Book Co. 1912. 

Pp. 80. SOc.) 

lanner, A. E. Yobacco from the grower to the smoker. Pitman’s 

common commodities of commerce. (New York: Pitman. 1912. 

Pp. 118. Is. 6d. ) 

WacuenreLp, H. Die deutsch-englische Frage unter besonderer 

Beriicksichtigung der Eisenindustrie. (Liibeck: M. Schmidt. 1912. 

Pp. 47. 0.60 m.) 

The American lumber industry. Official report, 10th 

nual convention of the National Lumber Manufacturers’ Associa- 

tion. Chicago: Leonard Bronson, Stock Exchange Bldg. 1912. 

Pp. pl.) 

Die Schwereisenindustrie im deutschen Zollgebiet, thre 

Entwicklung und ihre Arbeiter. (Stuttgart: A. Schlicke. 1912. 

Pp. xiv, 631. 7.50 m.) 

I, Zuckerindustrie. II, Spiritusindustrie. Verhandlun- 

gen der vom K. K. Handelsministerium veranstalteten Kartellen 

juete. (Vienna: Hof- und Staatsdruckerei. 1912. Pp. iii, 193; iii, 

163. 2.50 m. each.) 

Transportation and Communication 

The American Transportation Question. By Samuet O. Dunn. 

(New York: D. Appleton and Company. 1912. Pp. xi, 289, 

vil. $1.50.) 

A great change has taken place in the last ten years in the 

tone of books devoted to the transportation question. In the 

period of the seventies, eighties, and nineties, this literature, with 

few exceptions, had a distinct point to emphasize of a partisan 

character. The object of the earlier controversy has now been 

conceded, however, by all parties to the discussion; and no longer 

is the authority of the state to regulate or even to own the 

railroads, if it be deemed wise, questioned. This is a great gain in 

the movement toward constructive legislation. Then authors 

advocated; now they are content to discuss problems, trying to 

answer the question of how to deal with them in the wisest way. 

It is to this class of books that the one under review belongs. It 

is distinctly a helpful book. As becomes a man who has edited a 

journal devoted to railway matters, Mr. Dunn argues, and gener- 

ally conclusively, for a larger and saner attitude toward the 

regulation of railways. He says in the last chapter of the book, 
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for managers of railroads to work for. I fficiency is more likely 

to be produced by giving tl e railroads latitude unde 4 such legisla 

tion as may be passed, than by holding them to maximum earnings 

and minimum rates. 

In pointing out the difference between the canal service of Kurope 

ind the possible use of rivers in America, the author } is checked 

iny hasty generalizations that may be made on the use of water 

ways in America. In Europe the rivers flow in the same direction 

is the movement of commerce, and freight rates are higher than 

on our railroads. <A big question arises as to the value of expendi 

tures when commerce is not likely to use the improvements if made. 

Each chapter indicates care regarding facts and statement of 

argument; the book is distinctly sane, and shows the railway view 

t its best. 

Frank L. McVey. 

University of North Dakota. 

Railway Transportation. A History of its Economics and its Rela 

tion to the State. By Cuarves Lee Rarer. (New York: G 

P. Putnam’s Sons. 1912. Pp. 331. $1.50.) 

Professor Raper states in his preface that the chief purpose of 

lis book is to revise and enlarge Hadley’s work on Railroad Trans 

| portation. As was inevitable, however, in bringing to date a book 

written twenty-seven years ago, the material added has greatly 

exceeded in quantity the original text. Also considerable portions 
} } have been omitted, and all has been rewritten; the final product is 

essentially new. A comparison between the treatises of President 

Hadley and Professor Raper shows that both contain concise and 

systematic accounts of the development of railroads in Europe 

and in the United States, both agree closely in their discussion of 

events prior to 1885, and both are critical of the results of public 

0 ownership. Summarizing his conclusions after a review of Euro 

2 pean experience, Professor Raper declares that government 

S operation in general has not paid its way, has not supplied either 

t particularly cheap or excellent service, and is not needed in Great 

Britain or in the United States to supply a lack of railway facilities 

n or to correct the abuses of private management. Hadley’s position 

s a generation before had been substantially the same. On the other 

( hand, Professor Raper has given us a much fuller discussion of 
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ships in the carrying trade of the sea against foreign competition, 

nd to exclude foreign ships from participating on equal terms 

th their own marine in their coastal trade or that of the colonies 

possessions they may have.” 

Emphasis is naturally given to the American system and the 

English system on which it was based. At the end of chapter 5 

s a very useful summary of our present navigation laws. Atten 

is called to the fact that the United States is the only nation 

t permitting its citizens to buy ships anywhere and register 

em as national vessels under the national flag. Since the book 

was written the Panama Canal bill has passed, with a rider 

permitting us to purchase from foreign shipbuilders, duty free, 

ships for use in foreign trade. K. J. Clare 

NEW BOOKS 

Cuanpter, W. The express service and rates. (Chicago: La Salle 

Extension Unive rsity. 1912, Pp. iv, 207.) 

H. Sechziq Jahre hessischer Kisenbahnpol tile 1S SU6 

Leipzig: Duncker & Humblot. 1912. 7 m.) 

IackMAN, W. J. and others. Modern railway and steamship lines 

Minneapolis: University Extension Society. 1912. Pp. 400. 

Krziva, A. Emden und der Dortmund-Ems-Kanal unter besonderer 

Beriicksichtiqung ihrer Bedeutung fiir Import und rport im nieder 

rheinisch-westfalischen Industrieqebiet. Probleme der Weltwirt 

schaft, VIII. Jena: Fischer. 1912. Pp. xi, 178. 7 m.) 

Macnetu, A. D. The rationale of rates. (Edinburgh: Hodge. 1912. 

2s. 6d.) 

Mirtre, V. Droit commercial des chemins de fer. Paris: Berger 

Levrault. 1912. Pp. 992. 20 fr.) 

Pim, F. W. The railways and the state. (London: Unwin. 1912. Pp. 

302. 5s.) 

SHELTON, W. A. The lakes-to-the-qulf deep waterway. A study of the 

proposed channel, terminals, water craft, freight movement, and rail 

and boat rates. Reprinted with additions from “The Journal of 

Political Economy,” XX, 6, 7. (Chicago: McClurg. 1912. Pp. x, 

133. $1.) 

STvECK, T. Der Rheinschiffbau am deutschen Rhein und in den 

Viederlanden. Miinchener  volkswirtschaftliche Studien, 117. 

Stuttgart: J. G. Cotta. 1912. Pp. ix, 101. 3 m.) 

Railroad operating costs, arrange d to include the onera 

tions of 1911. (New York: Suffern & Son. 1912. Pp. 144. #2 
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Accounting, Business Methods, Investments, and 
the Exchanges 

Report upon the Price of Gas in Chicago. By Evwarp W. Bemis. 

(Chicago: Chicago Council Committee on Gas, Oil and Electric 

Light. 1911. Pp. 31.) 

This report is a criticism of an earlier investigation on the same 

subject made by William J. Hagenah for the Chicago Council 

Committee on Gas, Oil and Electric Light. It illustrates afresh 

the difficulties encountered in attempting to determine the amount 

on which a municipal service corporation is entitled to earn a fair 

rate of return—the central point in rate fixing. Agreement can 

usually be reached on the valuation of physical property. The 

allowances to be made for interest and taxes during construction, 

organization expense, contractor's profits, engineering and_ the 

like are at best matters of speculation where the cost of reproduc 

tion is the basis, and not book records. ‘The task of arriving at 

figures for these items is, however, easy, compared to the problem 

of fixing “going value” or the cost of developing the business. 

Here calculations are based more or less on pure hypothesis. By 

the use of different starting points and different rates of interest 

in the calculation, the most diverse results may be obtained. In 

this instance the amount arrived at by Mr. Hagenah, some $15, 

000,000, is equal to one fourth of the amount on which he would 

allow the company a return in determining the fairness of the rate 

for gas. By starting from another and seemingly plausible esti 

mate of the value of the property at the organization of the present 

company, Mr. Bemis shows that there is no justification at all for 

any claim for going value—past revenue having more than paid 
for all legitimate costs of building up the business including a 
fair return on the property used in behalf of the public. 

The method employed in Mr. Hagenah’s calculation of going 

value has received sanction from the Wisconsin commission. It is 
evident, however, that it must be used with extreme care, else by 

manipulation of figures any rate could be justified. 

H. G. Frrepman. 

NEW BOOKS 

Avpetit, A. and others. Les grands marchés financiers. Conférences 

faites a l’Ecole des Sciences politiques. (Paris: Alean. 1912. Pp 
$42. 3.50 fr.) 

A preface by M. Raphael Georges-Lévy outlines the plan of the 
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Miu LES, R. La bourse de Paris et la com pag hte di S$ age nts de ch inge. 

ng Paris: J. Victorion. 1912. 3.50 fr.) 

Moopy, J. How to analyze railroad reports. New York: Analvses 
( : 

Pub. Co. 1912. Pp. 217. $2.) 

Nakamura, Y. Law of Japanese landownership in Washington state 

and United States territories. Text in Japanese. Seattle. Wash.: 

Minosuke Yorita. 1912. Pp. 154. 1.) } 

Passow, R., editor. Materialien fiir das wirtschaftswissenschaftliche 

Studium. Vol. Il. Effektenbérsen. (Leipzig: B. G. Teubner. 1912. 

Pp. 148. 2.50 m.) 

To be revit wed. 

Remon, E. Der Wohnungsmarkt in Berlin von 1840-1910. Staats 

und sozialwissenschaftliche Forschungen, 164. (Leipzig: Dunecker 

5 40 & Humblot. 1912. Pp. vii, 160. 4 m.) 

SELDEN, ix, {, Psyc hology of the stock marke t. New York: Ticker 

Pub. 1912. Pp. 120. #1.) 

Simpson, THacuer, and Bartiettr. Compilation of statutes relating 

to contracts for the conditional sale or lease of railroad rolling stock: 

LU and equipment. (New York: Evening Post Job Printing Office. 

1912. Pp. ii, 111.) 

; [e_.ter, W. P. and Brown, H. E. Modern business methods. Ch 

cago: Rand, MeNally. Tse.) 

ss Tuompson, J. W. and others. Jndiana forms; forms and precedents 

for business and conveyancing, including acknowledqments, banh 

ruptcy, cities and towns, corporations etc., thoroughly annotated 

(Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill. 1912. Pp. xxxviii, 1142. $6.) 

Tompkins, L. J. The law of commercial paper. | New York: A. B 

Crockett. 1912. Pp. xlii, 307. $2.50.) 

Capital and Capitalistic Organization 

{1 Treatise on Monopolies and Unlawful Combinations or 

Restraints. By Joserpu A. JOYCE. (New York: Thi 

Banks Law Publishing Company. 1911. Pp. Ixvi, 768. 

$6.50.) 

n. This is a lawyer's treatise based upon the common law and thy 

decisions which have been rendered in English and American 

2. courts. It discusses all forms of combination, all forms. of 

monopolies, from both the national and the state standpoint. It 

ts is particularly full of definitions and statements fortified by a 

p. wealth of citations to American and English cases; it not only 
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erally hold that a railroad under construction for the purpose of 

ente ring into competition with another railroad between two 

points, is parallel, and after it goes into operation, it is compet- 

ing. ‘The law as construed by the judges, therefore, has generally 

encouraged the building of parallel lines, even where it is evident 

from the economic point of view that the result must be either their 

final consolidation, bankruptcy or both, or rates sufficiently high 

to enable them to earn a return upon the fixed investment. 

It is interesting to notice, however, that the investigations and 

conclusions of economists are beginning to have an influence, 
which is well illustrated in the definitions of monopoly. Until 

recently, the courts have defined a monopoly as follows: 

A monopoly is an institution or allowance by the king, by his grant, 
commission, or otherwise to any person or persons, bodies politique, or 
corporate, of or for the sole buying, selling, making, working, or using 
of inything, whereby any person or persons, bodies politique or corpor- 

ite, are sought to be restrained of any freedome, or liberty that they 
had before, or hindered in their lawful trade (4 Blackstone’s Comm., 

159, quoted on p. 7). 

The legal idea has been gradually changing from that of an 

exclusive privilege conferred upon a few, to the control of a com- 
modity by one organization. ‘This view has recently been affirmed 

by the federal Supreme Court in defining monopoly as “unified 
tactics in regard to prices.” Other examples might be cited 
proving the influence of economic thinking upon judicial decisions. 

Maurice H. Rosinson. 

The Regulation of Municipal Utilities. Edited by CLiypr Lynpon 

Kinc. National Municipal League Series. (New York: D. 

Appleton and Company. 1912. Pp. ix, 404. $1.50.) 

This work, published under the auspices of the National Munici- 
pal League, embodies the more important papers presented to that 

body, supplemented by a number of articles written especially for 
this volume. It is, however, more than a collection of essays. Dr. 
King has supplied a large part of the text, and his general discus- 

sion of problems serves to give unity to the book, and to assemble 

from a number of disconnected articles a general work on the 
relations of municipalities to their utility corporations. 

The book is divided, in effect, into two parts, the essentials of a 

» 
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Report of St. Louis Public Service Commission to the Municipal 

Assembly of St. Louis on Rates for Electric Light and Power. 

(St. Louis. 1911. Pp. 81, appendices.) 

This is a valuable document, illustrating the work of a munici 

pal public service commission in dealing with local utility problems. 

Among the details of its report the subject of valuation naturally 

holds the foreground. Attention may be called to the treatment 

hy the commission of the company’s claims for real estate, and for 

intangible items under the head of organization expense, engineer- 

ing, contractor’s profits, interest and taxes during construction, 

liscounts on securities, and particularly the “cost of establishing 

the business.””. The diversity of opinion on the value of real estate 

is an amusing example of “expert” testimony. ‘The commission’s 

criticism of the contentions in behalf of the company under the 

head of intangible property is eminently sane and fair. 

The student interested in corporate evolution will find traced 

for him in an appendix the story of the consolidations and 
mergers, out of which the present company developed. 

A valuable feature of the document is the report of the chief 

engineer, reviewing in detail the theories of differential rates for 

electricity to different classes of consumers and the practical 

difficulties involved in scientific rate making. 
H. G. FrrepMan. 

NEW BOOKS 

Cross, J. A. Limited liability companies, the law and practice, with 

cases and precedents. (London: Simpkin. 1912. Pp. 640. 10s. 6d.) 

Dux. Die Aluminium-Industrie-Aktiengesellschaft Neuhausen und ihre 

Konkurrenzgesellschaften. (Lucerne: I. M. Abbins Erben. 1912. 
Pp. 92. 1 m.) 

FLECHTHEIM, J. Deutsches Kartellrecht. Vol. I, Die rechtliche Or 

ganisation der Kartelle. (Mannheim: J. Bensheimer’s Verlag. 1912. 
Pp. vi, 214. 5 m.) 

Goetz. Das Spirituskartell. Volkswirtschaftliche Abhandlungen der 

badischen Hochschulen, 7. (Karlsruhe: G. Braun. 1912. Pp. vii, 

252. 5.20 m.) 

Hittrincuaus, A. Die deutschen Roheisensyndikate in ihrer Ent- 

wicklung zu einem allgemeinen Roheisenverbande. (Leipzig: 
Duncker und Humblot. 1912. Pp. 115. 3 m.) 

LaGarRDE, P. and Batarpon, L. Les sociétés commerciales: en nom 
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In the present study, the standard rate is considered solely as a 

device for securing effective union participation in the determination of 
wage rates by union bargaining or by collective enforcement. The 

standard rate is regarded as a trade-union device, as a piece of union 
mechanism, and attention is directed entirely toward the question of 

form and extent of application, and especially to the manner in which 
it fulfils its purpose of enabling the union to bring its collective 

strength to bear in behalf of the individual member in the settlement 

of actual wages. 

The author disclaims the intention of discussing any of the 

social implications of the standard rate, thus leaving out of con 

sideration many of the most interesting phases of the subject. 

Although much valuable data have been collected, and several 

important phases are described, it seems to the reviewer that the 

uthor has not completed the study of that phase of his intended 

field dealing with “the manner in which it fulfils its purpose of 

enabling the union to bring its collective strength to bear in 

behalf of the individual member in the settlement of wages.” 

A full description of the administration of the piece scale, under 

many varying conditions encountered in many different trades, is 

given in chapter 1. It includes an analysis of the chief features 

of piece-scale construction as well as an excellent classification and 

description of the important elements directly affecting the rate 

of remuneration in various trades. The many examples cited give 

a convincing picture of the difficulties encountered when attempting 
to construct a piece scale that can be practically adjusted to the 
many different conditions existing in any given trade. 

In dealing with the standard time rate in chapter 2, the author 

has come nearer to an analytical discussion of important motives 

and policies than in any other chapter. There is an ample treat 

ment of the attitude of trade-unions toward the classification of 

workers on the basis of competency. However, the questions of 

union policy in regard to premium and bonus systems, and the 
relation of wages and efficiency, in their bearing upon the power 

of the trade-union to establish standard rates, deserve at this time 

a much more thorough consideration than the author has given. 

In chapter 3, the area of the standard rate is discussed in its 

following aspects: the history of the attempts, struggles, failures, 
and partial successes of various trade-unions to establish and 

extend the area of the standard rate; the extent to which the 

uniform rate is now established locally, districtally, and nationally, 

and an enumeration of many exceptions and variations in partic- 
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1912] Labor and Labor Organizations 909 

lecision about their future careers, the boy or girl in a poor 

family is turned loose to find work alone.” The three important 

spects of the problem are: (1) to discover the opportunities for 

employment, “educational and disciplinary instead of demoraliz 

ng’; (2) to devise the machinery for “fitting the right boy or 

girl into the right job”; (3) to supervise the child so placed. 

The outline proceeds to present the satisfactory results of a 

ul experiment in Chicago with boys from the parental school 

nd girls from settlements, especially the handicapped children, 

ind from the Washburne school—the latter a normal group. The 

harry on pages ten to eleven of what such practical vocational 

guidance requires is admirable. Probably the brevity of the 

expr riment accounts for the failure to present many specific 

suggestions as to methods, especially with regard to relations with 

hool, parent, child, and employe r, which would be of inestimable 

lue to others entering upon a similar task. The two convictions 

produced by the experiment are evidently: (1) the importance of 

creating trade schools in Chicago; (2) the “great need of under 

taking the delicate task of employment supervision . . . a proper 

function of the school.” 

That a knowledge of the industries in which children may and 

should be employed is vital to the successful issue of any child 

employment bureau is recognized by the experiments undertaken 

n America and is especially emphasized by the English Juvenile 

Labour Exchanges. The outline here given of “the opportunities 

of employment in Chicago open to girls under sixteen” is typical 

of the sort of working survey which must be made in immediate 

connection with the bureau. One may query their value to the 

reader, except for general information, for the indefiniteness of 

knowledge due to the limited scope of enquiry as to type of work, 

opportunities, and wage and seasonal conditions bars its utility 

for actual guidance elsewhere. The fuller studies proposed will 

surely be invaluable. 

Not the least important section of the pamphlet is the outline 

of the movement for the direction of juvenile employment in 

England, through the coédperation of the Board of Trade 

(Labour Exchanges ) and the Board of Education (Education 

Committees). The list of Trade and Technical Classes for Girls 

in Chicago and the selected bibliography relating to employment 

supervision supply valuable working data. 

Simmons College, Boston. Susan M. Kineossury. 
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the city of Chicago carried on under the direction of the Uni 

ersity of Chicago settlement. The study “has the advantage of 

ng focused on a limited area and of proceeding from a social 

tlement” which is in intimate contact with the people and 

wes of the district. The people studied are recent immigrants 
various nationalities. Nearly all of the workers are employed 

the stockyards; their work is unskilled and their wages low. 

i;conomie pressure, the ignorance of parents and the willingness 
{ children are found to be the chief causes of the exodus from 

school soon after the age of fourteen years is reached. Th 

typical child of the district leaves school while in the fifth or sixth 

grade; and the occupation secured, as a rule, leads only to a 

“blind-alley.”. The boy or girl usually changes jobs frequently, 

often with a considerable period of unemployment intervening 

Phe haphazard or “pack pedlar” methods of obtaining jobs are 

specially detrimental to impressionable children of fourteen to 

sixteen years of age. 

As the result of this painstaking and valuable investigation, Dr. 
albert offers several suggestions which are worthy of careful 

consideration: (a) The minimum school age should be raised to 

sixteen years; (b) Provision should be made for continuation 

schools for the instruction of young workers; (c) The work of 
e day school should be reorganized so that its work will “center 

bout occupational and concrete problems and processes”; (d) 

provision should be made in the public schools for vocational 

guidance. 

Mrs. Bates’ study deals chiefly with the manufacture of felt hats 

which is “the great mercurial industry.” Mercury poisoning is 

isily curable in the early stages; “‘and the risk of contracting 

the disease can, in a larg. measure, be eliminated by simple, 

prophylactic measures, sanitation being a great aid.” But, if not 

cured in the early stages, it soon causes a rapid decline in the 

earning power of the victim. <A special investigator presents data 

for 122 cases of mercurial poisoning. 

In conclusion, eleven definite recommendations are made for thx 

purpose of regulating industries in which mercury is used. Eight 
f of these relate to sanitary conditions; and regular medical i 

inspection is demanded. The last two recommendations are of 

especial interest. ‘Compensation for disease should be a tax upon 

4 
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and acts done in furtherance of trade disputes which amour 

ty interference with trade, business or « mploym nt, and protectin 

he funds of unions from liability for tortious acts alleged to 

ive been committed by or on behalf of the union. It may be 

vorth while to explain that the chapter on interference with the 

lisposal of labor and capital relates to acts directed to non 

nbers, while that on restraint of trade relates to restriction 

on the members themselves by the rules of the unions. How fat 

the courts may intervene in cases involving rights which are fixed 

by the rules and by the collective agreements of unions is a 

question that depends largely for its answer on the conelusior 

reached in the previous discussion on the restraint of trade; whil 

he chapter on procedure is in the main less technical than its 

heading indicates, and relates closely to the subject of the powers 

of unions as presented in the second chapter. 

The interest of the book turns more largely on its presentation 

of a condition differing strikingly from our own than upon reser 

blances. Among the many Cases cited but few appear Chiat irs 

uniliar as citations in American opinions, and reciprocally ther 

ire but few instances where the authors have found oceasion to 

refer to American statutes or decisions. 

ar more than in this country the position of trade-union 

Great Britain is determined by legislation instead of by common 

iw, and this legislation is of a type that would be classed by 

\mericans eithe r as advanced or as racic il, according to then 

point of view. An interesting point is found in the quasi-corporat: 

status that was held to be conferred on trade-unions by the act 

iccording them certain privileges to follow their registration, and 

the consequent liability of the union, succeeding which came the 

Trade Disputes Act, exempting from such liability. It is probable, 

however, that the limitations set upon this exemption are not 

cle urly understood by all who favor or condemn it, and the liberal 

space given the discussion of thi bounds ol CIN and criminal 

liability and showing the effect of motive and circumstance in 

determining these points is a feature to be commended. 

Linpitey D. Ciark 

U. 8. Bureau of Labor. 
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f Basle as typi il of Switzerland, being based on the house 

| accounts of four families of that city. The accounts show 

large increase in the cost of the necessaries of life, especially 

, the cost of meat. The tables setting forth details fill some 125 

pages. They are interesting and are probably typical of most 

lies of the community. In concluding Dr. Krémmelbein sets 

the tariff policy as the only cause of the increased prices, a 

nclusion which most economists will find entirely inadequate. 

Donaup F. Grass. 

Stanford University. 

\LUTHIER, M. L’amélioration léaale de la condition des travailleurs 
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evised and up-to-date form after having been for several years out 

of print. Its scope is broader than the ti tle indicates It would 

ot be far from the truth to describe it as a history of banking in 

Scotland with applications to Kngland of lessons drawn there 

rom. ‘The merit of the book consists not so much in the presenta 

nn of new facts or new points of view, although both are to bi 

ind within its pages, as in the detail and compl teness with which 

t treats the chief phases of Scottish banking history and in par 

cular the utility of the one pound note. Regarding England, 

e author’s conclusion is “that the reasons for the southern 

ntipathy to such a currency (the one pound note) are no longer 

went, and that its introduction into England would strengthen 

he banking system and benefit national interests.” 

Wittiam A. Scorr. 

University of Wisconsin. 

NEW BOOKS 
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preise in der Oberpfalz 1900-1910. Munich: J. Lindauer. 1912. 

Pp. vii, 147.) 

R. Rapports des changes avariés et des reglements extérieurs. 

Paris: Rousseau. 1912. Pp. 284. 8 fr.) 

Youna, J. W. The influence of gold on other commodities; a treatise. 

Jersey City, N. J.: J. W. Young. 1912. Pp. 12. 15e.) 

Zuruorst, A, Die Organisation des ldndlichen Bodenkredits in 

Deutschland besonders in Preussen. (Tiibingen: H. Laupp. 1912. 
3 m.) 

Select bibliography on cost of living. (London: P. S. 

der King. 1912. Sent on request. ) 

Chemins de fer fédéraur. Résultats d’une enquéte con- 
cernant les prix des logements, des aliments principaux en des com 

wiry bustibles, ainsi que les taux des impots dans différentes contrées de 
ulue la Suisse en 1911. (Bern: H. Feuz. 1911. Pp. 20.) 

Bollettino di notizie sul credito e sulla previdenza: indici 

per il periodo 1901-1908. (Rome: tip. Nazionale, di G. Bertero e 

Public Finance, Taxation, and Tariff 

- The United States Beet-Sugar Industry and the Tariff. By Roy 
G. Biakey. Columbia University Studies in History, Eco 

nomics and Public Law, Vol. XLVII, No. 2. (New York: 

Longmans, Green and Company. 1912. Pp. 286. $2.00.) 

<a] Mr. Blakey begins his monograph with introductory chapters 

sketching the history of the beet-sugar industry in Europe and 

in the United States. He then proceeds to a discussion of costs 

s of in this country and elsewhere, both of beet sugar and of cane sugar, 

The which makes up the bulk of the volume. Some brief chapters at | 
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f duties were removed or greatly reduced; yet I question whether 

‘re specific results on this topic can be reached than are fur 

nished by Mr. Blakey himself. Still more is it to be questioned 

whether “indirect advantages” could be measured, or even proved 

to exist, by the most painstaking inquiry. And, finally, the fun 

mental question, whether there is a gain from producing within 

he country beet sugar, or anything else, at higher prices than 

the imported article can be got for, must be settled in my judg 

ent not by elaborate concrete investigation, but by general 

onomiec reasoning. 

Harvard University. 

T'raité de la Science des Finances. By Pavu. Leroy-Bravurev. 

Eighth edition, recast and enlarged. Two volumes. (Paris: 

Alean. 1912. Pp. 1011, 61. 25 fr.) 

During the thirty-five years that have elapsed since the appear 

nee of the first edition of this well-known treatise, changes in 

fiscal legislation and conditions have been so numerous and exten 

sive as to require seven revisions of the work, an average of one for 

each five years. Meanwhile the size of the book has steadily grown, 

the eighth edition containing at least fifty per cent more material 

than the first. Despite constant revision, the work preserves its 

original character as a comprehensive, learned, and clearly written 

treatise: and in substance of doctrine has not undergone material 

change. Its author is still an uncompromising individualist, ever 

ready to tilt against what he considers socialism, whether it takes 

the form of protectionism or some up-to-date device for regener 

ating mankind over night. 

The eighth edition, like preceding revisions, undertakes to trace 

the course of recent legislation, and to discuss critically the ques 
tions of principle which the changes involve. It is hardly neces 

sary to say, therefore, that the author has had to enlarge consid 

erably the chapters devoted to the industrial domain of states 

and municipalities, income taxation, inheritance taxes, and pro- 

gressive taxation; and it occasions no surprise to find new chapters 

treating of such subjects as double taxation and the unearned 

increment tax. With these changes the book has been brought well 

abreast of recent developments in the theory and practice of 

finance. 
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. emand; and believes that while it may hasten profit-taking in 

the it will lead to the holding back of land from the CAaASCS, 

irket in others. There is the further danger, from his point of 

= -iew, that this tax will prove simply the precursor of others aimed 

to destroy all surplus incomes or wealth. The few pages devoted 

to double and triple taxation present a little interesting material, 
but are in no way noteworthy. 

C. J. BuLiock. 

» Harvard University. 

Untersuchungen zur Geschichte des Objektes direkter Steuern. 

of By Bruno Mou. (Leipzig: Verlag von Veit und Comp. 

has 1912. Pp. 15. 0.50 m.) 

This interesting pamphlet is by the author of Zur Geschichte 

der Vermégenssteuern and Zur Geschichte der englischen und 

merikanischen Vermdgenssteuern. In his introductory para 

se graphs, Dr. Moll discusses the indefiniteness of the term property 
tax when used without reference to time and place. He also 

"i declares for the idea that strict clearness contends for the develop 

: ment of every history of taxes on the assumption that business 

revenue or income enters into the determination of the tax. His 

’ very brief explanation that this is essential to an estimate of 

bs the socio-political significance of a tax is not, however, very 
convincing. 

In his treatment of objects of taxation in German territory up 
ae to the end of the fourteenth century, the author emphasizes thi 

preéminence of the hide or land tax, the merely supplementary 

character of the taxes on movables, and the absence in the country 

5 regions of systematic taxes on houses. The hide tax is described 

a as a sort of blanket levy to cover all immovables and to reach the 

full faculty of the payer. The development of taxation in the 

-* towns is treated briefly. The author seems to find an explanation 

me) of modern income taxes in the discovery that not every source 

pte of income is adequately expressed in the form of visible property. 

to With reference to England, Dr. Moll states the relation of taxes 
the 

to the revenue principle, and of movables, up to the seventeenth 

ely century, to the capital principle. Only once before 1799, and 

i that was in 1640, did England have anything like a modern 

si income tax. The modern English national economy found revenue 

from business too vacillating and uncertain. 
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Heprick, W.O. The history of railroad taxation in Michigan. (Lans 

ng, Mich.: State Library. 1912. Pp. 69. 

LIENNINGSEN, A. Die gleitende Skala fur Getreide dlle. Jena: 

Fischer. 1912. Pp. 146. 5.50 m. 

Aire HENER. Finance S, administration, and condition of } qy pt and the 

Soudan. (London: King. 1912. 8d. 

LLERIS, P. Les dettes com parees de s villes de France. Paris: A] in. 

LINCOLN, W. K. The inheritance tax law of the state of Illinois. 

Chicago: Barnard & Miller. 1912.) Pp. xxii, 476. $4.50. 

Lippert, G. Das internationale Finanzrecht. Eine systematische 

Darstellung der internationalen Finanzrechtsnormen. ['riest: M. 

Quidde. 1912, Pp. 35%. 27 m.) 

LOBAN, G. i. Some pr neiple $ in the valuation ot land and hu d nqs. 

London: Surveyors’ Institution. 1912. Pp. 50. 

MacsBetu, A. C. The rationale of rates: a defence of the system of 

innual taxation-proportion to rent. (London: Hodge. 1912. Pp. 

13Z. ~S. Od. 

DI Mi REUIL, A. M. Le budaet de la fin di Panci n reqime 1 la hee s 

fauration, (Lille: Camille Robbe. 1912. Pp. SL. 

An historical monograph on the origin of th French budget 

based ona study of the text of laws and of the ideas of the statesmen 

of the Revolution and the Empire. 

Motu, B. Zur Geschic h de engl schen und amerikan sche Ter 

moqenssteuern, Munich: Duncker und Humblot. 1912. Pp. iii, 
100, 3 m.) 

Nitti, F. Principi di scienza delle finanze. Fourth edition with 

corrections and additions especially in the part devoted to monopo 

lies and insurance monopoly. (Naples: Luigi Pierro. 1912. Pp. 
xv, 1007. 10 1.) 

Orr, J. Taxation of land values as it aflec 

(London: King. 1912. Pp. 116. Is.) 

landowners and others. 

Poor E, R. The exrche quer in the century, The | ord lee 

tures, 1911. (London: Frowde. 1912. Pp. 208. 6s. 6d.) 
To be revie wed. 

Post, L. F. Outlines of lectures on the taxation of land values: and 
explanation with illustrative charts, notes and answers to typical 

questions of the land-labor-and-fiscal reform advocted by Henry 
George. (Chicago: The Public. 1912. Pp. 145. 30 cents. 

Re IMERS, E. Die de utschen Biihe na nd ihre 

Untersuchung itiber ihre wirtschaftliche Lage. (Le 

und Humblot. 1911. Pe, 772 15 m.) 

eine 

pzig: Duncker 
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opening of new mines, with Indian coolies. The conclusion is 

reached that “economic conditions make it impossible to use Euro- 

pean white labor” and that the very cheapest grade of labor must 

be secured if the poorer mines are to be brought into production. 

After a decade of public agitation and against considerable 

opposition, the government finally agreed to permit the mine 

owners to import Chinese laborers under a system of indenture and 
special administrative regulations. The coolies were to be strictly 

confined to the mines and compounds; allowed to perform only 

unskilled labor; and were forbidden to follow any trade, to acquire 
any property or to engage in any independent enterprise. The 
special ordinance passed for their control was directed at prevent 
ing escapes and at the suppression of insubordination. 

Under this system about 55,000 Chinese were imported in the 
course of two years by the Agency of the Chamber of Mines and 

under the supervision of the ‘Transvaal and Chinese governments, 
the agents receiving a definite sum for each laborer. The author 
concludes that from the standpoint of the employers, “the coolie 
demonstrated his competency—his efficiency was equal to that of 
the whites and double that of the natives”; but that from the stand 
point of the state, there was reasonable ground for objection to 

them. ‘They were producers but not to any great extent consum- 

ers, and as the stock in the Transvaal mines is held principally by 

foreigners, the greater part of the increase from Chinese labor 
went to foreign lands; and the Chinese were, moreover, unassimil 

able. 
The reasons for the failure of the experiment, which ended 

abruptly in the repatriation of the coolies after two years, were 

many, but among those mentioned the more important seem to 

have been: the careless method of recruiting laborers ; the selection 

of a superintendent who knew only the South China dialects while 
the coolies came chiefly from North China; and the lack of incen 
tives to good work and good conduct on the part of the laborers 

“There were only two possible places for the coolie in the Trans 
vaal, the mine and the prison.” Since the managers of the mines 

did not coéperate happily with the police and the government in 
the control of the workmen, the shrewd Chinese were able to take 
advantage of it. The causes of failure are briefly summarized as 
follows: ‘For an explanation of the failure of the experiment we 

must look to other causes than the character of those who took 
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Srrupp, K. L’immigration japonaise aux Etats-Unis. (Paris: 
Pedone. 1912. - 1.25 fr.) 

Worms, R. La sexualité dans le naissances frangaises. Bibliotheque 
Sociologique Internationale, XLIX. (Paris: Giard et Briére. 1912. 

+.50 fr.) 

Infant mortality and milk stations. Special report of the 
New York Milk Committee. (New York. 1912. $1.) 

Problems in eugenics. Papers communicated to the first 
international eugenics congress held at the University of London, 
July 24th to 80th, 1912. (London: The Eugenics Education Socicty. 

1912. Pp. xix, 496. 8s. 6d.) 
To be reviewed. 

Table de mortalité des Japonais. (Tokio: Imperial 

Bureau of General Statistics. 1912.) 

— Ueber den Einfluss von Beruf und Lebensstellung auf dic 

Todesursachen in Halle a. 8. 1901-1909. (Halle a. S.: Gebauer 

Schwetschke. 1912. Pp. v, 163. 1.50 m.) 

Social Problems and Reforms 

Old Age Dependency in the United States. A Complete Survey of 

the Pension Movement. By Lee Wetuine Sauier. (New 

York: The Macmillan Company. 1912. Pp. xii, 860. $1.50.) 

This is the first book to appear upon its theme. In part val 

uable, it is yet seriously disappointing in some important respects. 
A word first as to its value. The author, desiring to learn what 

efforts at systematic provision for old age have been made in the 

United States, wrote nearly two thousand letters to “corporations, 

employers, states, cities,” etc., and thereby secured very interesting 

material for chapters dealing specifically with the efforts of indus 
trial establishments and of transportation companies. Much of 

what he offers here is not elsewhere readily accessible. The chap 

ters on teachers’ retirement funds and on municipal provisions 
also contain new matter upon divers schemes, conveniently brought 

under one view. The chapters on labor organizations, fraternal 

societies, and government pensions have a secondary origin. 

So much, dealing with Efforts at Relief, is really the middle 

part of the book. <A previous part is on the Causes of Old Age 

Dependency, found to be two, misfortune and low wages. The 
former cause turns out to be chiefly accidents, illness and unem- 

ployment, three causes of destitution so tangible that they can 
really to an important extent be dealt with directly, as foreign 
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vears’ expe rience could be studied, receives “ore at praise for early 

7 lership” (p. $00). and two pages. Yet even the two pages 

ire not the author’s digest of thorough study; they are “ta sum 

iry . . . received through the courtesy” of the consul-general 

ff Hamburg, “under date of August 28, 1911” and “given in 

full.” Thus Goethe’s birthday is celebrated, but the consul’s 

summary is at least gravely in error when it holds that insurance 

is not compulsory for persons earning over $476. “Un-American, 

unnecessary and well-nigh foolish” (p. $30) would be an insurance 

system, chiefly because of the “withdrawal of this immense sum 

from the capital of the country, needed in its industrial develop 

nt and welfare” (p. 330), a withdrawal quite as disastrous, no 

ibt, as that of the four billion dollars and more locked Away 

presumably) at this moment by our savings banks. German 

experience, if not economic logic, might have steered the author 

past this rock. His bibliography includes no for ign titles; yet, 

within the last three years, at least three good dk scriptions of the 

German scheme have appeared conveniently in English. 

It is a pity that a book whose general spirit is so admirablk 

should fail grievously through biased preparation and_ loos: 

economic thinking. 

Rosert F. Foerster. 

Harvard University. 

The Record of a City. A Social Survey of Lowell, Massachusetts. 

By Georce F. Kenncorr. (New York: The Macmillan Com 

pany. 1912. Pp. xiv, 256. $3.00.) 

In this volume is given both a history of the city and a record 

of its present condition and activities. A study is made of the 

nationality and vital statistics of the population as constituted 

in 1900. Then follow chapters devoted to the housing of the 

working population and the health and standard of living of the 

people. An immense amount of work has been done upon these 

chapters. It is doubtful whether the crude death-rate gives an 

accurate picture of the healthfulness of the different nationalities 

and whether the question of a standard of living can be adequately 

discussed from less than three hundred family budgets collected for 

a week. There are chapters upon the industrial condition, the 

social institutions, and the recreations of the people. The work | 
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ivailable also an authoritative statement of the latest thought in 

this country on penology. To make such a statement is the 

purpose of Penal Servitude. In the words of its author, this book 

“is but a brief summary of the findings of the National Committee 
on Prison Labor.” This committee is a voluntary association 

having headquarters in New York City, incorporated about three 

years ago as a result of suggestions coming from John Williams, 

Commissioner of Labor of the State of New York, and from ex 

Governor Hughes. Its work is characterized as one of propa 

ganda; it “defines the underlying principles upon which reform 

must be based,” secures discussion of these principles, and recom- 

mends legislation “based on thorough investigation of local 

conditions” (p. 96). The author of the book is secretary of the 

committee and is also assistant in social legislation at Columbia 

University. 

The volume is not concerned with the causes of crime, as they 
originate in physical defects, mental abnormalities, or economic 

want: it does not discuss the law and court procedure by which 

crime is sought to be repressed; it makes no theoretical argument 

for individualization of punishment, though that is plainly taken 

for granted. It is an attempt to put vividly, by anecdote and 
argument, the economic and political conditions attending penal 

treatment in this country today, and the economic and educational 
answers to the question, What is the best punitive system now 

obtainable? 

Starting with an economic interpretation of the history of 

punishment, the author quickly concludes that it is the economic 
value of the labor of the wayward individual that has led to the 

lease and contract systems of convict labor or to prison produc- 

tion under individual enterprise. It is the desire of the state to 

realize profits on its convicts that has made the criminal serving 

his term an economic slave; his body has been owned, he has been 

forced to labor without choice of occupation, and has been paid 

practically nothing in return for work. 

Present-day ethics, the author thinks, will not much longer 
endure the existence of slavery or involuntary servitude, even as 

punishment for crime. Accepting the term “servitude” in the 

sense suggested in the preceding paragraph, one cannot question 

that Dr. Whitin has correctly interpreted the tendency of penal 

reform today and that his hope for the future is entirely well- 
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irgues for centralized authority, so definite in form that responsi 

bility may be accurately located. There should be also, he urges, 

some method of recall by which prison administrators may be made 

to respond to the highest standards of moral action for which th 

ommunity stands. 

Dr. Whitin is too familiar with actual conditions to be aca- 

demic: he is, perhaps, too engrossed with them to be quite schol 

irly. Yet there is a degree of detachment and inductive reasoning 

in this book which should be welcomed in a country whe re pe nologi 

il practice has been too long left to “spoilsmen” and wher 

popular thought on society’s obligation to its law-breakers has 

heen too much moulded by the vapidities of maladministrators and 

the interested misstatem« nts of speculators in cheap labor. 

Two defects in the book cannot go unnoticed. One is an exces 

ve use of italics, carried to such extreme that the reader’s eye 

hurries over the emphasized portions as rapidly as over the rest 

of the page. The other is loose writing which at times involves 

the author in vagueness and even misstatement of fact. An 

example is: 

Despite the grandeur of our penitentiary system, the exploitation 

for private gain of its inmates has continued, so that while the state 

is slowly but surely come to control the industries of its children, 

he control of its convict industries is still a new thought in many states 

today. (p. 6.) 

The state, of course, does not control industries in which children 

ire employed in the same sense in which Dr. Whitin desires it to 

control prison industries. It only regulates the former to a limited 

extent. 

Winturop D. 

Staff of The Survey. 

Unemployment. A Social Study. By B. Seesnoum Rowntree and 

Bruno Lasker. (New York: The Macmillan Company. 1911. 

Pp. xx, 311. $1.60.) 

In this volume the authors summarize the results of a most 

interesting intensive study of a group of 1278 persons found 

unemployed in the city of York, England, on a given day in June, 

1910. If the results of such a study made in a relatively small 

English city (82,000 inhabitants) may seem to have but slight 

interest for students of industrial conditions in America, a reading 

} 
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NEW BOOKS 

BreckinripGe, S. P. and Asport, FE. The delinquent child and th: 

home. (New York: Charities Publication Committee. 1912. Pp. 

Brockway, Z. R. Fifty years of prison service; an autobiography. 

(New York: Charities Publication Committee. 1912. Pp. xiii, 

137. $1.20.) 

Casson, W. A. The housing, town planning, etc., act, 1909. Third 

edition. (London: King. 1912. 10s. 6d.) 

Crawsuaw, F. D. Manual arts for vocational ends. (Peoria, IIL: 

Manual Arts Press. 1912. Pp. 99. 85c.) 

E. Private, genossenschaftliche und stidtische Wohnungspolitik 

in Essen a.R. vom Anfang des 19. Jahrhundert bis zur Gegenwart. 
Tiibinger staatswissenschaftliche Abhandlungen, 25. Stuttgart: 
F. Enke. 1912. Pp. xiv, 251. 10 m.) 

Eius, H. The task of social hygiene. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin. 

1912. Pp. 414. $2.50.) 
To be reviewed. 

Hertzka, T. Das soziale problem. (Berlin: G. Reimer. 1912. Pp. 
xii, 357. 6 m.) 

Kerr, G. The path of social progress. A discussion of old and nex 

ideas in social reform. (London: Nelson. 1912. Pp. viii, 364. 
2s.) 

Lane, O. Zur Lésung der Wohnungsfrage in Oesterreich. Erforder- 
nisbauten und Baupflicht. New edition. (Vienna: W. Braumiiller. 

1912. Pp. 29. 0.70 m.) 

Leavitt, F. M. Examples of industrial education. (Boston: Ginn. 

1912. Pp. 8, 330. $1.25.) 

Manes, C. Capitalismo e criminalita: saggio critico di sociologia 
ciminele. (Rome: tip. Nazionale. 1912. Pp. 428.) 

Orano, D. Come vive il popolo a Roma saqgio demografico sul quar- 

tiere Testaccio. (Pescara: E. Croce. 1912. Pp. 930. 10 1.) 

An exceedingly minute study of housing and living conditions. 

Pearson, K. Social problems; their treatment, past, present and 

future. (London: Dulau. 1912. Pp. 40. Is.) 

A lecture delivered at the Galton laboratory for national eugenics, 

March 19, 1912. 

Sykes, F. H. and others. IJndustrial education. (New York: Teachers 

College, Columbia University. 1911. Pp. 61. 30c.) 

Toke, L. A. S., editor. The housing problem. Catholic studies in 

social reform, 3. (London: King. 1912. 6d.) 

x, 355. 2.) 
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reason, however, why the Maryland and New York laws should 

not be included. It is true that the New York law has not been 

iccepted by any considerable number of employers, but it is never 

theless a complete compensation act and of special interest as thi 

‘s first elective law to be enacted in the United States. 

It is apparent from this outline of the contents of the work 

9 that it contains very little original matter. All of the laws have 

ppeared in the bulletins of the United States Bureau of Labor, 

ind the court decisions may be found in the state and federal 

reports. It is, of course, a matter of convenience to have all of this 

] material available in one volume and this constitutes the real 

\ value of the work. Perhaps the most conspicuous instance of this 

r sort of service performed by the author is the quotation from 

a considerable number of British decisions on some of the most 

fundamental questions which will arise in the interpretation of 

the various acts. 

t of The least satisfactory part of the work is the introduction, 

ent which affords a very inadequate idea of the several foreign systems 

<p mentioned. Unfortunately the author has chosen to fill most of 

the space here with a long quotation from the pessimistic criticism 
of the German law by Dr. Ferdinand Friedensburg. 

no} Carroui W. Doren. 

Mh Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

thy 

t| Social Insurance. By G. H. Kyieps. (Melbourne, Australia: 

o Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics. 1912. Pp. 

70.) 

t] In this report the Australian bureau makes a very careful inves 
the tigation of the methods of meeting the problem of insuring the 

me working classes in different nations and cities. There is not only 

ves a concise description of what is being done, but also criticism of 

th the system and specific illustrations of its weakness in administra 

ter tion. The discussion of unemployment is particularly good. Th 

of report is a valuable contribution to social insurance, and largely 

Ma, because the work has been done so carefully and reported sO 

Ap clearly and concisely. Its value is increased by an excellent census 

‘N and an index. W. F. G. 

rd NEW BOOKS 

od AMANN, E. Fiihrer durch die deutsche Arbeiterversicherunq. Kranken-, 

Unfall- und Invaliden-V ersicherungsgesetz, Witwen- und Waisenver- 
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Bundesgesetz tiber die Kranken- und Unfallversicherung. 
Loi fédérale sur l’assurance en cas de maladie et d’accidents. Vom 

36.1911. Mit Inhaltsiibersicht und systematisch, alphabetisch 

geordnetem Sachregister. (Bern: K. J. Wyss. 1912. Pp. iv, 103. 
1.60.) 

Socialism and Co-operative Enterprises 

The Ricardian Socialists. By Esturr Lowrentuat. Columbia 

University Studies in History, Economics and Public Law, 

Vol. XLVI, No. 1. (New York: Longmans, Green and Com 

pany. 1911. Pp. 105. $1.00.) 

The Essentials of Socialism. By Ira B. Cross. (New York: The 

Macmillan Company. 1912. Pp. 152. $1.00.) 

Socialism and the Ethics of Jesus. By Henry C. Vepper. (New 

York: The Macmillan Company. 1912. Pp. xv, 57. 

$1.50.) 
Elements of Socialism. By Jounx Sparco and Grorcr Lovis 

Arner. (New York: The Macmillan Company. 1912. Pp. 

382. $1.50.) 
Socialism As It Is. A Survey of the World-Wide Revolutionary 

Movement. By Wituiam (New York: 

The Macmillan Company. 1912. Pp. xii, 452. $2.00.) 

Of the making of books upon socialism there is no end; and 
the variety and quantity of these discussions are an evidence of 

the virility and comprehensiveness of this great movement. Those 

here under consideration are but a few of those printed in the 

United States in the last few months but they include a scholarly 

investigation in the history of socialism, a guide to the study of 

the subject by a non-socialist, a propagandist textbook, a survey 

of the movement from within the ranks, and a study of its relation 

to fundamental questions of life. 

Since Professor Foxwell, in his introduction to Menger’s The 

Right to the Whole Produce of Labor, made clear the significance 

of the early English socialists, there has been conspicuous neglect 

to investigate the rich and important material produced by the 

vigorous social and political thought and movement in England 
during the early nineteenth century. Dr. Lowenthal has done well 

to study carefully in her thesis four of the six writers considered 

by Professor Foxwell, namely, William Thompson, John Gray, 
Thomas Hodgskin, John Francis Bray. That Godwin should 

have been omitted because of the attention he has already received 
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1912] Socialism and Codperative Enterprises 943 

said to be impartial, for it pours forth sarcasm and disapproval 

upon socialist, economist, capitalist and churchman alike. The 

lack of economic training and knowledge is constantly apparent. 

A few typical quotations will reveal the tone and spirit of the 

author: “The political economy of Smith and his school is nothing 

more than a pseudo-science, and its ‘laws’ mostly bugaboos to 
frighten the people in their intellectual childhood” (p. 180); ‘a 

science of economics founded wholly on man’s bestial selfishness 

is well named the ‘dismal science’. But it ought also to be 

called the lying, slanderous science” (p. 205); “distribution was 

tutomatically effected—in the same way that an automatic distri 

bution of swill is made in the hog-pen: the strongest hogs get what 
they want first, and the others get what may happen to be left” 

(p. 202); “the life and fortune of half the voters of the United 

States are at this moment at the mercy of these ten men” (p. 245) ; 

competition “is the flat denial of the golden rule. No Christian 

can defend competition without intellectual and moral hara-kiri” 

(p. 273); “rent and interest are in their nature immoral. We 

are assured that ‘business’ could not be carried on without them. 

It is perfectly true, and perfectly conclusive proof that modern 

business ought not to be carried on” (p. 422). While there is, 

perhaps, no greater social need than that the church should see 

the essentially religious significance of the industrial problem and 
passionately strive to extend the conception of righteousness to 

include economic justice and industrial improvement, a book like 
this will do little to secure that end. 

Mr. Spargo’s unwearied pen, reinforced by that of Dr. Arner, 

has produced a “textbook” of socialism. ‘There seems to be no 

particular reason for calling it a textbook except that, at the end 
of each chapter, there are brief summaries and questions. Such 

references as are given on disputed points are almost exclusively 

to socialist authorities. The book is divided into five parts: 

Socialism as a Criticism; Socialist Theory; The Socialist Ideal; 

The Socialist Movement; Policy and Program. The chapters in 

the last part on Socialism and Social Reform and The Reform 

Program of Socialism are interesting statements of the moderate 

attitude. In general the book repeats that view of socialism 

which has become familiar to readers of Mr. Spargo’s previous 

writings: “Back to Marx,” to a Marx who has been misrepresented, 
who was never so extreme as his successors have been, a Marx be 
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1912] Socialism and Codperative Enterprises 945 

eceived into thinking this is socialism. Familiar as these views 

are to those conversant with the subject, they are often over 

looked. Certain people are much alarmed at the alleged drift 

toward socialism revealed in state social reform policies. Others, 

rightly distressed by the evils of the present industrial order, 

sympathizing with state action for their alleviation, and misled 

by certain socialist writers into believing that such progressive 

measures are socialism, align themselves with that party. Both 

these groups, widely apart as they are, should note the fact clearly 

brought out by this study that socialism is a movement which 

believes that capitalism large and small should be annihilated 

by a class struggle. It is unfortunate that such an important 

book should be written in a style so involved, obscure, and tedious 

that it is in danger of not being read as widely as it should be. 

Herpsert Mitts. 

Vassar College. 

Syndicalism and Labour. By Sim Anruur Cray. (New York: 

Ek. P. Dutton and Company. 1911. Pp. xv, 230. $2.25.) 

The Labor Movement in France. A Study in Revolutionary Syn 

dicalism. By Lovis Levine. Columbia University Studies 

in History, Economics, and Public Law, Vol. XLVI, No. 3. 

(New York: Longmans, Green and Company. 1912. Pp. 

212. $1.50.) 

La Question Agraire et le Socialisme en France. By Comvert 

Moret. (Paris: Marcel Riviére. 1912. Pp. 455. 8 fr.) 

The Anarchists: their Faith and their Record. By Erwnesr A. 

VizereLLy. (New York: John Lane Company. 1911. Pp. 

xii, 308. $3.50.) 

The Record of an Adventurous Life. By Hexry Mayers Hynp 

MAN. (New York: The Macmillan Company. 1911. Pp. 
xi, 422. $1.75.) 

There was need of a work covering the ground which Sir Arthur 

Clay here stakes out, the recent outburst of syndicalist activity 

in Europe, but the lack still remains. In the first part of his 

book the author passes in review the syndicalist strikes in France, 

Sweden, Italy, Spain, and the United Kingdom. The arrangement 

is clear, and the details given of these scattered movements are 

useful as an introduction to the subject. But the usefulness is 

narrowly limited by the author’s lack of an economic background, 

| 
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1912] Socialism and Codperative Enterprises 947 

Complementary is the study of the French rural situation by 

Compére- Morel, easily the leading theorist and practical propa- 

gandist in the French socialist party’s “peasant-fishing” campaign. 

[t is curious to see state socialism, rejected by the town worker 

in favor of syndicalism, finding new fields in the country. In the 

first of the three sections, M1. Compére-Morel pictures the peasant 

world of France, endeavoring to prove that concentration is pro- 

ceeding rapidly, and that the farm laborer, day or domestic, the 

ish or share renter, sub je cted to new corvees, and the small owner, 

burdened by debt and exploited by the middleman, are ripe for 

socialism. The analysis, which agrees with that of Kautsky and 

Vandervelde rather than that of David, Herz, and Bernstein in 

the contention that the small farmer cannot possibly compete 

against the large, is valuable for its first-hand freshness of detail; 

but it is a partisan brief and requires to be supplemented by some 

such presentation of the other side as that in the Department of 

Agriculture’s recent publication, La Petite Propriété Rurale en 

France. The second section forecasts in eloquent if not alto 

gether novel terms the organization of agriculture under socialism, 

asserting that the small owner employing no outside labor will be 

allowed not only to keep but to bequeath his farm, till such time 

as the superior attractiveness of the large communal working has 

drawn him voluntarily into its ranks. It is, however, open to 

question whether codperation, which Compére-Morel looks to as a 

transition stage, would really change the peasant’s individualistic 

mentality as completely as he expects. And, if one may be par 

doned for reminding a socialist of an inconvenient aspect of class 

conflict, given the farming class buttressed by tax reductions, fair 

rent commissions, communal machinery and coéperative marketing, 

and—alike in France and the United States—demanding 

protection on foodstuffs, how unite them harmoniously in one 

party with town workers, especially if the reforms directed against 

the middleman lessen incidentally his lightning-rod or buffer-state 

serviceability ? 

Perhaps most valuable is the third section, in which the author 

takes up in turn each of the eighty-seven departments of France, 

and notes briefly the character of soil, the prevailing pursuit, the 

size and tenure of the farms, the extent of codperative effort, the 

wage of laborers, and other significant details. It is to be hoped 

that from socialist or other sources, a similar service will shortly 

be performed for America. 
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Mr. Hyndman’s intimate story is indispensable to an under- 

standing of British socialism of the last generation. 

QO. D. SKELTON. 

Queen's University, Kingston, Ont. 

Codperation among Farmers. By Joun Lee Covrrer. The 

Young Farmer’s Practical Library. (New York: Sturgis 

and Walton Company. 1911. Pp. vii, 281. 75 cents.) 

As 1s clearly implied in the title, this excellent little book is not 

. treatise on codperative farming, but on coéperation among 

farmers. There is practically no coéperative farming in_ the 

United States, but there has been some hopeful development of 

and distribution of 

their products. Co6peration in this field is one of the various 

coéperation among farmers in the marketin 

phases of the as yet unsolved problem of getting the products of 

the farm to the consumers in the cities with the least possible 

waste. The problem of production on the farm has received the 

ittention of the best agricultural talent of the country, and for 

that reason has been solved in a practical way. Because our 

best agricultural talent has been concerned with the problem of 

farm production, the equally important problem of marketing and 

distribution has been largely neglected. The book before us is a 
timely and valuable contribution to the solution of this problem. 

It applies particularly to what is called “better business” in the 

formula which has become current within recent years—*Better 

farming, better business, better living.” 

The book opens with an argument for coéperation. This is 
followed by chapters on codperation in various lines of agricultural 

enterprise, such as Dairy Farming, the Marketing of Butter and 

Cheese, Marketing of Meat Animals, Storing and Marketing of 
Grain, Vegetables, etc.; and a very interesting and informing 

account of successful coéperative enterprises in various parts of 

this country. There is also a chapter on Codéperative Stores, 

though unfortunately the author must get his best material bearing 

upon this subject from abroad. There is little experience in this 
country to encourage farmers in trying to save the middlemen’s 

profits in the handling of goods produced by other enterprises for 
sale to farmers. This doubtless speaks more favorably for the 

success of manufacturers in the marketing and distribution of 

their products than for that of the farmers in selling their own 
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consumers’ societies, as well as by the formation of new agricul- 

tural insurance societies. Coédperative housing has taken new 

life in the formation of Copartnership Tenants’ Societies. The 

semi-coéperative building societies are decreasing in number. 

The report is descriptive and statistical in character. It does 

not seek to offer either commendation or criticism, and ignores the 

moral function of the coéperative movement, which, to the found 

ers and to Holyoake, C. Webb, and other British writers, is its 

most important achievement. Furthermore, the text is perhaps 

too lacking in detail to be completely intelligible to the student 

who is unfamiliar with coéperative methods. The book, as a 

whole, including specimen by laws, balance sheets, bibliography, 

ind 223 pages of statistical tables, in addition to the text, is 

peculiarly valuable for reference as to the economic status and 

recent growth and practices of all parts of the British coéperative 
movement. 

JAMES Forp. 

Harvard University. 

NEW BOOKS 

Bettet, D. TJllusions socialistes et réalités économiques. Gréves et 

arbitrage obligatoire. Pour remplacer le salaire. E rperience s aus- 

traliennes. (Paris: Riviére. 1912. 3 fr.) 

Breton, J. L. L’unité socialiste. Histoire des partis socialistes en 

France, VII. (Paris: Riviere. 1912. 0.75 fr.) 

Crervieni, S. N. Le teorie fondamentali del Marzismo; saqgqi di inter 

pretazione e di critica. (Rome: Lib. Ed. Romana. 1912.) 

Craney, W. Catholicism and socialism. (Bridgeport, Conn.: Ad 

vance Pub. Co. 1912. Pp. 35. 10¢.) 

Euincer, O. Die sozialen Ausbeutungs-Systeme, ihre Entwicklung 

und ihr Zerfall. (Munich: E. Reinhardt. 1912. 4.50 m.) 

Fortske, H. E. The practice of democracy, socialism versus individ 

ualism. (Milwaukee: C. N. Casper Co. 1912. Pp. 73. 40c.) 

Gaytorp, W. R. Socialism is coming—now. (St. Louis: Labor Pub. 

Co. 1912. Pp. 46. 10c.) 

Knoop, D. Principles and methods of municipal trading. (New 

York: Maemillan. 1912. Pp. xvii, 409. $3.25.) 

To be reviewed. 

bE Preaupgeau, M.. Michel Bakounine, le collectivisme dans l’interna 

tionale (1868-1876). (Paris: Riviére. 1912.) 

Although it contributes nothing new concerning the career of the 
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DOCUMENTS, REPORTS, AND LEGISLATION 

Industries and Commerce 

Report OF THE CoMMIssION ON CoLp STORAGE. 

lhe publie concern with economic and social effects of cold storage is 

flected in the facts that in the year 1911 laws regulating cold storage 

ere passed in five states while in several other states bills wert 

troduced. The only state le gislation of earlier date is a Kansas law 

1907 which was intended merely to prevent the storage of undrawn 

poultry, game, and fish. 

The Massachusetts legislature responded to the public interest in 

subject by providing in July, 1911, for a commission of citizens 

to be appointed by the Governor and to report in January, 1912. The 

ort of this body is a document of 200 pages, followed by 100 pages 

ippendices. (Report of the Commission to Investigate the Subject 

the Cold Storage of Food and of Food Products Kept in Cold 

Storage, Boston, 1912, pp. 308.) 

The report proper contains an introductory statement in which the 

function of cold storage is discussed, and its technique and conditions 

ittending its operation set forth. The main body of the report is 

levoted to a consideration of the effect of cold storage on health and 

prices. This is followed by a review of existing legislation and a 

critical discussion of proposed legislative measures. Finally there is 

excellent summary of the whole discussion. 

In the appendices is given the commission's draft for a bill; laws 

ind administrative regulations in other states and in Canada; wholesale 

prices of eggs, butter, and poultry in the Boston market, 1881 to 

1890 and 1901 to 1910; statistics of refrigerating concerns in Massa 

chusetts; resolutions of trade bodies; statements of witnesses; and 

official reports on cold storage. 

The effect of cold storage on health, the report concludes, has been 

in general beneficial, in that it has brought about an expansion and 

diversification of food supply. The injuries, it finds “are occasional 

and temporary and can be eliminated by proper regulation” (p. 192). 

The report holds the weight of evidence to show that a retarded 

deterioration of perishable food products takes place in cold storage, 

and that this may affect the palatability of an article without impairing 

its wholesomeness or nutritive value. The time during which an articl 

can be kept wholesome varies with different commodities and depends 

largely upon the methods used in preparing for storage. In_ the 

i | 
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1912] Industries and Commerce 955 

hoard and its authorized agents to have access to all establishments 

such inspection as it may deem nece ssary to a proper enforcement 

ict. 

t. Products to be marked with the date of receipt into storage [and 

f withdrawal from storage} either on the containers or if not packed in 

tainers, on tags in connection with the articles, except fish. 

ime of holding in storage to be limited to twelve months, the 

board of health to have power to extend the time for particular 

nsignments [and to fix a shorter limit for any article of food if 

ind desirable }. 

6. It shall be unlawful to offer for sale any cold storage articl 

vithout notifying prospective purchasers by the display of a sign 

rked “Cold Storage Goods Sold Here”’ {the state board of health to 

ermine to what extent tags, labels, signs and other provision shall 

be used to enforce the prohibition }. 

Che return to storage of goods that have been withdrawn and put 

n sale prohibited. 

8. Broken eggs packed in cases if not intended for use as food, when 

posited in storage shall be marked in accordance with forms pre 

bed by the state board of health so as to indicate plainly that they 

not to be sold for food. 

%. State board of health may make rules and regulations for the 

nforcement of the act including rules and regulations with respect to 

the sanitary preparation of articles of food for cold storage] the uss 

of marks, tags or labels, and the display signs, and may fix penalties 

or the breach thereof. 

10. Penalty for violation of act for first offense fine not to exceed 

one hundred dollars, for second offense fine not to exceed five hundred 

dollars or imprisonment not to exceed thirty days or both fine and 

imprisonment. 

The law seems to apply to public and private warehouses alike, 

ilthough at the beginning of the report it is stated that the commission 

has not atte mpted to cover the operation of private refrigeration plants 

maintained by meat packing establishments, stores or hotels and offers 

in the report no finding with respect to this class of warehouses” (p. 

10). 

It would seem obvious that any legislation would have to reach 

warehouses of the sort excepted in order adequately to safeguard the 

public interest. E. Horcukiss. 
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transportation. Only one project is endorsed, and but one other is 

deemed sufficiently feasible to warrant surveys. 

Even as to the feasibility of the Lake Erie and Ohio River Canal, 

the commission is not overly sanguine. While the traffic in this region 

is enormous, the amount that could be expected to travel by canal is 

evidently a matter of some conjecture. In the opinion of the commis 

sion, the amount of coal which it is expected the proposed canal would 

carry, has been overestimated. 

The coal deposits in the Monongahela basin near the river are 
becoming depleted, so that it will be more expensive in the future to 
bring to the river the coal which is to be shipped in barges. This 

would make it more economical, as well as convenient, to patronize a 
railroad whose tracks reach directly to the mines. Furthermore, some 
of the coal lands most favorably situated for the shipment of their 
output by water, are owned or controlled by persons or corporations 
affliated with railroad interests. Some allowance ought also to be 
made in both the estimate of the iron ore and coal traffic of the canal 
for the reason that many of the large iron and steel industries using 
these raw materials are more or less affiliated with the railroad interests, 
which are the largest purchasers of their manufactured products (p. 
EOF 

On the whole, however, it is believed that the canal would be of 

undoubted economic value. It is to be regretted that the commission 

did not make a more thorough investigation of this project. But thre 

pages are devoted to it, and the statements made appear to be, for 

the most part, mere expressions of opinion. It is indeed difficult to 

avoid the conclusion that the commission deemed it advisable to favor 

some canal project, and chose this one as being certainly the least 

doubtful of any. 

In discussing the project of a canal from Lake Erie to Lake 

Michigan, the commission decides that a 24-foot waterway would be 

impracticable because of the enormous cost of construction, the dif- 

ficulty of securing an adequate water supply, and the inability of such 

a canal to compete with the open lake route for vessels of large capacity. 

The commission recommends, therefore, that a survey be made with a 

view to the construction of a barge canal, similar to the Erie barge 

eanal, with which it would form part of a through water route from 

New York to Chicago. The commission purports to have made a 

careful study of the traffic possibilities of this route; but the results 

are decidedly inconclusive and unconvincing. It is observed that the 

railways of this region are now carrying an enormous tonnage, and 

that the canal might be expected to supplement them to a considerable 
| 
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1912] Industries and Commerce 959 

Raphael Zon, Chief of Sylvies of the U. S. Forestry Service, is an 

excellent and comprehensive study of the entire problem, with exten 

sive reference to foreign experience. This report covers 70 pages, and 

is followed by an exhaustive bibliography of 28 pages. 

Appendix IX, prepared by E. O. Merchant, expert of the commis 

sion, is entitled A Comparison of American and European Waterways; 

ind gives a brief and fairly satisfactory account of the history of 

water transportation in the principal couatries during the past century. 

Especially to be commended is Mr. Merchant’s emphasis on th 

importance of economic factors as affecting water transportation. 

Some of the conclusions reached may well be noted here. First, it is 

pointed out that to be successful a waterway must lie in the direction 

of a very large traffic movement. Second, a large traffic will aris« 

only where there is an abundance of a very few bulky commodities. 

such as coal, ores, and building materials. Third, an extensive traffic by 

1 waterway cannot be expected unless there are large industrial centres 

long its banks. “There is no instance of a waterway carrying a 

large traffic where such conditions do not exist’ (p. 516). Mr. 

Merchant concludes that the fundamental reason for the small trattic 

on many of the rivers of the United States is their unfavorable location 

in relation to available traffic. In this appendix is presented an 

extensive comparison of rail and water rates in Europe and in the 

United States, tending to show that there is usually a decided advan 

tage in shipping certain classes of commodities by water. This portion 

of the study, however, is likely to lead to erroneous conclusions. Mr. 

Merchant is presenting a comparison of rates, not a comparison of 

the cost of transportation by rail and by water. Unfortunately he 

does not warn the reader of this distinction, and accordingly the 

inference likely to be drawn by the casual reader is that water trans 

portation is usually much cheaper than that by rail. That Mr. 

Merchant himself does not necessarily entertain this opinion appears 

in a later section devoted to the Relative Cost of Transportation by 

Rail and Water, in which attention is called to the fact that the rates 

compared do not usually include the same elements of cost in both 

cases. For instance, in the case of waterways they seldom include 

interest or profit on the capital invested in the highway itself, and 

often not even maintenance charges; whereas. in the case of railw ays, 

they almost invariably include all these items. ‘Any comparison 

between the cost of transportation by rail and by water will be of 

value only when the two rates include similar items of cost. Few 
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results are now published as “Special Agents Series,’ No. 60, Com- 

mercial Organizations, by EK, A. Brand (Washington, 1912, pp. 48) 

[he material is arranged topically under the headings: Development : 

of Foreign Trade; Encouragement of Wholesale Trade; Promotion of 

Retail Trade; Transportation; Industrial Expansion; Industrial Ex 

positions; Conventions; Civic fmprovements; Membr rship; Publicity. 

Che first five sections of a re port be ing prepare d by Professor Emory 

R. Johnson on Panama Canal Traffic and Tolls has been published as 

1 Senate document (Sen. Doc. No. 575, 62 Cong., 2 Sess., 1912, pp. 

maps). The titles of the specitie chapters are: Distances via 

Panama, Canal and Alternative Routes, Tonnage of the Vessels Em 

ployed in the Commerce that Might Have Advantageously Used the 

Panama Canal in 1909-1910, Growth of Available Canal Traflie 1899 

1911, Relation of Tolls to the Volume of Traffic through the Canal; 

Tolls the Traftic will Bear, and Coaling Facilities and Coal Costs via 

the Panama Canal and Alternative Routes. There has also been pub 

lished by the Isthmian Canal Commission a further study by Professor 

Johnson on The Relation of the Panama Canal to Traffic and Rates of 

Imerican Railroads (pp. 42). 

Mr. Royal T. McKenna has prepared for the United States Depart 

ment of Agriculture a_ statistical compilation entitled Annual and 

fverage Production of and International Trade in Important Agricul 

tural Products by Countries (Washington, Circular 31, July 29, 1912, 

pp. 30). The percentage which each country contributes to the world 

production and similar figures for exports and imports are given. It 

furnishes a most useful survey of the part which the United States plays 

in world commerce, 

The Department of Agriculture has issued Circulars 32, 38, and 35, 

dealing respectively with Cotton Crop of the United States, 1700-1911; 

Tobacco ( rop of the United States, 1612-1011; end Hop Crop of the 

United States, 1790-1911, all compiled under the direction of Mr. 

George K. Holmes (August 15, 1912, pp. 9, 12, 8). Brief bibliogra- 

phical notes are given designating sources of information. 

The extraordinary growth of the commerce of the United States is 

described by Hon. O. P. Austin in an address Progress of American 

Commerce and Industries, 1870 to 1912, recently delivered before the 

American Association for the Advancement of Science, printed in the 
~ Congressional Record, July 17, 1912, and issued as a reprint (pp. 16). 
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1912] Corporations 963 

The subject of waste is also treated in a pamphlet, issued by the 

Department of Agriculture, entitled The Reduction of Waste in Mar 

keting, by Frank Andrews (Washington, pp. 165-176). Reference is 

made to waste due to slowness of delive ry and the glutting of markets. 

The “Bulletin of the Indiana State Library” for September, 1912, 

contains bibliographical material, entitled 4 Guide to the Study of 

Conservation (Indianapolis, pp. 12). This includes a list of organi 

zations devoted to the work of conservation. 

{mong recent public documents relating to Canada are to be noted: 

The Canada Year Book, 1911. Second Series (Ottawa, Census and 

Statistics Office, 1912, pp. xli, 454) containing census figures for 1911; 

Canada, Her Natural Resources, Navigation, Principal Steamer Lines 

and Transcontinental Railways, published by the Twelfth Congress 

of the Permanent International Association of Navigation Congresses 

(Ottawa, Department of Marine and Fisheries, 1912, pp. 287, illus.) ; 

Commission of Conservation, Canada. Third Annual Report (Ottawa, 

1912, pp. 154); Annual Report on the Mineral Production of Canada, 

1910 (Ottawa, Department of Mines, 1912, pp. 328); Water Power of 

Canada, by George G. Denis and Arthur V. White, published by the 

Commission of Conservation of Canada (Ottawa, 1911, pp. 397). 

Corporations 

Supplementary to the Hearings before the House Committee on 

Patents (American Economic Review, vol. II, p. 723) is the Oldfield 

report on Revision of Patent Laws (H. Rep. No. 1161, 62 Cong., 2 

Sess., August 8, 1912, pp. 29) containing a draft of a proposed bill. 

It is recommended that a patent be limited to 19 vears from date of 

filing application in order to check procrastination and shorten the 

duration of the monopoly. The bill also aims to prevent the “shelving’’ 

of competitive patents, and forbids the use of a patent to restrain 

unreasonably or to monopolize any part of interstate or foreign com 

merce, “except in such articles as and to the extent that they embody 

the invention or discovery so patented.’”’ Unreasonable restraint is 

defined as an attempt to restrict the price at which the article may be 

resold, or to restrict the purchaser from dealing in other articles. 

Representative Oldfield will be pleased to distribute this report and 

to receive comments. 

The Hearings before the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce, 

authorized under Senate Resolution 98, on changes in laws regulating 
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The Bureau of Railway News and Statistics (1409 Railway Ex- 

change Building, Chicago) has published, under date of September, 

1912, a leaflet entitled New Zealand Railways not Comparable to 

American, by Mr. Slason Thompson, a reply to an article by Mr. 

Charles Edward Russell in “Pearson’s Magazine,” for September, 1912. 

It is claimed that New Zealand railways carry a greater capitalization 

per mile of track and have a less efficiency according to mileage. 

Labor 

The Bulletin of the Industrial Commission of Wisconsin, Vol. I, No. 

pp. 67-136) under date of July 20, 1912, contains the first annual 

report of the Administration of the Workmen’s Compensation Act, which 

went into operation May 3,1911. It is noted that up to June 30, 1912, 

435 employers, with 63,728 employees, had accepted the provisions of 

the act. The per cent of accidents under compensation to the total 

number (not including railroad accidents) was 25.4. The old line 

insurance companies have agreed upon rates for compensation which 

are about double those charged for common law liability, and, on 

1ccount of this discrimination, it is believed that the subject of liability 

insurance should next receive legislative attention. As yet only two 

mutual insurance companies have been organized. Although the rate 

of compensation authorized by the Wisconsin law is high, the commis- 

sion believes that there is no evidence of malingering. It is suggested 

that the New Jersey plan of compensation according to certain defin- 

able injuries has some advantage of administration over the Wisconsin 

principle of compensation according to wage. Approval is also given 

to the provisions of the California act whereby future, as well as 

current, wages are taken into account in determining the compensation. 

Of technical interest in this bulletin are the pages devoted to the rules 

and interpretations of the Industrial Commission. No. 3A (pp. 137- 

145) discusses the nature and causes of accidents reported to the 

commission. 

Bulletin of the Industrial Commission of Wisconsin, Vol. I, No. 4 

(Madison, August 20, 1912, pp. 149-229) contains an account of the 

various activities of the commission. Of special interest is the refer- 

ence to the workings of the new apprenticeship law enacted in 1911 

(p. 202). An historical summary of child labor legislation in Wis- 

consin is given (pp. 183-188). 

Part I of the Report of the West Virginia Employers’ Liability and 

Laborers’ Compensation Commission (Professor P. B. Reynolds, sec- 
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The Proceedings of the Twenty-fifth Annual Convention of the 

International Association of Factory Inspectors, held in 1911, may be 

obtained from its secretary, W. W. Williams, St. Louis, Mo. (pp. 141). 

The Department of Labour of Canada has issued a special Report 

on Labour Organization in Canada, 1911 (Ottawa, 1912, pp. 124) 

containing a brief account of international unions. In proportion to 

population, the number of members in trade-unions in Canada is not 

quite so large as in the United States. 

Students interested in coéperation may obtain the T'wenty-sirth 

Report of the Labour Copartnership Association of England upon 

application (6 Bloomsbury Sq., London, W. C., pp. 35, 2d.). 

The Industrial Accidents Commission of Pennsylvania, appointed in 

February, 1912, has been engaged in making an investigation, and has 

drawn up a tentative act providing for employers’ liability and work 

men's compensation. The commission expects to submit its report 

within a short time. It is understood that a workmen’s compensation 

law is to be recommended which will be elective in character, as a 

compulsory act would be unconstitutional. The customary defenses 

ire removed to induce employers to adopt the principle. The scale of 

compensation to be proposed is quite similar to that in a majority of 

the acts already in preparation in the United States. One novel feat 

ure, however, is that in case of complete and permanent disability, 

compensation is to be continued after the customary 300 weeks at a 

low rate through the remainder of life. The secretary of the commis 

sion is Mr. Francis H. Bohlen, 34th and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia. 

Money, Prices, Credit, and Banking 

Rurat Crepit. The platforms of the three leading political parties 

contain sections pledging the respective parties to the improvement of 

rural credit conditions if placed in power. The Republican administra 

ion, through the State Department, is at the present time collecting all 

possible information on rural credit activties in European countries and 

publishing reports as rapidly as data are made available. President 

Taft has notified the governors of the respective states of the desir 

ability of improving rural credit and has indicated that a special 

conference of governors would not be out of place. He has also urged 

state legislation along this line. The Southern Commercial Congress is 

in charge of a movement to assemble a commission of one hundred 

members, to be made up of two members from each state, to tour 
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H. Doc. 617, 62 Cong., 2 Sess., pp. 248). The bulk of the volume is 

made up of consular reports with an analysis by the Bureau of Trade 

Relations, De partine nt of State. 

The Bureau of Labor has issued two bulletins, Retail Prices, 1SU0 to 

17] (Washington, No. 105, Part I, pp. 48) and Retail Prices, 

to June, 1912 (No. 106, Part I, pp. 31). It is announced that 

the Bureau plans to publish a current price report every two months. 

The Conaress onal Record tor August 14, 1912 contains the speech 

{ Senator Fletcher in regard to agricultural credit. In this speech 

s incorporated the complete proceedings of the fourth annual conven 

tion of the Southern Commercial Congress, held in Nashville, Tenn., 

April 1-10, regarding the plan of an investigation in | urope of rural 

Further issues on the Money Trust Investigation have appeared. 

Part 3 (pp. 171-267) contains the testimony of Mr. Sherer, manager 

of the New York Clearing House Association; Part 4 (pp. 269-34 

the testimony of Messrs. Vanderlip, Hepburn, Ely, secretary of the 

New York Stock Exchange; Part 5 pp. 343-411), Mr. Cannon, Mr. 

Mabon, president of the New York Stock Exchange; and Part 6 (pp. 

$14-504), Mr. Cortelyou in regard to the relief of the money market 

in 1907. 

Editor of The American Economic Review: 

In an article on the Report of the Tariff Board on Wool and 

Woolens,” published in the issue of this Review for June, 1912, I 

referred at page 257 to some statistics on the efficiency of American 

weavers as being “nothing more than the raw material on which a report 

might be based.” Mr. F. J. Sheridan, who had a large part in 

gathering and arranging this material for the Tariff Board, calls my 

attention to the fact that, preceding the hundred pages on which the 

figures are given in detail, are summarized statements of the results (at 

pp. 1045 seq. of the Report ). It eannot be fairly said. in view of these 

valuable summaries, that only the raw material for a report was given, 

and I am glad to call attention to the need of correction in my statement. 

Whether it still remains true that the plan of the report on woolens 

could have been improved, and whether it contains such comparisons 

between foreign and domestic costs as were expected from the Board, I 

leave to the judgment of the conversant reader. 

F. W. Tavussia. 

— 
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departments be made, and it is also suggested that “the President 

recommend for the consideration of the Congress such changes in the 

form of the appropriation bills as will enable the government to avail 

tself of the benetits of the exercise of discretion on the part of the 

ecutive in the transaction of current business in order that the 

covernment may do work and accomplish results with economy and 

licieney as well as detinite ly fix responsibility for failure so to exercise 

ch discretion.” 

It should be noted that the commission being appointed by, and 

reporting to, the President, confines its recommendations, with the 

ception just noted, to the preparation and presentation of the budget 

the executive and does not attempt to deal with the organization and 

ractice of Congress for the purpose of considering the budget and 

nacting it into law. 

Part III contains the tabular forms for the proposed budget state 

nts and supporting documents, filled out, so far as possible, with 

gures taken from current reports and estimates, while the appendices 

rnish digests of the laws governing the preparation and submission 

{ estimates, appropriations and allotments; a description of the reports 

tbmitted to Congress by the departments ; a bibliography ot con 

ressional inquiries into methods of conducting business by the execu 

ve departments; and the answers to a questionnaire on budget prac 

‘es submitted to a long list of foreign governments. 

Taken as a whole the report furnishes a vast amount of information 

n regard to budgetary practices in this and other countries and repre 

sents the first attempt to work out in detail a real budget 

statement for the United States. 

On July 10 the President issued an order to the heads of departments 

directing them to prepare two sets of estimates, one in accordance with 

existing legislative requirements and practice, the other in accordance 

with the forms suggested by the commission, and announced his inten 

n of sending to Congress a budget statement. With a view to 

preventing the carrying out of this intention, Congress incorporated in 

the legislative, executive, and judicial appropriation act a provision 

that until otherwise provided by law, the regular annual estimates of 

ippropriations for expenses of the government of the United States 

shall be prepared and submitted to Congress by those charged with 

the duty of such preparation and submission, only in the form and at 

the time now required by law, and in no other form and at no other 

time.” 

In a letter dated September 19 and addressed to the Secretary of 

= 
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has uniformly held in his administrative rulings that the reports of all 

corporations must be made upon the accounting principle of charging 

upon the books the transactions occurring during each year whether 

paid for or not. In the decision of the court, the principles of account- 

ing upon which the act was based by Congress were strictly adhered to. 

The court italicizes in several cases the words “actually paid’’ and 

states that since only such deductions from gross income as are actually 

paid during the year are to be included in the accounts, it would be 

unfair if the company were charged with what it had not received 

during the year. In confirmation of this point the court states, “Money 

earned as interest, however well secured or certain to be eventu illy 

paid, cannot, in fact, be distributed as dividends to stockholders, and 

does not constitute surplus profits within the meaning of the statute.”’ 

While the Commissioner of Internal Revenue was undoubtedly cor- 

rect in his ruling when the question is considered from the economic 

ind accounting point of view, it is also equally true that the court has 

interpreted the law in accordance with the intentions of the legislators 

and according to the ordinary meaning of the language used in the act. 

By adhering to a strict interpretation of the language of the statute, 

the court has exempted the insurance companies from a burden which 

the United States Congress presumably desired to place upon them, but 

from which, under the general theory of the corporation tax, they 

should be exempt. Maurice H. Ropinson. 

niversity of Illinois. 

Hearings before the Subcommittee of the House Committee on 

Appropriations in charge of the Sundry Civil Appropriation bill for 

1913, relating to the President’s Commission on Economy and Efficiency 

(Washington, 1912, pp. 175), contains the testimony by Mr. F. A. 

Cleveland, chairman of the commission, in which there is much useful 

information in regard to accounting and methods of preparing the 

federal budgets. 

In continuation of the record of tariff documents is to be noted the 

Veto Message Relating to Wool Bill, published as House Document, 

No. 903, 62 Cong., 2 Sess. (August 9, 1912, pp. 4.) 

On May 31, 1911, a law was passed in Ohio limiting the tax rate. 

For 1912 it could not exceed the rate for 1911 plus six per cent, and 

in general was not to exceed one mill on the dollar. The author of an 

instructive article in “Collier's Weekly” (4 Premium on Lying, by A. 

J. Nock, June 15, 1912) points out that the rapidly growing cities of 
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Annual Report of the Unite d Committee for the Taxation of Land 

Values, 1/11- 1912 (11 Tothill St., Westminster, London, W. C.). 

The British Departmental Committee on Local Taxation has pub 

lished with its first report two appendices containing Minutes of Ew 

dence (Cd. 6303 I, 4s.) and Memoranda (Cd. 6303 II, is. 4d. 

In Vol. XVIII, No. 1, of Mitteilungenden des k.k. Finanzminis 

teriums of Austria (Vienna, 1912, pp. 665) may be found the bibliog 

raphy of Austrian financial literature for 1911, covering 37 pages. 

lariff Series,’ No. 28, of the Department of Commerce and Labor, 

is entitled Customs Tariff of Japan, in which there is a brief tariff 

tory, prepared by Frank R. Rutter (Washington, 1912, pp. 88). his 

Recent pamphlets published by the World Peace Foundation (29A 

Beacon St., Boston) having some financial interest are The Drain of 

{rmaments, which contains statistics showing the cost and relation to 

nation il inde bte dness ol military and n ival establishme nts: and Synd 

cates for War, formerly published as London correspondence of th« 

New York Evening Post,” in which the influence of the manufacturers 

of war material upon military and naval estimates is discussed. 

At the annual conference of the National Tax Association, held ii 

Des Moines, September 3-5, the chief topics of discussion were: separa 

tion of state and local revenue in California; taxation of public servic: 

corporations in Minnesota; experience with 3-mill tax on moneys and 

lits; first vear of state income tax in Wisconsin; first vear of “model CTE 

inheritance tax law’ in New York; suggestions for a practical plan of 

forest taxation; proposed improvements in Iowa tax laws; special tax 

commissions and the problems they are studying; tax reform in Louisi 

ana; state conferences and associations. 

Insurance 

William T. Emmet, superintendent of insurance of New York, at the 

National Convention of Insurance Commissioners, held in July, 1912, 

gave an address on Ad: quate Rese rves against Employers’ Liability 

and Workmen’s Compensation Risks which has been reprinted as a 

pamphlet (pp. 11). Legislatures have only recently begun to fix the 

reserves of liability companies and in view of the rapid enactment of 

workmen's compensation laws, the need of adequate reserves will 

assume new importance. 

The Report of the Special Fire Insurance Committee of the Louis 

| 
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PERIODICALS 

[he Review is indebted to Robert F. Foerster for abstracts of 

cles in Italian periodicals, and to R. S. Saby for abstracts of artic! 

in Danish and Swedish periodicals. 

Theory 

(Abstracts by W. M. Adriance 

Arration, A. Les trois notions de la productivité. Rev. d’Econ. Polit., Mar.- 

\pr., May-June, 1911. Pp. 65. 

Holds that total productivity, specific productivity in goods, and 

specifie productivity in value should be carefully distinguished. But 

perhaps the main interest of the study attaches to the author's consid 

eration of the proposition that the marginal productivity of an agent 

and its remuneration vary together. The meaning of the word pro 

ductivity” is not clear. The suspicion arises that it means nothing more 
nor less than “‘desiredness,” in which case the proposition reduces to the 

truism that an agent is remunerated in proportion to the degree of 

desire for it. 

Bickerpike, C, F. The principle of land value taxation. Econ. Journ., Mar., 

1912. Pp. 15. 

The valid principle which underlies and justifies land value taxation 

is not the redistribution of wealth, but the maximizing of efficiency in 

production. Land values should be taxed for local rather than for 

national purposes, as the land value is created by the aggregation of 

people in the locality, and efficiency is promoted when the creators of 

value profit by it. 

Buisman, S. Kapitalet och kapitalrdntan. Ek. Tids., No. 3, 1912. Pp. 32 

The author finds indefinite terminology the great source of difficulties 

in the study of capital and points out different ways in which the word 

is used. He discards the productivity theory of interest and likewis¢ 

that of Bohm-Bawerk, agreeing with Cassel that the interest rate can 
only be understood in the light of supply and de mand capital. 

Brisman, S. Prof. Wicksells framstallning af kapitalet ¢ 

Tids.,, No. 4, 1912. Pp. 13. 

1 
ch Kapila nian 

A criticism of Prof. Wicksell’s prese ntation of capit il and interest in 

his recently published a ctures in Politic i | conomy on the whol : 

unfavorable. 

Kurenberc, R. Zur gegenwartigen Krisis in der deutschen Wirtschaftswisse 

schaft. Privatwirtschaftliche Untersuchungen. Archiv f. exakte Wirt- 

schaftsforschung, IV, 1912. Pp. 23; 40. 

These articles give some clue to the present status of economics 

Germany, as to method and point of view. The author outlines his own 

views and those of Pohle, Sombart, and Schmoller, noting the particu 

lars in which his own system is out of the ordinary. 
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Parren, S. M. The revival of economic orthodoxy. Pop. Sci. Mo., Sept., 1912. 

Pp. 4. 

An attack directed against Professor Carver's article in the May 

number of the “Popular Science Monthly.” The subject of dispute is 

the law of diminishing returns. (Cf. article by J. R. Turner, noted 

clow. 

Poure, L. Das schwabesche Gesetz tiber das Verhdltnis von Einkommen und 

Miete Zeitschr. f. Socialwis. III, 2, 1912. Pp. 4. 

An interpretation of certain statistics bearing on the relation between 

income and rent in a number of German cities. 

Porron, M Possibilité et détermination du juste sal 

Mouv. Soc., \pr. 15, 1912. 

uire et du juste prix. 

Spawn. O. Neuere so ialphi sophische literatur. Zeitschr. f Socialwis., July, 

1912. Pp. 10. 

Comments on a group of books in the socio philosophic il fie ld; mong 

them Vorlinder’s Kant und Mara, Plenge’s Marr und Hegel, Mayer- 
Moreau’s Hegels Socialphilosophie, and Windelband’s Einleitung in dic 

Ph losoph 

Turceon, C. Le conception matérialiste de Uhistoire d’apres Mare et Engels. 

Rev. d’Econ. Pol., May-June, 1911. Pp. 42. 

\ merciless inquiry as to just what Marx and Engels meant by the 
economic interpre tation of history. The writer accuses Marx of vague 

ness, and Engels of hedging. 

erner, J. R. Henry C. Carey's attitude toward the Ricardian theory of rent. 

Quart. Journ. Econ., Aug., 1912. Pp. 29. 

Ricardo’s rent concept is static: Carey’s dynamic. So though Carey’s 
slogan was “increasing returns,” his concept was not antithetical to 

ticardo’s as is currently stated. The two men simply proposed differ 

ent proble ms to themselves. Their views “were not opposite views of 

same thing. 

Vaccaro, M. A. La concezione 

Mar.-Apr., 1912. 

sociologic o del progresso. Riv. Ital. di Sociol., 

\ discussion of the origin of the notion of progress, an historical 

survey of changes in the notion, and a statement of some of the implica- 

tions of progress. 

Woopgury, R. M. Wages and ability. Quart. Journ. Econ., Aug., 1912. Pp. 5. 

An adverse criticism of Professor H. L. Moore’s Laws of Wages. 

Economic History, Foreign 

(Abstracts by Clive Day) 

Batior, C, La révolution technique et les débuts de la grande erploitation dans 

la métallurgie francaise: L’introduction de la fonte au coke en France et 

la fondation du Creusot. Rev. d’Hist. Doct. Econ., No. 1, 1912. Pp. 33. 

A valuable contribution, based on material in the National Archives, 

— 
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The rise and fall of the indigo industry in India. Econ. Journ., 

June, 1912. Pp. 10. 

[races the development of indigo planting until 1897, when the 
Germans began to compete successfully with the synthetic product. 

Economic Geography 

(Abstracts by E. V. D. Robinson) 

Bain, H. F. Alaska coal-land problems. Bull. Am. Inst. of Min. Engrs., Aug., 

1912. 

Betsy, G. T. The coal resources of Great Britain. Mech. Engr., May 10, 1912. 

Hewes, J. E. Advantages to communities through the development of water- 

powers. Elec. Ry. Journ., Oct. 9, 1912. 

Power developments would check floods, improve navigation, and 

save coal. Government should let power sites go to private interests, 

free or at nominal rental. Technically possible to cover the United 

States with network of high tension lines. 

Katmus, H. T. Conservation and research. Science Conspectus, Apr., 1912. 

Output of coal and iron has doubled in 10 years which “means that 

output of last decade has exceeded all prev ious decades.” Half of coal 

is left in ground and of that raised, only 11 per cent is effectively 
utilized. Business of research man is to raise this per cent. Similar 

opportunities exist in many industries. 

Parker, E. W. The coal supplies and coal production of the United States. 

Quart. Pubs. Am. Stat. Assoc., June, 1912, 

Coalfields of the United States aggregate 310,000 square miles so 

far as known, but may exceed 500,000, and contain probably 3,200,000 

million tons or eight times the reserves of all Europe. Total use to 

date is less than one half of one per cent of the original supply. 

Mineral wealth wasted in the United States. Ry. & Engg. Rev., 

Sept., 14, 1912. 

Summary of report on mineral wastes of Bureau of Mines. 

Agricultural Economics 

(Abstracts by John Lee Coulter) 

Beaty, D. G. Management of farm land. Farm and Home (Mass.), No. 687, 

1912. 

Different systems of renting land as they affect both landlord and 
tenant. 

Broomuatt, W., editor. Ownership or tenancy of agricultural land. Country 

Gentleman (London), Estate Book, 1911. Pp. 5. 

Merits of ownership considered and discussion as to desirability 

of small proprietorship vs. the present tenant system. Present system 

farms generally operated by tenants—defended. 
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Lanwick, M. Tariff revision and agrarian protection in Belgium. Rev. Econ. 

Intern., III, No. 2, 1911. Pp. 26. 

Legislative needs of Belgium farmers and extent to which past laws 

have influence d the rity ot ftarmers, 

Marquess or Lincotnsuire. Rival land policies. Nineteenth Cent., June, 1912. 

Mitten, E. E. The need for long leases. Country Gentleman, No. 5, 1912. 

Pp. 13. 

Reasons why the short-term lease is wrong from viewpoint of public 

»] cy, as well as that of tenant and landlord. and advo ich of long 

erm le iscs. 

pe Motrnart, M. Movement agricole. Journ. des Econ., Nov. 15, 1911; Feb., 

1912; May, 1912. Pp. 12, 12, 12. 

\ series ot irtic le S covering a wide SCOpe from Scie ntific discove ries, 

use of fertilizers, telephones and automobiles in agriculture, to the 

supply and demand of products, exports and imports, organization for 
] sale. agricultural insurance, ete. 

Netson, H. N. A successful farmers’ elevator. Nebr. Farmer, No. 1, 1912. 

Pp. 

An examination of the 22 vears of « x perience of a suecessful farmers 

Operative elevator con pany. 

OprerMANN, A. Fremtidsudsigterne for dansk Naaletrd. Nat. 6k. Tids. Jan.- 

Feb., 1912. Pp. 19. 

In the last thirty years pine tree culture has increased with great 

rapidity in Denmark and presents new problems in forest management. 

Prornero, R. FE. Agricultural laborers and landlords. Quart. Rev., May, 1912. 

Symons, G. Small holdings. Agr. Students’ Gaz., New series, No. 5, 1911. 

Pp. 4. 

Discussion of experience of new holders of small farms who devote 

all of their time to their farms and of those who cultivate small tracts 

in addition to their regular employment; also, consideration of the 

benefits of credit. 

Tscuuprow, A. The break-up of the village community in Russia, Econ, 

Journ., June, 1912. Pp. 25. 

Historical, descriptive, and analytical survey of movement. 

Twitcnent, G. M. A better net price: the rights of the producer in the 

consumer's dollar. Amer. Cult., No. 11, 1911. Pp. 4. 

bstract of address before Massachusetts State Board of Agriculture. 

Analysis of proportion of each dollar which goes to farmer and 

middlemen. 

Wotrr, H. W. Small holdings and land banks. Econ. Rev., Apr. 15, 1912. 

Two views of the “back to the land” movement, World’s Wk., 

Apr., 1912. 
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Fintey, A Effect of fransportati n on the cost of living Rv. & Eng Re 

Sept. 28, 1912 

Railway transportation has done more than its pro-rata share in 

keeping the cost of living down to the minimum. 

Gaines, M. W. Reasonable regulation of railway rates. Ry. Age. Gaz. June 

28, 1912. Pp. 4. 

The decisions ot thre COMMISSION 1 the Spokane nd Intermountain 

cases are severely criticised, and the present system of rate-making is 

condemned. 

Geppiz, L. The transafrican railway. Chambers’ Journ., July, 1912. 

Hanser, C. Railroad appraisal and taration in N. J. Engg. News, Aug., 22, 

1912. Pp. 2% 

Explains and defends the method of appraisal followed in the New 

Jersey valuation. 

Heine, R. Die Verbesserung des Giiterverkehrs auf den k. k Sfaatsbahnen 

Zeitsch. d. Oest. Ing. u. Arch. Ver., Mav 17, 1912 Pp. 2 

An official exposition of the operating needs of the Austrian state 

railway system. 

Hint, J. J. History of the Great Northern Railway. Ry. & Engg. Rev., Sept. 

28, 1912. Pp. 1%. 

Hvurp, E. C. The organization for and methods and results of physical valua- 

tion in Nebraska. Engg. & Con., July 31, 1912. Pp. 5. 

By the valuation engineer of the state railway commission. 

Jounson, FE. R. The canal and transcontinental traffic. Ry. Age. Gaz., Aug 

2,9, 1912. Pp. 8. 

Jounston, H. H. Railway projects in Africa and the near east. Nineteenth 

Cent., Sept., 1912. Pp. 12. 

Lreroy-Beavuuiev, P. Les grandes compagnies de chemins de fer francais en 

1911. 1. II. L’Econ. Frang., July 27, Aug. 17, 1912. Pp. 4. 

Loomis, N. H. Taxation in Keith county, Nebraska. Ry. Age Gaz., Aug. 16, 

1912. P. %. 

In Keith county, the Union Pacific pays taxes at the rate of $11.48 
per capita of population, as against $9.52 paid by other property. It 

pays 55.38 per cent of all its net earnings in the county. 

Macter, C. Les crédits supplémentaires des chemins de fer de Etat devant le 

Parlement. Journ. des Econ., Aug., 1912. Pp. 14. 

Marks, M. M. Bourne bill’s many defects. Greater New York, July 15, 1912. 

Pp. 2. 

Text of a hostile report on the Bourne parcels post zone bill by the 

postal committee of the Merchant's Association of New York. 

Martin, P. F. Le chemin de fer de Bagdad. Journ. des Transports, July 20, 

1913. P. 1, 

— 

— 
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Pawtowskl, A. Les exploitations d’Etat. Journ. des Transports, Aug. 17, 

1912. Pp. 2%. 
An abstract of those chapters of M. Colson’s Organisme Economique 

et Désordre Social that relate to state industrial undertakings. The 

results of state management in France reveal both extravagance and 

incapacity. 

Peters, J. W.S A sliding scale for street railway dividend wed n quality 

f vice. Engg. News, Oct. 10, 1912 am 

Pornsarp, L. La condition actuelle des chemins de fer en droit international et 

le transport des voyageurs, Rev. Sci. Pol., May-June, 1912, Pp. 17. 

The principles underlying the Berne Convention of 1890, regarding 
the movement of freight from one country to another, are briefly 
explained, and, with reference to the conference of 1911 upon the 
establishment of a passenger convention, the general rules that should 
govern the convention are laid down. 

Riptey, W. Z. Freight classification on American Railways. Ry. Age Gaz., 

Aug. 16, 23, 30, Sept. 6, 1912. Pp. 15! 

Numerous examples of lack of uniformity under the present involved 
system of classification are adduced. Discrimination is facilitated 

thereby. The difficulties of establishing proper relations between 

classifications such as those of raw and finished products, of making 
satistactory car-load and less-than-car-load ratings, offering suitable 

car-load minima, are all noticed. The writer hesitates to recommend 

uniform classification but believes that the federal government should 
use its power to secure as much homogeneity as practicable. 

Rivuey, W. Z. Present problems in railway regulation, Pol. Sei. Quart., Se} 
1912. Pp. 26. 

A discussion of the issues between the Interstate Commerce Com- 

mission and the Commerce Court in the Intermountain cases forms the 

main part of the paper. Expresses approval of the attitude of the 
commission. 

toutinG, K. Eine Krisis in dem gewerblichen Einigungs- und Schiedsgerichts- 

verfahren der englischen Eisenbahnen, 1,11.) Archiv f. Eisenbahnw., M 1 

June, July-Aug., 1912 Pp. 54 

A history of the railway dispute that occurred in England during the 
summer of 1911. The work of the Royal Commission appointed in 
connection therewith and the nature of its report are described. 

Scuimprr, G. Wirtschaftliche Betrachtungen tiber Stadt- und Vorortbahnen. 

I, Il. Archiv f. Eisenbahnw., May-June, July-Aug., 1912. Pp. 72 

A very elaborate study of the desirable arrangements for city and 
suburban railways, with examples drawn chiefly from German cities. 

Sizterenyi, J. Résultats de Vexploitation des chemins de fer de l'Etat en 

Hongrie. Journ. des Transports, Aug. 17, 1912.) P. 1. 

Summary of a speech made in Parliament by the former secretary of 
state in the ministry of commerce. He traces the development of Hun- 
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—— Canadian railway policy and its results. Ry. Age Gaz., June 

14, 1919. P. 1. 

To June 30, 1911, the Canadian federal and provincial governments 

had granted $202,000,000 in subsidies, and 55 million acres of land. 

nities Decision in the Milwaukee fare case. Electric Ry. Journ., 

Aug. 31, 1912. Pp. 94%. 

The text of the decision of the Wisconsin commission. Five to six 

per cent is a reasonable compensation for the cost of securing capital, 

and, if to this 11-2 per cent be added to cover profits, the total rate of 

return is sufficient to allow for the risks of the business. 

—_—————_ Development of transport in Paris. Bull. Int. Ry. Cong., Aug., 

1912. Pp. 6. 

The express rate cases. Ry. Age Gaz, July 26, 1912. P. 1 

The extent of government ownership. Ky. Age Gaz., July 19, 

2. 

The mileage of private and state railways in the various countries. 

Extract from the “Archiv fur Eisenbahnwesen,” for May-June. 

The genesis of railway statistics. Ry. & Engg. Rev., Sept. 21, 

1912. P. 

The general nature of the statistical returns made by the railways of 

the United States is described. 

—— Legislation relating to operation. Ry. Age Gaz., Sept. 27, 

1912. Pp. 1%. 
There were introduced into the state legislatures of 1912, 292 bills 

relating to railway operation, 48 of which were enacted into law. 

Pennsylvania railroad’s reproduction of early transportation. 

Ry. Engg. Rev., Sept. 28, 1912. Pp. 2. 

An illustrated description of early transportation facilities in this 

country. 

—————._ The physical valuation department of the Nebraska state rail 

ty commission. Engg. News, Aug. 15, 1912. Pp. 2 

Describes the methods pursued by the department. The recent val- 
uation of the railways of the state cost about $6 per main-track mile. 

Railway cost accounts. Accountant, July 6, 1912. Pp. S. 

Though replete with difficulties, the idea of establishing separate 
profit-and-loss accounts in respect of each train-run seems worth trying. 

The “rate advance” decisions and eighteen months after. Ry. 

Age Gaz., Aug. 2, 1912. Pe. 9. 

The prophecy of the Interstate Commerce Commission has not been 

realized ; since 1910 there has been a substantial decrease in operating 
revenue, 

Report on transportation in San Francisco. Elec. Ry. Journ., 

Oct. 5, 1912. Pp. 4. 

— _ 
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ianagement (in Europe alone, more than fifty per cent, equivalent to 
sixteen per cent of the total mileage). 

—_—__———_ Erweiterung und Vervollstandigung des preussichen Staat- 

seisenbahnnetzes im Jahre 1912. Archiv f. Eisenbahnw., July-Aug., 1912. 

Pp. 37. 

- Unfdlle auf den franzdsischen Eisenbahnen, 1909 Archiv tf 

Eisenbahnw., July-Aug., 1912. Pp. 3. 

fotal killed, 692, injured 1,142, as against 625 and 1,337 for 1908. 

Accounting 

(Abstracts by John Bauer) 

Arpan, F. J Income tax as affecting local authorities. Accountant, July 13, 

1912. Pp. 11. 

Considers various accounting problems of the income-tax adminis 
tration, especially depreciation allowances of income tax on interest 

from sinking-fund investments, and the preparation of accounts for 

income-tax purposes. 

Barrixn, W. F. Accounting methods of mercantile corporations. Journ. Ac 

count., July, Aug., 1912. 

The books discussed are the various journals, subsidiary ledgers, and 

the ge neral ledger; the accounts, chiefly those of the general ledge rs 

designed so as to give the manager control of the business. Not a par 
ticularly pointed article. 

Bennerr, R. J. Audit of a building and loan association. Journ. Account., 

July, 1912. Pp. 18. 

Briefly discusses the function of a building and loan association, and 
describes the methods of stock issue and the scheme of organization; 

shows how profits are apportioned among members, and finally gives 
rules how to proceed with an audit of an association’s accounts. The 

rules are very general and are applicable to any audit whatever. 
Bentiey, H. C. Standardization of accounting forms and methods. (Artick 

5, 6, 7.) Journ. Account., July, Aug., Sept., 1912. 

Article 5 discusses the cost of merchandise; this should be the cost 

on-the-shelves, which should include (1) invoice prices paid, (2) 

freight and cartage inward, (3) expenses of the purchasing department, 
(4) warehouse expenses, (5) insurance on stock. Article 6 presents a 

model balance sheet, and article 7 a model income statement of a manu 

facturing company; the arrangement of the statements and the nature 

of the items included are discussed, and comparisons are made with a 

mercantile company. The articles are suggestive but rather diffuss 

and sometimes the writer is offensive in his references to the ‘‘econo- 

mist-accountants,” “‘theorists,”’ and “production engineers.” 

Duptey, B. Building societies accounts. Accountant, July 27, 1912. Pp. 9 

Briefly describes the financial organization of the ordinary English 

building society, describes the principal books of accounts, and presents 

several important forms. 

= 

= 
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the | nited States, for the purpose of studying the present patent law 

and suggesting reforms. Meantime, favors a court of patent appeals. 

Bowsner, C. A. The American system of economics. Mo 

1912. 

Advocates the formation of industrial monopolies 

industries, and the representation ol these organiza 

congress. No government should enter into any busin 

as the arbitrator between the people ind the monopol es. 

Burier, J. G Competition: its uses and abuses. . Age, May 

I insist, therefore, upon taking a broad 

tition. Ina newer and larger sens« 

trade, but not simply in the sense of price competition; sense 

rather of riv alry at all points—in deve loping new markets, in improving 

the quality of the goods and adapting them better to the uses for which 

they are intended and in reducing the cost of production and 

distribution.” 

Crark, W. E. Control of industrial monopoly. Rollins Mag., July, 1912 

The economies of large scale production are analy zed and the meth 

ods by which industrial monopoly may be achieved by effecting real 

economies are stated. The conclusion is reached that if foul tacties ar 

prevented, industrial monopoly will be rare and will arise only as a 

result of efficiency. Such monopolies must be regulated by law. 

Montacue, G. H. The conservation of business opportunity. Journ. Pol. Econ., 

June, 1912, 

The author asserts that neither the courts nor the economists have 

been able to agree upon a workable program for preventing the obstruc 

tion of the highways of commerce. The shoe-machin« ry trust has 

pointed the way. 

Monracue, G. H. The proposed patent law amendments 

1912 

A discussion of the amendments to the patent laws recently proposed 

in Congress reaching the conclusion that the present laws need little 

amendment. 

Monracvue, G. H. The Sherman anti-tru 

Journ., Apr., 1912 

This article was written before the decision in the Henry ws. Dick 

case was handed down, and the conclusion conforms closely to the terms 

of the decision rendered by the Supreme Court. 

Montacvue, G. H. The Supreme Court on patents. Yale Law Journ 

1912, 

» May, 

A review of the Henry vs. Dick case with discussion of the cases, 

and an appreciation of the decision of the Supreme Court. 
Eppy, A. J. The new competition. Worlds Wk., May, June, July, 1912. 

The open policy, the development of business ethics, and the adop 

tion of the policy of segregation are popularly treated. 
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The just value of monopolies, and the requlation of the prices of 

their products. Pro. Am. Soc. of Civ. Engrs., May, 1912 

An algebraic discussion of methods of obtaining the costs of pro 

duction and distribution for the purpose of obtaining the basis for a 

just price wherever a commodity is monopolized and the government is 

required to fix the charges which it may make for its services. 

Legislation regarding restraint of competition Ry. Age. Gaz., 

July 5, 1912. 

An editorial advocating a modification of the Sherman law permitting 

combinations under the supervision of a government commission. 

Va rchuse s decision in the United Shoe M whinery cas Elec 

World, July 13, 1912. 

An editorial discussion of the Massachusetts supreme court decision 

in the case of the United Shoe Machinery Company vs. Chappelle. The 

decision holds that combination between owners of patent monopolies is 

prohibited by the terms of the Sherman anti-trust act. 

ind I 

(Abstracts by George E. Barnett) 

Aver, ¢ . A review of existing wage systems. Am. Mach., June 13, 1912 

Bettoc, H The industrial transition in England and the recent coal strike. 

Mouv. Social, June, 1912. 

teviews recent English labor history from an extreme anti 

capitalistic viewpoint. 

J. M. El sindicalismo c Barcelona Revista Soc., May, 1912 

Pp. 5. 

Sketches the growth since 1907 of catholic syndicalism under the 

influence of Father Palau in Barcelona. 

Buxton, C. R Minimum wages for agricultural labourers Contemp. Rev., 

\ug., 1912. Pp. 9. 
The wages of agricultural laborers in some parts of England are 

miserably poor. The agricultural industry can adapt itself to higher 

wages, but a moderately rapid increase in wages in many districts can 

come only through legal enactment. 

Cuappock, R. FE. Reporting of industrial accidents. Am. Statist. Assoc. Quart., 

June, 1912. Pp. 22. 

Reviews critically the reports now made in the various states and 

discusses the problems in the solution of which statistical data are 

essential. 

Corres, K. C. Mediaeval industrial courts. Law Mag. and Rev., May, 1912. 

Cronpacnu, FE. Die neuere Gesetzaebung iiber die Heimarbeit unter besonderer 

Beriicksichtiqung des dGsterreichischen Regierungsentwurfes. Zeitschr. f 

Volkswirtsch., XXI, 3, 1912. Pp. 33. 

\ critical analysis of the proposed Austrian law regulating hom: 

work, 
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Goop, T. The coal strike; its causes and consequences. Cassier’s Mag., June, 

1912. 

Gvyor, Y. La solution économique des gréves. Journ. des Econ., Aug., 1912. 

Pp. 11. 

Industrial peace can only be achieved by the formation of corpora- 

tions of laborers with joint stock. 

Horner, A. E. Railroad strikes since 1877. Am. Federationist, July, Aug., 

Sept., 1912. Pp. 3, 4, 7. 

Hunparp, E. The minimum wage—past and present. Fon. Journ., June, 1912 

Pe. 

A brief historical sketch of the legal minimum wage in England, with 

some consideration of the recent demands of the English coal miners. 

Juncst Der Mindestlohn im britischen Steinkohlenbergbau. Gliickauf, May 

11, 1912. 

Review of conditions in the British coal industry, and text of the 

minimum wage bill. 

Kont, H. Die 48er Arbeiterbewegung in Norwegen. Archiv f. Geschichte 

Sozial, II, 203, 1912. Pp. 37. 

An illuminating account of the Norwegian labor movement of 1848. 

Contains a careful statement of the economic and social doctrines of 

Thranes. 

Lay, T. Growth of British trade unions. Daily Con. & Trade Rep., Sept. 25, 

1912. Pp. 2. 

Layron, W. T. Report on earnings and hours of labour in railway service. 

Econ. Journ., June, 1912. 

Leroy-Beavuiev, P. La dissolution de Etat par les syndicats administratifs. 

I”Econ. Franc¢., Sept. 14, 1912. Pp. 3. 

The growth of unions of government employees has been due to the 

weakness and pliability of the government. They now constitute a 
menace to the state. 

Lescnotrr, D. D. Safety in a concentration plant. Survey, Sept. 21, 1912. Pp. 6. 

Describes the safety devices in the ore-washing plant of the Oliver 

[ron Mining Company at Coleraine, Minn. 

Levine, L. Syndicalism. North Am., July, 1912. Pp. 11. 

Syndicalism is the result of the capture of socialism by 
the intellectuals. 

Linentuar, H. The prevention of occupational diseases. Boston Medical and 

Surgical Journ., May 23, 1912. Pp. 13. 

A summary of the measures which should be adopted for the preven- 
tion of occupational diseases. 

McPuerson, J. B. The Lawrence strike of 1912. Bull. Nat. Assoc. Wool 

Mfgrs., Sept., 1912. Pp. 46. 

After a detailed review of the causes and course of the strike. con- 
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Pease, E. R. Geschichte der englischen Labour Party. Archiv f. Geschichte 

Sozial., III, 1, 1912. Pp. 23. 

Ricuarps, R. C. Safety first. Ry. & Engg. Rev., Aug. 24, 1912. Pp. 4. 

An account by the chairman of the general safety committee of the 
Chicago and Northwestern Railway of the efforts made since 1910 to 

reduce the number of accidents on that railroad and of the results. 

Ricaux, M. La lutte contre le chémage: ses difficultés, ses possibilités. Mouv. 

Social, July, 1912. Pp. 29. 

\ discussion of the difficulties inherent in unemployment insurance. 

Ronertson, D. H. A narrative of the coal strike. Econ. Journ., Sept., 1912 

Pp. 23. 
\ detailed and painstaking account. 

Scuwnacke,. F. D The legal status of workmen's compensation Green Bag, 

June, 1912. Pp. 

von SCHULTZ! Das Kinderschutzqesetz in der Praxis. Soziale Praxis, M iy 23, 

30, 1912. 

An intimate description by a factory inspector of the difficulties in 

enforeing the child labor law. 

Suicuter, C. S. Industrialism. Pop. Sci. Mo., Oct., 1912. Pp. 8. 

A summary of some of the chief results of industrialism on contro 

versy, government and religion. 

Spenver, H. The London port strike. Contemp. Rev., Aug., 1912. Pp. 10 

The interests of the port of London demand higher consideration for 

the laborers. 

eveky, L. Der Regierungsentwurf eines Backerschutzgesetzes Jahrbuch 1912 

der Gesellschaft Gsterreichischer Volkswirte. Zeitschr. f. Volkswirtsch., 

XXI, 5, 1912. Pp. 17. 
A detailed examination of the relation of the work in bakeries to the 

health of the workers, with particular reference to the proposed Aus 

trian law regulating working conditions in such establishments. 

Vatentine, G. D. Compensation for accidents to minor workmen. Juridical 

Rev., June, 1912. Pp. 9. 

Under the British acts of 1897 and 1906 the courts in allowing com 

pensation cannot take sufficiently into account the prospective rate of 

compensation of the minor. 
Woops, R. A. The Boston street railway strike. Survey, Aug. 3, 1912. 

ZIMMERMANN, W. Die Internationale Nonferenz iiber die Arbeitszeit in Indus 

trien mit ununterbrochenem Betriebe. Soziale Praxis, June 20, 1912. 

An account of the deliberations and recommendations of the confer 

ence called by the International Association for Labor Legislation, and 

held at London, June 11-12, 1912. The conference was attended by 33 

delegates from 12 countries. It recommended the introduction of the 

eight-hour shift in the iron and steel industry and the adoption of an 

international agreement among the nations concerned. 

— 
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Arwoop, A. W. Borrower and money trust. Rev. Rev., Aug. 1912. Pp. 12 

Popular pres¢ ntation of the evidence as to the existence of a “money 

trust’ and as to its character and power. 

Batpwin, S. E. The trust company as a state institution. Journ. Am. Bank- 

ers’ Assoc., June, 1912 Pp. 2. 

In favor of keeping the trust companies of t] United States le] 

under state control. 

Sept., 1912. Pp. 7. 

Favorable to increased use of government legal tender notes. 

Opposes Aldrich plan. 

Bonarpi, E. La speculazione sulle aree fabbricabili a Milano. Rif. Soc., 

June, 1912. Pp. 16. 
\ summary of the history of land speculation in Milan, especially 

since the panic of 1907. The inference is drawn that the newly arisen 

land companies have no real economic function but represent the 
speculator’s desire to reduce his capital to liquid form. 

Byrne, F. D The new era of banking in Italy, Bankers’ Ma (T.ondon 

Oct., 1912. Pp. 4. 

( AMBERLAIN, I The principles of hond investment Moody’ Mag., May-Oct., 

1912. Pp. 4, 5, 8, 

Since published in book form; to be reviewed. 

D. D. Den amerikanska bank-kommiticns pu katione hf iq. Ek. Tid 

No. 3, 1912 Pp. 8 

Summarizes briefly the recommendations of the National Monetary 
Commission. 

Datcnow. Die Reichshbank in kritischer Betrachtung thres juristischen Ge 

und ihrer volkswirtschaftlichen Bedeutung Annalen d. Deutschen 

Reichs, April, 1912. 

Ecxarpt, H. M. P. How the country’s banking facilities are distributed. 

Moody’s Mag., Sept., 1912. Pp. 5. 

Figures showing the geographical distribution of banks and banking 

resources in the United States and the average population served by a 

bank in different states and sections of the country. 

Escuwece, L. Bankrisis. Die Bank, Sept., 1912. Pp. 13. 

The building craze in Germany has reached a crisis, marked by 

inability to renew loans and increasing suspicion of mortgages. Though 
of far-reaching importance, people have been blind to its approach. 

Although every means has been used to conceal their connection, the 

Berlin banks have encouraged the speculation by free offering of capi- 

tal and have become seriously involved. The lesson is that such 

mortgages are not sound banking investments. 

Fisuer, I. A stable monctary yardstick. Independent, Sept. 26, 1912. P 
A plea for an international investigation of the high cost of living 
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for securities on the Berlin Stock Exchange. The law of 1896 forbade 

future’ dealings in certain shares, with the hope of lessening fluctua- 

tions. The Exchange adopted the New York method of cash payments, 

which it has continued in spite of the repeal in 1908 of the prohibition 

of “futures.” The commissioner proposes tentatively to supplant the 

gle daily quot itions with continuous quotations, as in New York. 

Lanspurcu, A. Privatdiskont und Bankdiskont. Die Bank, Aug., 1912. Pp. 8. 

Points out that the private discount rate of the Berlin money market 

is regularly considerably lower than the bank rate, the discrepancy 

being greater than in England or France. Discusses the causes. 

\ J lmerican banking to rad . 

Rev., July, 1912. 

gnrecpr, R. A. The economic future of gold. Econ. Journ., Sept., 1912. 

Pp. 3. 

The gold product of the Witwatersrand (Transvaal) ; its character, 

regularity, and cost of production. 

[.eSCURE Hausses et baisses générales des prix. Revue d’Econ. Polit., July 

y 1912 Pp. 4 

Profits, interest, rent, and wages vary with commodity prices. 

Periods of high prices are accompanied by active business; low prices, 

with dull times. The author predicts great industrial development in 
the newer countries, and especially in China, meaning a continued 
period of high prices. 

IANS ip, Kh. KE. Banking system of Switzerland Daily Cons. & Trade Rep., 

\ug. 6, 1912. Pp. 4 

Meape, E. S. Mortgage bank Lippincott, Aug., 1912. Pp. 5. 

Emphasizes the importance of more investment in American agricul- 

ud shows the need of a mortgage bank. 

~ Muses, I Das vierte Privilegium der Osterreichisch-U naarischen 1 

Zeitschr. f. Volkswirtsch., XXI, 5, 1912. Pp. 14. 

The law of Aug. 8, 1911, renewing the bank’s charter; its political 

significance in ending a struggle between Austria and Hungary and 

tendency to imperial unity. Explains the failure to provide for gold 
redemption of notes and discusses the provisions for maintaining the 

par of foreign exchange, the increase of the untaxed contingent of 

notes not covered by gold from 400 million to 600 million kronen, ete. 

Naenprup, H. Die Entwicklung des Geldwesens in den deutschen Kolonien 

Ill, V. Blatter f. Vergleich. Rechtswis. Volkswir May, June, 

July, 1912. Pp. 5, 9, 7. 

III. Deseribes, with much historical detail, the development of the 
monetary system of German East Africa, with special reference to the 

legal tender quality of the several kinds of coin and paper currency, 

and the circulation of foreign coin. IV. Similar account of the mone 

tary system of Kiouchou. (Concludes the series. Previous articles 

\ 

| 
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I. Analysis of the factors governing the height of the bank discount 

rate: i. e., character of the national monetary standard, legal limitations 

of the amount of note issue, condition of trade and industry. general 

condition of the money market, organization of the whole monetar 

system. II. Similar analysis of the factors influencing | priva 

discount rate. 

Warkins, G. P. The relation between kinds of statistical units and the quality 

of statistical material. Quart. Journ. Econ., Aug., 1912. 

louches upon the variability in purchasing power of our monetary 

unit as a statistical imperfection. 

Wittovensy, W. Le régime dv pargne | Mes 

Mém., Aug., 1912. Pp. 24. 

A full description of the United States postal savings bank system. 
( ills special attention to the features in which it differs trom | rope 

systems, such as decentralized organization, separation of its finances 

from the general budget of the government, and means devised to 
reduce cost of administration. 

Wotrr, H. W. Small holdings and land banks. Econ. Rev., Apr., 1912. Pp. 18. 

A description of the machinery by which the building up of com- 

munities of small agricultural landholders is carried out in Germany, 
! irticularly the aid of the Berlin |] indbank in financi r the en 

Yoakum, B. F. cost of living. World’s Wk., Sept., 1912. 1 

Discusses insufficient facilities for agricultural cred is a cause of 

high cost of living in the United States. American farmers pay 81% 
per cent for loans, as compared with 5 per cer or less bun 

Special attention to Raiffeisen banks of Gr rmany. 

Zatpari, P. G. The national bank of Greece. Moody’s Mag 

Pp. 6. 

, Sept., 1912. 

Zaupari, P. The popular banks of Europe. Moody’s Mag., July, 1912. Pp. 6. 

A general statement of the principles of codperative banking, with a 

description of the movement in the various countries of Europe, partic 

ularly France. 

———_———._ Agricultural credit for large estates in Roumania., Bull. Bur. 

Keon nd Soc. Intelligence, June, 1912 Pp. 19, 

Banking in Japan. Scottish Bankers’ Mag., Oct., 191 | 

Building and loan ass Ta n is home deve pment dian 

Assoc. News, Aug., 

The British association at Dundee: a scheme for the e rhlist 

ment of land banks. Scottish Bankers’ Mag., Oct., 1912 Pp 

System to be self-supporting and free from state control. 
————  Chilian currency reform, Bankers’ Mag. (London), July, 1912 

ge 

Statement of main provisions of law of May, 1912. 

| 

\ Bldg, im 1912. Pp. 2 
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Die Entwicklung des Preisnive l des ¢ 

| und Deutschland in den le en Derennien j Nat. Och 

May, 1912. 

ellung und Aufgaben de Priva j 

haftsleben. Die Bank, Sept., 1912. Pp. 5. 

Points out the decline of the German private bankers, through the 

invasion of their field by the great banks. | rges that the private bank 

ers have a function, in directing the investments of small investors, 
which the great banks are unable to perform. Predicts evil results, and 

particularly disaster in time of crisis, if the proper division of labor is 

not maintained. 

(Abstracts by C. C. Williamson) 

ANGELL, N La grande tllustone: querre que ed it. S 

1912. Pp. 25. 

The sentimental argument against war is of no avail, but the economic 

relations of modern nations (especially as to credit) have become so 

close that civilized countries will fight each other no more. 

\nrony, A. Le budget lAlsace-Lorraine, I1I. Rev. Sci. Pol., July-Aug., 1912 

Pp. 19. 

Briet de scription of each tax or other source of revenue, with som 

discussion of budgetary methods. ‘Tables show that out of a total 

ordinary expenditure of 67 millions nearly 15 millions represent the 

cost of collecting taxes. 

Becker. Die Neugestaltung des Gemeindeumlagewesens in llessen Finanz 

Archiv, XTX, 2, 1912. Pp. 36. 

fa j @ le tleu m ‘re 

12, 1912. Pp. 2. 

Bertuotp, W. Das Anleihwesen der Gemeinden in Sachsen. Annalen des 

Deutschen Reichs, No. 1, 1912. Pp. 14. 

Bicwooo, G. Le budget belge et les principes de la ecience des finances Rev 

Univ. Bruxelles, July, 1912. Pp. 18. 

Brock, F. H. Till fragan om konsumtionsfore ningarnas beskattning Ek. 

Vids., No. 2, 1912. Pp. 6. 

Examines some arguments in favor of ex mpting consumers societies 

from taxation; does not attach great importance to these organizations. 

CHAPMAN, S. J. The incidence of some land tares, Econ. Journ >. ot pt , 1912. 

Pp. 4. 

A brief theoretical note consisting of a criticism and an elucidation 

of a statement made by Mill. 
CirementT, H. Le municipalisme, ses causes, son extension, ses conséquences 

Réf. Soc., Aug., 1912. Pp. 19 

Municipalism is defined as the practice rather than the doctrine of 
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Chinese finance and eign supe i \ \ \ 

Sept. 1912. Pp. 2 
CiEISSER \ Le obb igaziont industrials in’: Germania Rif. Soc.. 1912 

Pp LS. 

One reason why industrial bonds are quickly absorbed in Germany 

is because public bonds have not been issued to a great amount. 

(iE ISSER Della tassa-domestici e di alcuni minori tributi locali Rif. Soc 

July-Sept., 1912. 

A history (since 1852) of the Italian tax on domestic servants and 

in analysis of its operation; a study also of certain similar taxes, chi tly 

the tax on automobiles. 

Ci ERLIN( ( Grundzuge fur die Linfuhrung der allgemeinen The tien uber 

lie Bildung und Verwaltung Aommunaler Fonds in die Prawi 

Archiv, ALA, 2, 1912. Pp. 7 

CiHtIDIGLIA, ¢ Unila di geslione ed unita di controllo nell ‘azienda dello Stat 

Gio d. Keon., July, 1912. Pp. 27 

CiKLZIOTI B Loincidenza e la traslazione delle imp ste sulle rendile Giior 

d. KEecon., Feb., 1912 Pp. 29 

The shifting of a tax on rent is a normal phenomenon, contrary to 

usual statement. Weyermann comes to the same conclusion, but by a 

ditlerent path. 

G bi Kinfiihrung von Schiffahrtsa gaben im Deutschen Reich 

Jahrb. f. Gesetzg., No. 3, 1912. Pp. 41. 

Gvuyor, ¥ Menaces budgetaires et fiscales. Journ. des Econ., June, 1912. Pp. 7 

M. Guyot, as usual, mercilessly flays the financial administration 
ind the legislators tor doing nothing to reduce budgets but instead 

actually considering an income tax to meet expenditures. 

LIASELBERGER, J ber ffent iche Gesamthaushalt Bayerns linanz-Archiv, 

XIX, 2, 1912. Pp. 34. 

Heypecker, kK. L. Municipal finances and taxation. Nat. Munic. Rev., Oct., 

1912. Pp. 9. 

The assistant tax commissioner of New York believes that local 

taxation ol pe rsonal prope rty should be abolished and that real estate, 

especially site values, should be reserved exclusively for municipal tax 

ation. ‘lhe use of accurate, scientitic methods in the assessment of 

real estate is imperative. 

M. J. Municipal finance rep ris Nat. Munic. he Ven 1912, Pp. 1. 

A review of progress, as we ll as the inherent difficulties, in the way 

of securing comparable data in order to determine to what extent public 

funds have been wisely expended and to make of department reports 

a measure of ethciency. 

Howagp, H. E. Some aspects of the demand for the rating of site values 

Accountant, Aug. 10, 17, 24, 1912 rp. 8, 7,5 

= 
= 
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in something like a geometrical ratio to population, for the larger the 

population the more expensive are all its functions. Still the credit of 
the larger cities is better than that of the smaller. 

L.eroy-Beauuiev, P. Les impdéts d’enregistrement et de timbre et les droits sur 

les valeurs mobiliéres. L.’Econ. Franc., July 13, 20, 1912. Pp. 5 

Leroy-Beauuiev, P. La nouvelle elaboration de limpét sur le revenu. L’Econ, 

Frane., June 15, 1912. Pp. 3. 

Criticizes severe ly the income tax scheme elaborated by the senate 

commission. 

P. Des quelques ¢conomies budqetaires fa ile realhser 

L’Econ. Franc., June 8, 1912. 

LOowENFELD, W. Zur Frage der Reform der direkten Steuern in Osterreich. 

Finanz-Archiv, XIX, 2, 1912. Pp. 25. 

McKay, J. M. Taration under the proposed constitutional amendment. Am. 

Bldg. Assoc. News, Sept., 1912. Pp. 4. 

\ general review of the amendments to the constitution of Ohio 

idopted September 3. As an opponent of the federal income tax, the 

thor ind ites the ratification of the amendment of detir nor the power 

of the Ohio legislature to levy an income tax. 

Matruews, J. M. Tar administration in New Jersey. Journ. Pol. Econ., July, 

1912. Pp. 22. 

MERTENS Die wirtschaftliche Lage Russlands an der Hand des Entwurfes 

zum Reichsbudget 1912. Archiv f. Eisenbahnw., July-Aug., 1912. Pp. 19. 

Meyer, R. Die drei Gesetze vom 28. Dezember 1911, betreffend die Steuerbe- 

ginstiqunagen fiir Neubauten usw. fiir qemeinniitzige Bauve reiniqungen und 

die staatliche Férderung der Wohnungsfiirsorge. Zeitschr. f. Volkswirtsch., 

XXI, 3, 1912. Pp. 45. 

P. Le municipalisme devant le Conseil d’Etat. Réf. 1912 

Pp. 15. 

The Conseil d’ Etat has always de cided the que stions coming before it 

on the principle that a municipality should exercise no industrial fune- 

tions at all. On all forms of municipal socialism it wages relentless 

war. The numerous municipal enterprises which do exist do so either 

because no suit has been brought before the Conseil d’Etat questioning 

their legality, or because of special legislative sanction. 

Murray, R. A. I problemi fondamentali dell’ economia finanziara (contributo 

alla teorica dell’ equilibrio finanziario). Giorn. d. Econ., Mar., 1912. 

A pure science of finance is needed: errors hitherto have come largely 

through reliance on empirical methods. The implications of a pure 

science are analyzed in the present article. 

NEwToON-RosBinson, aA The blight of the land fares: why they must be 

repealed. Nineteenth Cent., July, 1912. Pp. 14. 
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Scuwarz, O. Die Finanzen der Europdis hen und die wichtiaqeren aussereuro 

pdischen Staaten. Finanz-Archiv, XIX, 2, 1912 

Srower. | Bil liographie der finanzwissenschaftlichen Literatur fiir daa Jahr 

mit Ausschluss des Zolliresens Finanz-Archiv, XIX, 2, 1912. 

SerigmMan, E. R. A. Recent tar reforms abroad. I. Pol. Sci. Quart., Sept., 

1912. Pp. 15. 
Che first of a series of articles in which is to be considered the sig 

ficance of tax reforms effected in the vears 1909 and 1910 in Great 

Britain, Germany, and Australia. The present article is devoted to 

(;reat Britain. 

er die staatliche Besteu Soporrsky. G. Russisches Gesetz rom 6. Juni 1910 ii 

eruna der Immobilien in den Stddten, Vororten und Flecken Russlands mit 

fusschluss der Vororte und Flecken den Kdniaqreiches Polen Finanz 

Archiv, XIX, 1, 1912. Pp. 21. 

Sramep. J. C Ueher die Reform der Grundsteuern in Grosshritannien und 

Irland. Jahrb. f. Nat. Oek., July, 1912. Pp. 10 

SrruTz, Gi Die Steuervorlagqe und die schwdcheren Steuerkrafte Ann f 

Soz. Pol. u. Gesetzgebung, I, 6, 1912 Pp. 23 

~ I Verzehrunassteuer und Ldnderfinanzen Zeitschr. f. Volks 

wirtsch., XXI, 5, 1912. Pp. 26. 

ravporere. H Le monopole des Pompes funéebres ef sa municipalisatic n Réf 

Soc., Sept. 16, 1912. Pp. 24. 

{n exhaustive study of a public enterprise in a rather unusual line, 
+] ! 

one im WwW lich | rance h is h id long CN 

Terztarr, O. Die Steuern und Schulden der preussischen Stddte und grésseren 

Landaemeinden im Rechnunasijahre 19 und die von ithnen im Rechnuna 

jahre 1911 erhobenen zuschldqe zu staatlichveranlaqten direkten 

Sfeuern Kéniglich preussische statistische Iandesamt Zeitschrift, 52, 1912 

rrap, C. Lovforslaget om Statens Inkomst oq Formueskat Nat. 6k. Tids., 

Jan.-Feb., 1912. Pp. 29 

A lecture given December 14, 1911 supporting in the main proposed 

changes in the income and property tax law in Denmark, his main 
criticism of the measure being that its provision might not secure an 

equitable assessment. 

Vocer, FE. H Die rechtliche Natur der Finanzobligation im désterreichischen 

fhaabenrechte Finanz-Archiv, XTX, 2, 1912. Pp. 92. 

Vocrt, E. H. Stellung und Aufqabe der Verkehrssteuern der Finanzwissen 

schaft. Zeitschr. f. d. ges. Staatsw., 68, 1912. 

Wasserman, L. and R Die wirtschaftlichen und finanzpolitischen Leitmotive 

des deutschen Reic hsqesetzes, besonders Beseitiqung des Branntweinkon 

tingents, vom 14. Juni 1912. Finanz-Archiv, XTX, 2, 1912. Pp. 16 

Wepewoon, J. C. Whe principles of land value taxation. Econ. Journ., Sept 

1912. Pp. 10. 
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v of the « hor 1 | 

I I fasti italiani degli aspiranti trive tfore de Trip lifana, Rif. 

Soc. Mar. 1912. Pp. 34 
h +} ad f th 

' 

NNARD, REN} La politique douaniére des Etats des Balkans. Rev. Econ 

ntern., July, 1912. Pp. 36. 
of the w in which Ser j ] y | 

] 
policy of high prot i ! larg 

treaties so as to bee e largely di 

Austria. Russia. and Germa resnectivel \ stud { 

ti policy. 

Hamuin, C. C The sugar tariff and railroad securities Moody's Mag., Aug., 

1912 

ues that the | t sugar industry will gr nerease produc 

el i Crop iddit prob b ! \ r to ti 

¢ to be carried by the railroad Therefore railroad investoi 

favor the duties on beet sugar. 

Jonson, A. Protection as a panacea for labour unrest Contemp. Rev., Oct., 

1912. Pp. 8. 

1 solid by tl Fariff Leag | £8,000 per 

lear he tariff views of everv } tic erv ed 

\ rand graduate leaving tl ’ S | 

ILauck, W. J. A real myth. Atlantic, Sept., 1912. Pp. 5. 

Protection plus free immigration has caused low erad: mmigrant 

borers to displace American laborer n the factor ndustries we 

developed. Be f imy | machinery, inexperienced labor, 
l d \ 1 co! Ce id t ons bre el d 

power o killed labo 1 been destroved nd ther 

\merican nor immigrant labor has benefited by our tariff | 

12 

191.2 Pp. 85 
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Debate on the sugar conventi n Monthly Notes or lariff Re 
Sept., 1912. Pp. 6. 

if The suaay nvention. Monthly Notes on Tariff Reform Sept., 
1912. Pp. 8 

nt to 
} Rr ( \ 

} benefited } Britis} f r no tl 
rar 

The Underu l-La Follette bill Bull. Nat. A «. Wool Mfgrs., 
Sept., 1912 Pp. 8 

] id | vine the t of thy Cum) ne tite 

| nderwood bill. th 
Comn tte substitut ind thr 

5 

Follette bill. 

Views of the American Cott n Manufacturers Iss ifion Pro tectionist, July, 1912. Pp, 2 

re} I ol The Ol try co t t] ( 
ad { n de ri CTITICIZEeS t] by as cost ¢ rison 

tay ib ty hie tore such thre d 
lages the South Gliferem terest rates, tl pre rem 

1 differences in banking facilities 

Surance i | Per ( S 

\ son, C The contrors ‘y over medical henefit under the national insur 
mee act, Contemp. Revy., Oct., 1912. 

The British Medica] Association ol 
control of a lay committee but the 
provide for control, 

BAMENT,. W.N Insurance forms In 

Value of simplicity and directness 
™m Baver, EK. How 

jected to be ing pl iced under the 
writer holds that the 

On this point ther 
ict 

1S much disc ussion, 

Soc. of N y 

doe S not 

» Feb., 1912 

(fermany deals ith workmen’s injuries Pol. Sei 
Quart., Sept., 1912 Pp. 18, 

Describes the activities of the German employ rs’ associations. 
Bettom, M Lassurance des em) les entre) prives ’ 

n. Frane., July 6, 1912 

Mi Ba lot 
les I 

July, 1912. 

Borcarra, G. Pericoli ed ensidi: dun m nopolio-incendi di stat Rif. So May, 1912 Pp. 20. 

Sines the adoption ot a st ite monopoly of life INSUTANCE in It ily, voices are heard asking for a similar monopoly of fire insurance The probable dangers of such a scheme is partly revealed in cert 
riences, are forbidding. 
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insurance necessary to carry at each age in order to guarantee $1000 

insurance to beneficiaries. However, earning ind saving capacities set 

the real limit for the amount of insurance. 

G. H Vational insurance act j \ccountal Au 4, 31; Sept 

iv] i 6, Il, 

rsd “ung im f nad Liebh ‘ Ve erung 

enschatt, July, 1912 

Discusses the justice of legal restrictions and court decisions on the 

subject of overinsuring property and concludes that market value 

being a fluctuating thing, subjective valuation may be made, unless in 

loss Of property it is shown that th owner has not used 

4 

Die ! eiterve herung in Pus Pras Ju 25. 

Aug. 1, 1912. 
The new workingman’s insurance law placed in force after 8 years of 

elaboration, though a great advance does not make adequate provision 

for invalids; protection is limited to certain industries including chiefly 

mines, private railways and the large power factories. 

Govuecu, G. W The economics of the insurance act. Eng. Rev., July, 1912 

Gouecu, G. W. State insurance in Great Britain. Chambers’ Journ., July, 

\ Midde tnd politih vat. Gk. Tids., Ja 1912 

lverse criticism of German and Austrian “social insurance. 

ron, M. Workmen’s mpensation in Kurope and America, Engg 

Mag., July, 1912. 

G Lew i e public des assurance a i en 1 t Rev. S 
i 

Legis. Finan., July-Sept., 1912. 

By the law of April 4, 1912, Italy made a state monopoly of the 

business of life insurance and this excellent article reviews the reasons 

for and against the act. The chief arguments for a state monopoly of 
insurance are: (1) It is a service of general value to the state. (2) The 

monopolization gives a unified organization. (3) The administration is 

relatively simple. (4) It makes possible the extension to risks now 

excluded from insurance. ) Phe state « i { pore ( a is 

(6) Insurance naturally tends to be a monopoly. (7) The difficult 

problem of incidence and shifting of a tax on insurance disappears. 

Some of the objections to a state monopoly are: (1) It takes the state 

far away from its normal exercise of the police power. (2) All public 
ownership of a private business is evil. (3) There is danger of debase- 

ment of the business by politicians. (4) The financial burden on the 
state may be very great. 

Joser. Schutz durch mittelbare Versicherung. Versicherungs-Wissenschaft, 

July, 1912. 
The writer takes a concrete case of double insurance, the insurance of 

- 
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Savoy, E. La loi Suisse sur l'assurance en cas de maladie et d’accidents. I, 11 

Mouv. Soc., Aug., Sept., 1912. 

I. Discusses the history of the act, its general provisions and the 

insurance granted in case ot sickness. Il. The federal government has 
provided 7.900.000 tranes as the initial tund Phe Swiss law compares 

favorably with the laws of European nations, securing to the workmen 

the benetit at low cost. 

Nsen, A. Tevangsforsikringen i England Nat. Ok. ‘Tids., Mar.-Apr., 1912 

Pp. 56. 
A detailed analysis and sympathetic discussion of compulsory insur 

ance in England. ‘The author has faith in the ability of English society 

to meet its present crisis. 

STANSFIELD J National insurance with specta eference ft fhe electrical 

indusiry Klec. Rev. (london), \pr 19, 1912 

Younc, T. E. An enquiry into the existence of historical analogies to life 

assurance. Journ. Inst. Actuaries, July, 1912 

A critical review of dn Introduction to the History of Life Assur- 

ance, by A. F. Jack. 

Comparative statistics of fire loss, American and f reign Am 

Underwriter, June, 1912 

More than one third of the total loss in the United States is borne by 

one third of the population. Losses on better protected property have 

increased proportionally to that on property not so well protected. The 

per capita loss tor cities of 200,000 and over in the United States was 

$2.62, and in England 11 out of 12 largest cities had a loss of less than 
one dollar. The loss in cities of Ireland, Scotland, and France was 

below 4 and in Germany, among 8 of the largest cities, loss was about 

8 cents per capita. The average per capita loss for England, Ireland, 
Scotland, France, Germany, Italy, and Russia was 60 cents. 

The national insurance ac Accountant, June 22, 19#2 

A criticism of the national insurance law from the accountancy view- 

point. No uniform system of accounting is provided for approved 
ocieties, no detinition ot low wages, remuneratvion ; consequent 

contusion is predicted by the writer. 

The new law on the subject of the National Institute for Issist 

ance to Workmen and Farm Servants. Bull. Bur. Econ. & Soc. Intelli 

ence, July, 1912. 

An account of the recent law in Hungary. 

—— — Reduction of the cost of life insurance. Life Ins. Independent, 

June, 1912. 

The cost of insurance has decreased during the past 50 years but 

probably in not the same proportion as commodities. 

—————— Report of the cummittee on welfare of employees. Elec. Ry. 

Journ., Oct. 10, 1912. 
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Population and Migration 

dépopulation des campagnes Réf. Eeon., Aug 

A study of Australian vital statistics Econ. Journ Sept 

\n attempt to determine whether the white population of Australia 

s holding its own and likely to maintain its virility in the future. The 

1S favorable. 

Escuwece, I Kulturdiinger Die Bank, June, 1912 Pp. 10 

{n enumeration of the evils which are likely to come to the mother 

country from the emigration of large numbers of its adult popul ition. 

\uLBeEcK,. P Der Neo-Malthusianismus in seinen Beziechungen zur Rassen 

yie und Rassenhygiene Archiv f. Rassen- u Gesellschaftsbiologi« 

Jan.-Feb., 1912. 

\ es, July, 1912. Pp. 1 

In most countries studied there has been a very decided reduction in 

the rate of mortality during the past few decades. 

Hiopcrs, | Immigrant life in the ore region f northern Minnesota Survey, 

Sept. 7, 1912. Pp. 6. 

A study of the living conditions of the immigrants in the Vermillion 

ind Mesabi regions ot Minnesota. Conditions in Mesabi seem to be 

much worse and vital statistics show contagious diseases extremely 

prevalent. 

L.eroy-Beautiev, P. De la nécessité dune énergique et méthodique ion 

pour arreter la decroiwsance de la natalite et prévenir la depopula 

fen wndlisation de if we i u i 

Pp. 3. 

Another attempt to help solve the problem of denationalization of 

lrance. It is argued that the third child in every family is required in 
France. Efforts must be made to encourage this. Only 10 per cent of 

the othices of France should be given to men who are not the fathers of 
three children, and premiums fixed at perhaps 500 franes should be 

given for the birth of the third child. 

LINDSAY The case f and against eugen Nineteenth Sey 

1912. Pp. 12. 

LipzKky, A Ire the Je i “pure race Pop. Sci. Mo., July, 191 Pp. 8 

To a large extent a criticism of Dr. Maurice Fishberg’s recent book 

The Jews. The author takes the stand that the Jews constitute a 

distinct race. 

Marpittero, G Il problema sessuale ed il neomalthusianesin R 

Sociol., Mar.-Apr., 1912. 

Oru, | Induktives und Deduktive im kerungs} em J 

Nat. Oek., Apr., 1912. 

Pace, T. W. The distribution of immigrants in the United States before 

Journ Pol Keon., July, 1912 Pp. 19 
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1912] Pau pe rism and Charities 1025 

Pauperism and ies 

a Abst by | 

( € } en j 

Unemploymer i Char. O 19 

Ihe papers and discussions centered around the questions of labor 

<changes, the physic il bar to employment, labor colonies, nd sea 

ind cyclical unemployment, and expressed a wide range of oJ 

li is hoped that in the Next th 

struck more plainh anit was a he one rey 

Duce pe Bernonvitte, M. L. L’assistance publique dans le Royaume Uni et 

\ organisat hand gy reel, gi 

velopment of the law on th subj ct. Followed by a st i tud 

ose these toocivine indoor these outd 
This thod ot treatment 1s used in turn for ] ngland ind Waies, Sco 

land, Ireland, German Empire, Bavaria, and other countric 

Guaser, A ri n for th poorer ¢ es in 1 ( 

Rev., May, 1912. 
The writer is general secretary of the society to suppress vagral 

d be rging in Vienna. The subject is divided into three sections Phi 

Care of the Poor; Social Insurance; and Recent Social P ( Law 

\ brief sketch of the constitutional position of the poor is given, 

\ustria is divided into fifteen provinces, each of which has 

rv extensive local 1utonomy. Then follows a definition of 

poor’ and a discussion of the extent to which outdoor relief. is 

| the field of priv ite charity, pl ins for centralizat ! nd | 

respo , Under the second « tion, Social Insurance, tl 

by ly discusses in turn, Insurance Against Accidents, The Law of 

i rance Hess ind Pen ion iw tor i 

Guaser, A. Provision for the poor in Austria, 

Deserib in detail the bill relating t social ji Les befor 

Austrian House of Commons after having changed it fou 

, s without being any nearer to becoming law. It deals with the 

extension of the worker's insurance and adds provisions tor an 

validit ind old-age insurance with a state subs dy for tl benefit of 

’ wage-earners and those who work on their own account. ‘The passag 

of the bill is not expected in the near future. The article « ludes 

with a resumé of social politic il laws passed in IDT1, cover y reg 

tion of hours of work, the prohibition of employment of children under 

14 years of age in mines and of w en during the 1 it, ete. The 

author seems far from optimistic as to outcome. 

Harperr, I.. A Effective charity admi tfion. Ann. Am. Acad., May, 1912 

The writer is the general superintendent of the Board of Publi 

er Welfare. Kansas Citv. Missouri. Gives onlv a general outline of the 

provisions necessary ior dealing effectively with = the charitable 

London), June, 1912 
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Housing 1027 

ited by the recent coal strike. The potteries 

1) \ Lpprox mately 60.000 workers practic lly ill of whom were 

own out ol employment within a week. In each of the separate 

1 ahs ‘ the federated borough of Stoke-on-Trent th mayor 

ed a local committee to whom he ailotted a certain sum ef money 

per week with 1 Ires hand for its dis} »s il. Ch svsten proved on 

whole exces lingly satistactory, iltthough the committees were 

] re ol iteurs 

= —— The annual meeting of the C. O. S. Char. Organ. Rev. (Lon 

don), Aug., 1912. 

I} t of the addresses was either that of unstinted praise for 

rvices rendered by organized ehar or of defense of the London 

SOK t rainst criticism from th rablan ety and other advocates 

government action. 

Housing 

Abstracts by arn Ford) 

Criauss, I Eine stddtebauliche Tat. Soziale Praxis, July 4, 1912. Pp. 2. 

Describes municipal plan of the new suburb of Berlir Schoncberg, 

lesigne i to house L0.000 peopl with houses two stories high, equipped 

with gardens ind common pl iver unds. and des gned to rent at the 

price OF ¢ jual iccomMn on in urban tenements. 

Comstock, A. P. Chicago h 7 using conditions Vl The } hlem f the near 

\ Journ. Sociol., Sept., 1912. Pp. 16 

\ stat 

West 

istical study of 209 houses in the South Side. and 131 houses in 

Side. Tables cover per cent of lot built over, re 

of apartments per 

pair of houses, 

rooms per apartment, 

r olf persons sleeping In rooms ot specified cubie contents 

house, number of 

per 
cent of unventilated rooms and of dark rooms, type of toilet, and 

rent Finds negroes are forced to live near segregated vice, and 

to pav higher rents than paid by inmicgrants per unit of accommodation. 

( xp, W Wohnunashuaiene 1 Tloch merklima I. Zeitschr. f. So 

ilwis., July, 1912. Pp. 16. 

\ critical examination of theories of the relation of infant mortality 

» | se structure, ventilation, and to the overheating of walls by the 

nhs TAVS 

Wohnunasfragqe und Sdualin psp fle de le Praxis, June 27, 

1912. Pp. 2. 

Brief quot itions trom studies by ] gre. Kathe, Gsemiund, ind 

Hix les on the relation ot f ventilation, heat, 

to infant mortality. 

Hatpeman, B. A. 

Pp. 4. 

ind construction of apart 

The municipal zone system Engg, News, Aug. 1, 1912. 

\ description of the sysiem II 

certain districts are set aside 

use in some European cities by which 

for buildings of one class. The zones are 

1912] 
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nus, G. H 

} Py nt | } » +} 

) wider but tere eous sel 
1, Denar ey | {Tog f } 

tat. Assoc. Sept., 1912 
New ied tor ) 

1] c hetu a rs f 

nad +} nd s ni 

Stat.. Jul 19192 

( \ 

ind Furprarp, R. C Votes on the construction of mortality 

rn. Inst. Actuaries, July, 1912 

t 7 lif tables t rance company ¢ erie! \ 

: ng policies, giving age at entrance and dur 
t | ? onnection Ww 1 th reg stration of new 

+} ld th preparation of s lect 

: t bles and would ma! possil their « tit 

Die Vergleichung in der Statistik. Ann. des Deutschen 

rtalité suivant la profession. Bull. Stat Gén. de la France, 

h re strat ns tistics f r 1OO7 nd 1O0O8 wl h were 

} deaths were ¢ ssified bv occupation 

a nt of the difficulties met in inter 

Studies in statistical representation Journ. Roval Soc New 

South Wales, XLV. Pp. 24 

1912 

LLMAN, P. 

Deutschen 

Die Statistik in Deutschland Archiv f. Sozialw., XXXIV, 1, 

Die Stelluna der Statistik im Staats- und Gemeindedienst im 

Reich. Deutsches Stat. Zentralblatt, Feb., 1912. 
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1912] Statistics 1031 

Pissarcevsky, I Vote sur les nsements de rere pays Journ. S 

Stat., Aug.-Sept., 1912. 

(¢ tins a number of interesting diagrams, showing the distributio 

pulation of various countries by ive. mart | condition, ind 

ployment (laborers and employees, emplovers, and inactive 

ution mathématique a l'etude des problémes de la pro- 

duction et des salatires Journ. Soc. Stat > M iv, 1912. 

Pro} es a mn hod ot determini fy th cost of lis ny in terms of ll 

a fucts ind labor used up in the production ot consumption 

Ropinson, I N The unit in criminal statistics Journ. Crim. Law and Crim- 

inol., July, 1912. 

statistics n coun CASS, intractions the law 

| uents Che best results are given by the use of all three 

I ] Re} f the committee } 

Tou ( I ind Criminol., M 1912 

Troup, J. McD. and Maynarp, G. D. Note on the extent to which the distri 

hution of disease in houses is determined by the laws of chance. Biomet 

rika, Jan., 1912. 

Warkins, G. P The relation between kind f statistical unit md the i 

f statistical material. Quart. Journ. Econ., Aug., 1912. 

An abstract and general treatment of an important topic Statistr 

ts are classified as: (1) individual things (natural kinds and pro 

kinds), and (2) mensurational units (physical and pecuniary 

sures). Superiority is claimed for the first class, while pecuniary 

isures are held to be particul irl, unsatistactory. 

tson, E. B. Mathematical economics. Bull. Am. Math. Soc., June, 1912 

(\n appreciative review of Pareto’s Manuel d’économique politique, 

h some interesting observations on the scope of mathematical eco- 

ics in general. \ few of Pareto’s more elementary equations are 

and their significance explained 

Yue, U. On the methods of measuring association between two attributes 

Journ. Royal Stat. Soc., May, 1912 

\n inquiry of the first importance. Yule lucidly explains the deriva 

ion and me aning oi his coefhicient of association ind presents a 

seem nely superior ilternative mcasure which he ealls the cor ficient 

of colligation.”” The use of the ordinary product sum correlation for a 

four-fold correlation table is defended. It is shown that Pearson's 

normal coefficient” is of very restricted usefulness. 

Chémage. Bull. Stat. Gén. de la France, July, 1912. 

\ tabulation of statistics of unemployment in 38 French cities, 

obtained by the census of 1911. ‘ 
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‘ received 417 new membe 

1 net 

rotessor 

Dr. Smal 

1912 

thood 

work, \s 

ved 1 remarkable power ol 

influ pus his in 

nendation 

prepared 

the 

xtension Univ: 

is a manuscript volume 

short] Cl P lem, Ww h its author intended 

ss. It is hoped bv his friends that this volume 

morial to its author. 

who knew Dr. Sm lle best are awart 

did and the extensive reading which he undertook 

himself to | ne an authority upon lego-industr 

iv be proper in this connection to quote a ragray 

morial adopted bv the senate of t! 'niversit 

memorial: 

s loss is, however, most keenly elt 

1 Economy. Sociology. and Business 

ie to be recogni ed that the solution of 

further analvsis of accep problems calls for a 

to make them mo perfectly sprudence . SO AS 

rapidly changing industrial cond ons. 

Doctor Smallev. who undertook and carried thro 

ous course of reading in order to master that uncertain at 

ty I Michigat 
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Notes 1035 

perative marketing and cooperative credit. It is inned to 

tr h a bulletin containing the results of the investig 

ssor F. Y. Kdg worth was elected president of R il St 

cad Ss etv at its annual meeting held June 18, 191 It is reported 

mbersh of this society is now $7 } 

cians, Grreen na 4 omMpany announce the immer ite blication 

; li ds: Rates and Regulation, by Professor Ripley of Harvard 

inced that i new und vised edit m of 7 Imm yration 

] n, by Jenks and Lauck, is in preparation, and will be published 

s! i me. The new edition will correct the errors which have 

ietect d, particularly in the Statist il tabl ind new 

er nade available by the census figures of 1910, 

| et Br ere Ol Paris Announce the public mn 0 

slation of Professor Carver's work on the )) ribu n 

Phe translation is being prepared by M. Roger Picard 

} Mr. C. EK. Fillebrown, under date ol October 1, 19] has ied th 

4 

ion of Single Tax Ca chism, containing many minor tect 

ctions from a previous edition, (77 Summer Street, Bost 

il Russell Sage loundation announces th earl pu tion oft 

li vard University. 

f Professor Emory R. Johnson, of the University of Penns 

iS ibmitted to the President a report on Panama Canal Trathe and 

S ; Polls ud is now at work upon a report which will deal with the 

‘ of vessels and the rules to be recommended for vessels 

tl ugh the Panan canal 

Dr. ¢ lyde L. King, of the Universitv of Pennsylvania. is preparing a 

f report for the ¢ itv ot Philadelphia on “Market Produce.” with sugges 

tions for terminal facilities for the handling and disposition of products. 

W. E. Hotchkiss, of Northwestern University, has recent] rved as 

] chairman of a committee to investigate the work of the Juvenile Court 

| | 

1 Org 

Pt r Lewis H. I 
lexas 
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1912 Notes 1039 

Census Bureau, has been appointed instructor in economic history in 

Pennsylvania State University. 

Mr. Oswald W. Knauth has been appointed instructor in economics 

at Princeton University. 

Professor S. Gale Lowrie, formerly with the Wisconsin State Board 

of Public Affairs and instructor in the University of Wisconsin, has 

been appointed professor of political science in the University of 

Cincinnati to take the place of Professor Brooks. 

Professor H. L. Lutz, of Oberlin College, is giving a course of 

lectures on corporations and business management at Toledo, Ohio, 

under the auspices of the Young Men’s Business League and the 

Alexander Hamilton Institute. 

George B. Mangold, has been promoted to the office of director of 

the St. Louis School of Social Economy. 

Professor Roswell C. McCrea has been appointed dean of the Whar- 

ton School of Finance and Commerce of the University of Pennsyl- 

vania. With this appointment the Wharton School has been given a 

definite, independent grouping in the organization of the university. 

Professor C. W. Mixter, of the University of Vermont, is on a 

year’s leave of absence, and is engaged in studying scientific manage- 

ment with a manufacturing establishment in Philadelphia. Mr. A. W. 

Lahee is carrying on Professor Mixter’s academic work. 

Mr. William H. Parker has been promoted to the position of assistant 

professor of economics and social science in the University of 

Cincinnati. 

Professor John B. Phillips, of the University of Colorado, has been 

appointed a member of the Colorado State Tax Commission, for a 

six-year term, and has resigned his university position. 

Dr. L. G. Powers has resigned his position in the Census Bureau 

as chief statistician for agriculture, and is now confining his attention 

to the duties of chief statistician for city statistics. Dr. J. L. Coulter 

has charge of the work of the Division of Agriculture. 

Mr. F. U. Quillin has been appointed professor of economics at 

Knox College. 

Dr. W. E. Rappard has been appointed assistant professor in eco 

nomics at Harvard University. 

Mr. Thomas J. Riley has become general secretary of the Brooklyn 

Bureau of Charities, resigning his position as director of the St. Louis 

School of Social Economy. 

Professor E. A. Ross, of the University of Wisconsin, expects to 
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Publications of the American Economic Association 

FIRST SERIES 

y volume in paper, $4.00; in cloth, $5.00 for a single v me, $4 f ¢ 

t same time. \ XI, in pape $ 

l v es c th index, $41.( 

ers urred are only with the set € sta 

I apply t the etary 

Volume I, 1886 

Rey f Organization of the American Economic Ass itior Pp 

n of the Modern Municipality to the Gas Supply. By 

ames Pp OO 

Coéperation in a Western City. By Albert Shaw. Pp. 10 

nin New | nd. By E. W. Bemis. Pp 

f the State to Industrial Act By H. C. Ada p. & 

Volume II, 1887 

ee Phases of Cooperation in the West. By Amos G. Warner p. 119 

rical Sketch o! the | inances ot Pennsy Vanla By | K. W I I 

100 

Railway Question. By Edmund J. James. Pp. 6 
Early History of the English Woolen Industry. By W. J. Ashley. Pp. 85 
Mediaeval Guilds of England. By E. R. A. Seligman. Py 
Relation of Modern Municipalities to Quasi-Pul Works En, 4; 

Adams and others. Pp. &7 

Volume III, 1888 

Statistics in College, by C. D. Wright; Sociology and Politi Economy 
by F. H. Giddings; The Legal-Tender Decisions, by E. J. James 
Pp SO 

Capital and Its Earnings. By John B. Clark. Pp. 60 
Che Manual Laboring Class, by F. A. Walker; Mine Labor in the Hocking 

Valley, by E. W. Bemis; Report of the Second Annual Meeting 
Pp SO 

** Statistics and Economics. By Richmond Mayo-Smith. Py 7 
The Stability of Prices. By Simon N. Patten. Pp. 64 

Volume IV, 1889 

Contributions to the Wages Question: The Theory of Wages St 
Wood; Possibility of a Scientific Law of Wages, by J. B. ¢ 
Pp. 69 

Socialism in England. By Sidney Webb. Pp. 73 
Road Legislation for the American State. By J. W. Jenks. | 3 
Third Annual Meeting: Report of the Proceedings. Pp. 12 
Malthus and Ricardo, by S. N. Patten; The Study of Statis ) 

Dewey; Analysis in Political Economy, by W. W. Folwell. Pp. 60 
An Honest Dollar. By E. Benjamin Andrews. Pp. 50 

Volume V, 1890 

The Industrial Transition in Japan. By Yeijiro Ono. Pp. 122 
Two Essays on Child-Labor. By W. F. Willoughby and Clare d 

Graffenried. Pp. 150 
Papers on the Canal Question. By E. J. James and L. M. Haupt. Pp. 8s 

History of the New York Property Tax. By J. C. Schwab. P 8 
The Educational Value of Political Economy. By S. N. Patter Pp. 26 
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Publications of the American Economic Association 

' Volume VI, 1905 

S pubdlisne in tw parts Seventeenth Annual Meeting. Papers and Proce: 
2 Papers and Discussions on the Theory of Money; Open Shop or 

' Closed Shop. Pp. 226 1.00 
Part 11—Papers and Discussions on Government Interference with Indus 

rial Combination; Regulation of Railway Rates; Taxat f Rail 

wavs referential Tariffs and Reciprocity; Inclosure Movement; 
} Economic History of the United States. Pp. 270 1.00 

lhe History and Theory of Shipping Subsidies. By R. Meeker. Pp. 230. 1.00 
History of Labor Legislation in New York. By F. R. Fai | Pp. 218. 1.00 

Volume VII, 1906 

2 Eighteenth Annual Meeting: Papers and Discussions on Theory of Distr 

‘ [ bution; Government Regulation of Railway Rates; Mu pal Owner 
ship; Labor Disputes; The Economic Future of the Negr Pp. 325 10 

Railroad Rate Control. By H. S. Smalley. Pp. 14; 1. 
On Collective Phenomena and the Scientitic Value of Statist ) 

By E. G. F. Gryzanovski. Pp. 48 os 
i-Book of the Association, 1906. Pp. 48 

ation of the Gross Receipts of Railways in Wiscons By 

Volume VIII, 1907 

neteenth Annual Meeting: Papers and Discussior n Wage : 
Determined by Arbitration; Round Table Meetings; Western Civili 

ig tion and Birth Rate; Economic History; Government ulation 
Insurance; Trusts and Tariff; Child Labor. Pp. 268 1.00 

Historical Sketch of the Finances and Financial Policy of Mas 
rom 1780 to 1905. By C. J. Bulloct Pp. 144 

Hand-Book of the Association, 1907. Pp. so 

The Labor Legislation of Connecticut. By Alba M. Edwards. Pp. 322 

The Growth of Large Fortunes. By G. P. Watkins. Pp. 170 1 

Volume IX, 1908 

> Hand-Book of the Association, 1908. Pp. 49 
Twentieth Annual Meeting: Papers and Discussions on Econon Theor 

Round Table Meetings; Labor Legislation; Relati of the Feder 
Treasury to the Money Market; Public Service Commissions. Pp. 31 

2. Chicago Traction, By R. E. Heilman. Pp. 131 , 
3. Factory Legislation of Rhode Island. By J. K. Towles. Pp. 110 K 

Progressive Taxation in Theory and Practice Revised Editi 
EK. R. A. Seligman. Pp. 334. (Jn cloth $1.75.) 

rts Volume X, 1909 

: I Twenty-first Annual Meeting: Papers and Discussions on The M 
Economic Literature; Collective Bargaining: Row Table n A 

} ] unting; Labor Legislation; Employers’ Liabil 

trial Disputes Act: Modern Industry and Family Lif 
ait Economics; Transportation; Revision of the Tariff; A C 

. The National Monetary Commission; Capitalization of Pu ; 
« Corporations in Massachusetts Pp. 432 

2. Hand-Book of the Association, 1909. Pp. sg 

The Printers By George E. Barnett 79 

‘i }. Life Insurance Reform in New York. By W. H. ] | 

Volume XI, 1910 
ee 1 Twenty-second Annual Meeting: Papers and Discussions H 

. wi the Association; Observation in Economics: Economic D 
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